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ABSTRACT

An instrument was constructed to measure molecular fluorescence
(FL) or chemiluminescence (CL) and absorbance (ABS) simultaneously.
The lower, middle, and upper portions of the test solution are probed
to obtain ABS, FL, and CL data.

Optical fibers are used extensively.

The ABS and FL or CL spectra are acquired in 400 ms or more with diode
array detectors mounted on spectrographs.

The FL and CL signals can

also be detected with photomultiplier tubes after wavelength selection
with filters and/or a monochromator.

Two microcomputers in a master-

slave arrangement control data acquisition.

The performance of the multiple signal spectrometer was evaluated
using quinine sulfate (QS) solutions and the CL reactions of lucigenin
(Lc) and luminol.

Chemiluminescence and FL signals which cannot be

spectrally resolved are measured sequentially by blocking the FL
excitation (EX) beam.

Absorbance can be measured from 300 to 800 nm.

Noise and stray light limit accuracy above 1.5 A.U.

The EL detection

limit for QS ranges from 1.2 to 40 pg/mL, depending on the detection
scheme.

Software was developed to utilize the measured ABS in appropriate
equations to automatically correct the luminescence signals for
attenuation (inner-filter effects) caused by absorption of the EX or
emission (EM) radiation by the lumophore or other species.

Pre-

viously developed correction equations were modified for situations in
which the EX or EM beam cannot be considered to be monochromatic and
for collection geometries involving optical fibers.

The correction

scheme was tested in the absence and presence of chromophores
(gentisic acid, methyl red, K Cr 0
2

).

Even when conditions are such

2 7

that the FL signal is attenuated by a factor of 10, the correction
scheme is accurate to 2% or better.

These corrections extend the

linear range of the QS calibration curve by a factor of over 100.
Finally, the kinetics of the reaction of Lc with H 0

2 2

presence of KOH were studied.
were obtained.

in the

Time resolved ABS, FL, and CL spectra

Although some of the spectral shifts occurring during

the reaction are due to changing inner-filter effects, the corrected
spectra demonstrate that methyl acridone is not the species responsible for CL, as some researchers claim.
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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION OF AN INSTRUMENT FOR
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF MOLECULAR FLUORESCENCE,
ABSORBANCE AND CHEMILUMINESCENCE

INTRODUCTION

Molecular spectrofluorometry is a very powerful analytical tool
for the determination of molecular species.

It can offer greater

selectivity, sensitivity, and detectability than molecular absorption
techniques.

These attractive features arise from the very nature of

the fluorescence process.

A sample containing the molecular species

of interest (i.e., the analyte or fluorophore) is illuminated with
ultraviolet (UV) or visible light from an external source.

Absorp-

tion of light causes electrons in the ground electronic singlet state
(S

to be promoted to excited singlet states.

)

o

deactivation can occur by several mechanisms.

After absorption,

The one of interest in

this thesis is the fluorescence (FL) transition, which denotes the
radiative path going, in most cases, from the ground vibrational level
of the first excited singlet (SI) to the ground state So (Si -0 So).
The lifetime of this transition is typically 1 to 10 ns.

The molecule

relaxes to the ground vibrational level of SI from higher vibrational
levels, or higher excited states, by rapid non-radiative processes,
such as vibrational relaxation and internal conversion.

This energy

loss before fluorescence causes the wavelength of maximum fluorescence
(A

EM

)

to be longer than the wavelength of maximum absorption (),

EX

).

2

The ability to select independently two wavelengths, Aux and Alm,
partially accounts for the selectivity of spectrofluorometry.
For species with high FL quantum efficiency Of (fraction of
absorbed photons that are converted to FL photons), the analyte FL
can be distinguished from FL of other species, scattering and dark
current signals even for picomolar analyte concentrations.

At these

concentrations, the analyte absorbance is too small to be measured by
absorption spectrometry.

Thus, FL can be used to determine ultra-

trace concentrations not possible with absorption.

The relationship between the FL intensity of a sample and the
analyte concentration is of special interest to the analytical chemist.
The detailed description of this relationship can be found in many
textbooks (1-3), but to help in the understanding of the main thrust
of this thesis, a basic derivation is presented.
The Beer-Lambert law of absorption states that I = I
where I

o

o

10

-cbc

and I are the intensities (radiant power in photons per

second) of the incident and transmitted light beams, c is the molar
absorptivity (L cm

1

molar concentration.

mol

-1

), b is the path length (cm), and c is the

The intensity absorbed (I

Ia = Io - I = Io (1 - 10

a

)

is then

- ebc)
(1)

The FL intensity (If) is proportional to the amount of energy
absorbed and the quantum efficiency of FL (Of).
If = Ia Of = I0

(1 - 10

cbc
)

Of

(2)

3

Expansion of the exponential term yields
If - Io 441

(2.303 cbc)24.

2.303 ebc +

[1

(3)

If ebc S 0.01 then all terms in the expansion of 10 -ebc except -2.303

the can be ignored and equation 3 simplifies to
I

f

Io Of 2.303 Ebc

(4)

with an error of less than 1%.

Equation 4 shows the direct proportionality between the FL intensity and the analyte concentration.

Deviations from linearity in

analytical curves arise from the breakdown of the mathematical assumption used in deriving the last equation.

In other words, the amount

of light absorbed is not proportional to the absorbance (A.= ebc) at
higher absorbances.

Other factors can cause a nonlinear relationship between the
observed FL intensity and analyte concentration or the FL observed
intensity to be less than predicted by equation 2.

In real FL

measurements, the excitation beam passes through the cell and the FL
is usually observed at right angles with respect to this excitation
axis.

Normally, only the FL excited by the part of the beam in the

center of the cell is collected by the emission optics and detected.

In the derivation of equation 2, it is assumed that the FL is collected from the whole excitation beam of length b.

Another implicit assumption of equation 2 is that the analyte is
the only significant absorber.
excitation radiation.

Other species can also absorb the

Likewise, the analyte or other species can

absorb the emission radiation before it passes out of the cell.

The attenuation of the excitation beam before reaching the region
viewed by the FL detection optics and through the detected FL volume
element is denoted the pre-filter or primary absorption effect.

The

absorption of the FL emission in the region of the cell which extends
from the fluorescing volume to the cell wall is called the post-filter
or secondary absorption effect.

These attenuating processes, often

called inner-filter effects, are due to the presence of analyte and/or
other chromophores in the sample solution at high enough concentrations to attenuate the excitation or emission beams.

Inner-filter

effects have been recognized and characterized by many researchers;

yet, FL spectral information and results continue to be published with
distortion and lack of accuracy due to these phenomena.

A review of

the work and results obtained to counteract these problems is pre.

sented in the HISTORICAL section of this thesis.

Other processes besides inner-filter effects can cause problems.

Intermolecular collisions between an excited analyte molecule

and another molecule can deactivate the molecule by a process called
quenching, which reduces the br without causing spectral distortions.

The correction of right angle FL measurements for absorbing
interferences is the main goal of this thesis project.

Several suc-

cessful correction approaches have already been developed.

The cor-

rection technique used in this thesis, as well as previous correction
schemes, are based on measurement of sample absorbance (ABS).

Mathe-

matical relationships can then be used to correct the measured FL
signal based on the sample ABS.

The correction techniques previously

developed do not allow correction of FL spectra and signals during a

5

kinetics experiment in which the FL and ABS are changing with time.

In such a situation, it is imperative to know the FL and the ABS at
all times to perform the inner-filter corrections.

It is obviously

more accurate and rapid to perform these measurements simultaneously
in the sample cell.

This allows correct determination of rate con-

stants and of the nature of the species involved in the reaction.

The advancement in solid-state multichannel photodetectors and
fiber optics technology has provided the proper tools for the achievement of the mentioned goal.

In the past, complex optical systems

would have been needed to direct two light beams to a cuvette, a
limited wavelength region (5-20 nm) for FL excitation, and a polychromatic, collimated beam for measuring ABS at all wavelengths.

The

availability of a wide variety of quartz optical fibers adequately
resolves this instrumental need.

To measure photoluminescence and ABS spectra, two approaches can
be implemented: scanning of monochromators over the wavelength region
of interest or use of spectrographs with solid state arrays as detection systems to obtain spectral information at all wavelengths simultaneously.

The first approach could not be used in kinetic studies

since during the time required to scan the wavelength of interest
(i.e., from the excitation wavelength through the wavelength region in
which FL occurs), the concentration of monitored species could change.
Thus, the spectral profiles acquired would be distorted and cause
erroneous corrections and misinterpretations.

The second approach is

thus the one of choice and it was utilized for the research in this
thesis.

6

As a result of these considerations, a spectrometer has been
developed which allows the acquisition of photoluminescence and ABS
spectra from the same solution in 400 ms or more.

The same source (Xe

lamp) used for FL excitation provides the radiation for ABS measurements.

By means of a quartz optical fiber, a portion of the lamp

light beam is guided to the lower part of the cell.

After it tra-

verses the sample cell, the transmitted energy is dispersed with a
spectrograph and detected by a diode array over a spectral range
extending from 175 nm to 815 nm.

The FL is excited in the middle

volume element of the cell, collected at 90° from the excitation axis,
and viewed by an intensified diode array or a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) mounted on a spectrograph/monochromator.

To obtain better

detection limits, the emission is also viewed in a perpendicular
geometry by a PMT before which a filter can be mounted.

The instru-

ment is totally controlled by two microcomputers which acquire data
from the diode arrays and PMTS.

The mathematical corrections developed by some researchers are
applicable to cases in which the excitation beam is monochromatic.
This assumption is certainly not followed in most practical analyses.

Thus, the correction scheme developed here takes into account nonmonochromatic excitation as well as different window geometries.

Besides molecular FL, another form of luminescence, chemiluminescence (CL), can be measured with the spectrometer developed which
shall, henceforth, be referred to as the Multiple Signal Spectrometer
(MSS).

With the excitation beam blocked, CL is measured with the

detectors used for FL measurements and with an additional PMT which

7

detects the luminescence originating from the upper part of the sample
volume.

CL techniques have gained popularity as a tool in analytical
chemistry.

The phenomenon was discovered in 1877 by Radziszewski (4),

who observed the emission of light during the oxidation of lophine.
CL techniques can offer good specificity since only a few chemical
systems exhibit it.

The CL phenomenon is similar in nature to the FL introduced
earlier in this section.

The main difference is the source of energy

which excites the molecules.
is present.

In CL, no external source of radiation

Chemical energy resulting from a reaction is responsi-

ble for the formation of excited species which deactivate by emitting
light.

Inner-filter effects once again cause spectral distortions leading to false conclusions.

Because no external excitation radiation is

required, only post-filter effects can affect the CL emission.

The first set of experiments conducted for this project was
designed to test the performance of the MSS and the validity of the
corrections.

For this purpose, an analytical curve for the classical

FL standard quinine sulfate was obtained over a concentration range
extending from 10-13 g/L to 2.0 x 10-4 g/L.

The FL data were then

corrected for inner-filter effects to test the accuracy of the corrections when applied to the simplest experimental case, in which the
analyte is the only species responsible for primary absorption.

For the testing of pre-filter corrections, when other species
besides the fluorophore absorb the excitation energy, the FL of a

8

10-5 g/L solution of QS was measured in the presence of different

amounts of gentisic acid (GA), ranging from 0 to 1.0 x 10-4 g/L.

A

similar study was conducted using QS as analyte and methyl red (MR)
dye as the secondary absorption interferent.

This study was intended,

mainly, to test the accuracy and limitations of the post-filter correction scheme.

The contribution of MR to the pre-filter effect was

not negligible over the concentration range used (0

1.3 x 10-4 g/L),

but was relatively low when compared to its secondary absorption
effects.

Corrections for the combined effects of primary and secondary
absorption interferences were performed on FL spectral data obtained
from QS samples to which different amounts of potassium dichromate
were added..

An interesting chemical system, discovered in 1935 by Glen and
Petsch (5),and since studied by many researchers, is the chemiluminescent reaction of lucigenin (Lc) with H202 in the presence of KOH.

The ABS, FL, and CL spectra of the species involved in the reaction
were obtained with the MSS to demonstrate how multiple signal information and inner-filter corrections can be used to unravel chemical
processes in a complex reaction mixture.

9

HISTORICAL

Mathematical Corrections for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects

The problems caused by inner-filter effects in FL measurements
have concerned spectroscopists since the end of the last century (6).

The first mathematical expressions for the correction of pre-filter
effects in FL measurements were introduced by Weber in 1930 (7).

The

accuracy of the corrections was experimentally tested with limited
success due to the simplicity of the equations.

Many attempts have been published since then for the mathematical correction of FL measurements for inner-filter effects with different geometries: transmission or in line, front surface or reflection, right angle or perpendicular and special cells and geometries.

In this section, mathematical corrections for right angle
fluorometry are reviewed.

The mathematical correction schemes for

other detection geometries and several methods (e.g., dilution, twophoton excitation) for dealing with absorbing interferences are discussed elsewhere (8).

In 1938, Sen-Gupta (9) conducted studies on the FL of dye-stuffs
using in line, reflection, and right angle detection geometries.

At

high concentrations, he observed a non-linear dependence of FL signal
on the dye-stuff concentration.

FL and ABS spectra were taken and, in

order to explain the experimental results, he proposed mathematical
expressions to correct for pre- and post-filter effects.

The

10

equations involved the ABS of the fluorophore at the excitation and
emission wavelengths and were derived with the assumption that the FL
volume element viewed was a point source.

The usefulness of these

corrections was limited because in most practical instrumental configurations, the FL volume element viewed has a finite volume.

In 1951, Lauer (10) proposed equations to correct Tyndall scattering and FL signals in slightly colored solutions.

The ABS of the

solution and the dimensions of the total volume element excited were
considered.

One year later, Braunsberg and Osborn (11) also postu-

lated pre- and post-filter effects corrections which involved the
dimensions of the entire FL volume element.

In both cases, neither

the cross sectional area of the excitation beam nor the actual portion
of total excited volume element viewed by the emission optics was considered.

The applicability of the corrections was limited for .these

reasons.

In conventional spectrofluorometry with right angle cell
geometry, masking baffles and/or the excitation monochromator exit
slit define an excitation window which determines the width of the
excitation beam within the cell.

Similarly, masks and/or the emission

monochromator entrance slit define an emission window that restricts
the FL volume element in most cases to the center of the cell to
reduce collection of scattering or fluorescence from the walls.

In

1977, Henderson (12) tested his proposed correction equations which
accounted for the dimensions of the emission window but did not consider the excitation window parameters and the contribution of other
species besides the fluorophore to the pre-filter effect.

The

11

equations proved to be successful in correcting the FL data of 2,3butanedione (biacetyl).

The molecule studied does not present severe

self-absorption effects (absorption of emitted FL) at the monitored
wavelength (A

464 nm).

Therefore, excitation window parameters

are not critical in this case.

Thomas et al. (13) in 1962

,

did consider the thickness of both

the absorbing layer traversed by the incident light and that traversed
by the emission radiation for the determination of pre- and postfilter correction factors.

The cause of pre-filter effect was assumed

to be due only to the fluorophore absorbance.

Errors observed in the

calculated FL signals for ABS values greater than 0.5 were attributed
to the difficulty of measuring ABS accurately.

Other researchers have developed mathematical correction schemes
for inner-filter effects for more specific situations.

For example,

in 1978, Leese and Wehry (14) developed and verified a correction
scheme which can only be used when determining Stern-Volmer quenching
constants.

An important contribution to the correction of pre-filter effects
was made in 1957 by Parker and Barnes (15).

Their expression takes

into account the absorption of excitation radiation not only by the
fluorophore, but by other species as well, and also the emission window parameters (the excitation window parameters are not necessary for
pre-filter corrections).

Their correction factor is given by the

following expression:
F°

Correction factor = f

a

2.303 A (x2

x1)

(5)

-

- 10-Ax2
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where F° is the corrected FL signal,
F is the observed FL signal,

A is the ABS measured across the whole cell pathlength at
(A

EX

), and

x1, x2 are the distances from the edges of the emission window
to the excitation plane (see page 23).
This correction equation was not clearly derived in their paper.
In 1964, Ohnesorge (16), presented a theoretical derivation of the

Parker and Barnes correction equation, but he did not state the fundamental conditions or assumptions upon which his theory was based.

A

clearer derivation of Parker and Barnes' correction expression was
He applied this pre-filter

published in 1970 by James Gill (17).

effect correction factor to measurements of relative FL quantum yields
of strongly absorbing solutions (ABS from 0.017 to 1.36).

The appli-

cability of the equation was not tested further in the presence of
other primary absorption interferences.

In 1977, Holland et al. (18) independently derived an expression
for correcting FL signals for primary absorption interferences.

The

final form of their equation can be shown to be identical to that of
Parker and Barnes.

The proposed factor is:
F°

Zn T (w2

w1)

fa

(6)
F

(Tw2

1)

where T is the sample transmittance across the whole cell at
and w

w
1

2

and

are the emission window parameters expressed as fractional

distances across the cell.

Note that Tw

theory successfully up to ABS of 2.0.

10-Aw.

They tested their
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The instrumentation used by Holland et al. had been previously
introduced in 1973 (19) as one of the first computer controlled combined spectrofluorometer/spectrophotometer with on line data processing capabilities.

The FL spectral information (EX or EM) was obtained

by the scanning of either the EM or EX monochromator.
data were collected at wavelength intervals of 0.25 nm.

During scans,

For each

wavelength interval, three types of signals were acquired:

the light

transmitted by a blank solution in a reference cell, the light transmitted by the sample in a sample cell, and the FL excited by the same
beam used for transmittance measurements which was measured at 90°
from the excitation axis.

Movable mirrors were used to direct the

excitation beam to the sample or reference cell.

Consequently, the

acquisition of FL and ABS spectra covering 10 nm, for example, took
forty mirror translations and after each one, the PMTs signals had to
be acquired.

The application of their instrument for the study of

kinetics is limited due to the time required for the scanning of the
monochromators and data acquisition.

The correction scheme introduced

in 1973 by these researchers was rather simple and basic but failed to
describe actual experimental conditions such as excitation and emission window geometries.

The corrections reviewed up to this point require the measurement of both ABS and FL signals.

A different approach which does not

involve the direct measurement of the sample ABS was theoretically
described by van Slageren (20).

The correction scheme requires the

measurement of FL at two different locations along the excitation
axis, from which the ABS at A

EX

is evaluated, and also the measurement
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of two FL signals taken at two points along the same emission axis,
from which the ABS at A

EM

is obtained.

His correction equations

account completely for excitation and detection geometries, for the
presence of all absorbing species, and for reflections of light within
the cell.

The theory developed by van Slageren was implemented in

1977 by Novak (21), who further proposed and tested two correction
methods in which the absorbances at the excitation and the emission
wavelengths are determined by FL measurements taken at different cell
positions.

The first approach requires the placement of two cells

along the same excitation axis.

The ABS at AEx is evaluated from the

FL signals obtained from each cell.

The ABS at kEm is computed in a

similar manner by acquiring the FL signals from two cells placed along
the detection axis.

The second approach, denoted the cell shift method, requires
measurement of three FL signals.

The first two measurements are taken

at two different locations along the excitation axis.
is obtained from these measurements.

The ABS at AEx

To determine the ABS at A

EM'

the

second measurement is followed by a third one taken along the same
detection axis but with a different excitation axis.

The accuracy of the corrections was partially verified but not
thoroughly evaluated.

In 1980, Christman et al. (22) studied the

accuracy and precision of absorption- and reflection-corrected FL by
the cell shift method.

They developed a microcomputer controlled

fluorometer in which the sample cell is shifted with respect to the
excitation and emission axes.

By automating the cell positioning, the

main source of error in the ABS determination was eliminated.

The
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results were shown to be accurate up to ABS values of 2.7.
shift method has some limitations.

The cell

First, the finite time required to

shift the cell to the three different locations restricts the use of
the shift method for kinetic studies.

Second, the sensitivity and

precision are reduced in FL measurements because of the need for collimated excitation and emission beams.

The masking required to

restrict the solid angle viewed, so that a reasonable degree of collimation is attained, reduces the absolute FL intensities detected.

Very recently, Ratzlaff et al. (23) introduced a microcomputer
controlled fluorometer which permits the simultaneous measurement of
ABS and FL signals in flowing streams.
geometry for the detection of FL.

They use a front surface

Even though this geometry of detec-

tion differs from that presented in the rest of this section, the
improvements achieved are worth mentioning.

Their scheme does not

require collimated excitation and emission beams, thus eliminating one
of the disadvantages inherent to the cell shift method.
still problems in this instrumentation.

There are

Because an optical fiber

guides the excitation light to the flow cell, the radiation is subject
to transmission and/or angular acceptance functions of the optical
fibers.

Both functions are wavelength dependent and create errors in

the corrections, since the mathematical expressions used are based on
the assumption of the monochromaticity of both the excitation and
emission radiation.

ABS and FL emission spectra could not be acquired

rapidly enough with this instrument to follow the kinetics of a reaction.
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Finally, it should be noted that all the correction schemes

hitherto mentioned are based on the assumption of the monochromaticity
of the excitation and emission beams.

Also, the effect of scattered

excitation light which can occur within the optics and could contribute to the detected signal is considered negligible.

The effect

of refraction of light rays as they pass through three media of different refractive indices (solution, glass, air) and the re-emission
phenomenon (absorption of emitted energy and re-emission) are not
considered in the previous correction techniques.

CL measurements are also affected by the presence in the sample
matrix of species which absorb the emitted radiation (post-filter
effect).

Although several investigators have attributed spectral

shifts of CL peaks to the presence of secondary absorption interferences, only one attempt to correct quantitatively CL information
for post-filter effects has been made.

Recently, Ratzlaff and Crouch (24) developed an instrument based
on the principle of the cell shift method.

Absorbances are evaluated

using the CL signals taken at two different cell locations.
constructed a unique cell with two different widths.

They

Thus, the emis-

sion radiation traverses two pathlengths (0.5 cm and 1.0 cm) before
being detected.
al.

Two problems previously encountered by Christman et

(22) are present in their approach.

First, the emitted light must

be collimated with masks, which reduces the intensity seen by the
detector.

Thus, the detectability and sensitivity are reduced,

limiting the use of the instrument in trace element analyses.

Second,

the time required to move the cell from one location to the other
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(2 Hz) restricts the application of this correction approach to
chemical systems with fairly slow kinetics.

The testing of the correction scheme was performed using luminol
as the analyte and picrate and ferroin (1,10-phenanthroline ferrous

perchlorate) as the interferents since their absorbance spectra overlap the wavelength region of CL emission.

The corrections scheme

proved accurate up to ABS values of 0.75, beyond which positive errors
resulted.

This behavior was claimed to be a consequence of the non-

ideal optical system used for detection.

It is apparent from this review that inner-filter effects are
clearly understood.

However, the mathematical expressions developed

are inadequate for correcting luminescence measurements when the
excitation and emission beams are not perfectly monochromatic.
Furthermore, instrumental_ limitations have precluded application of
these corrections to kinetic studies.

Chemical Systems

Testing of instrument performance

Historically, quinine sulfate (QS) has been perhaps the most
widely used FL emission standard.

It satisfies most of the criteria

required for a standard compound:
a)

Broad emission spectrum with no fine structure.

b)

A large Stokes' shift, resulting in a small overlap between
absorption and emission spectra which reduces the problem of
self-absorption.
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c)

High quantum yield ((pf 5 0.55).

d)

Minimal susceptibility to oxygen quenching.

e)

Minimal concentration quenching.

f)

Completely isotropic emission.

g)

Readily obtainable in very pure state and chemically and
photochemically stable.

Even though QS presents some undesirable characteristics such as
a quantum yield that is fairly temperature dependent (-0.25% °C-1),

sensitivity to halogen quenching, and some photochemical degradation
(25), it offers a broad emission spectrum (from 380 to 600 nm) and
minimal susceptibility to oxygen quenching.

According to Melhuish

(26), the corrected emission spectrum of QS is independent of sulphuric acid concentration (0.1 to 2 N), excitation wavelength (260 to
390 nm) and the source of the compound.

These desirable properties make of QS the standard of choice for
testing the performance of spectrofluorometers and it was used in this
project as such.

Testing of pre- and post-filter corrections

In order to verify the accuracy of the pre-filter correction
expressions, it is desirable to use a chromophore which absorbs at the
excitation wavelength, but not in the emission spectral region.

In

addition, the chromophore should not quench the emission of the
fluorophore or fluoresce significantly itself.

Gentisic acid (GA)

(2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid) has been used as a primary absorbing
interferent when correcting the attenuation of the FL emission of QS
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due to the pre-filter effect (22).

The ABS spectrum of GA shows a

maximum at 320 nm and negligible ABS from 400 to 800 nm in a concentration range extending from 0 to 150 mg/L.
above is met.

Thus, the first criterion

Unfortunately, GA is weakly fluorescent so that the

concentration of QS must be large enough that the FL contribution of
GA to the total FL signal is small.

To verify the corrections for post-filter effects, the chromophore should have the same properties specified for the primary
absorbing interferent with the obvious exception of the spectral location of the regions of maximum and minimum absorbance.

The region of

maximum absorbance should occur in the wavelength zone of maximum FL
emission of QS with minimal, if not negligible, absorption at the
wavelength of

(356-360 nm).

Christman et al. (22) chose fluorescein, which has an absorption
band extending from 400 to 520 nm.

Its FL emission spectrum (480-600

nm) overlaps considerably with that of QS (400-600 nm).

Consequently,

it is necessary to substract the fluorescein FL signal from the total
FL signal introducing more uncertainty into the measurements and the
evaluation of the accuracy of the corrections scheme.

Kinetic studies

For testing the applicability of the instrument and correction
schemes to kinetic studies, the reaction of lucigenin (Lc) with KOH in
the presence of H202 offered several attractive features which could
be used in proving the usefulness of the MSS.
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One of the main controversies in the elucidation of the mechanism
of this reaction is the identification of the species responsible for
the CL emission.

One of the published theories (27) postulates that

the chemiluminescent species is 10-methyl acridone (MA).

This com-

pound is, and with no doubts, the major reaction product which
exhibits FL.

The CL spectra and the FL spectra of MA do not match.

However,

Maskiewicz et al. (27) speculated that the CL spectral profile was
distorted by the presence of reactants and products which caused
inner-filter effects.

They tried to prove their hypothesis by viewing

the FL from MA through another cell containing different concentrations of Lc.

The 10-methyl acridone FL was then subject to different

degrees of past- filter effects from Lc.

They demonstrated the dis-

tortions introduced in the FL spectra of MA by the presence of Lc, but
only in a very qualitative and oversimplified manner.

Other investigators (28-31) have proposed species other than
MA as the CL species.

Their reasoning was based on the lack of match-

ing between CL and 10-methyl acridone FL spectra.

They noted the

shift of the peak of the CL spectrum from 510 nm (green) to 485 nm
(blue) when the Lc concentration was changed from 2.0 x 10-4 M to 1.0
x 10-6 M.

Maeda and Hayashi (28) attributed this apparent shift to

post-filter effects from the unreacted Lc.

They concluded that the CL

of Lc does not match either the FL of Lc or that of MA, which show
maxima at 435 and 450 nm, respectively, and proposed a free-radical
mechanism for the CL reaction of Lc.
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THEORY

The objective of this section is to present the derivation of
the mathematical correction factors used in this project in a systematic and illustrative manner so that a clear understanding of innerfilter effects on photoluminescence measurements can be achieved.

The

first part of the derivations deals with the generation of mathematical expressions in which the excitation beam is assumed to be monochromatic.

Several researchers have contributed to the development of

these correction factors, as discussed in the last section.

The pri-

mary approach and correction equations presented here are based on the
work of Holland et al. (18).

The second part expands the derivation of correction factors to
practical situations in which the excitation beam and the detected
luminescence are not monochromatic.

Absorption Corrections for FL Signals When Using Monochromatic Beams

The initial assumptions made for the derivation of the correction
expressions are:
a)

The excitation beam is homogeneous and monochromatic with

wavelength A.
b)

The emission beam is monochromatic with wavelength A.

c)

Fluorescence photons which are absorbed in the cell are not
re-emitted by the sample.

d)

Scattered light, refractive index effects, and reflections
are negligible.
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e)

The sample is homogeneous and contains a single fluorophore
although other chromophores may be present.

f)

The cell geometry is that represented in Figure 1, which
depicts a typical square FL cell with pathlength b.

The excitation beam enters the cuvette through an excitation
window defined by masking baffles.

If the beam size is larger than

the excitation window, then y1 and y2 are defined by the distances
from the window edges to the detection plane and represent the
excitation beam parameters within the cell (Fig. la).

If the

excitation beam image is smaller than the excitation window, then y1

and y2 are the distances from the margins of the beam within the cell
to the detection plane and differ from the excitation window distances
to the same plane (Fig. lb).

The emission parameters x1 and x2 are defined as the distances
from the emission window defined by masking baffles to the excitation
face only if the complete image allowed through this window can be
detected (Fig. la).
and x
2

If only a portion of image is detected, then x1

represent the distances from the boundaries of the actual

detected emission region to the cell excitation plane (Fig. 1b).
Perhaps these considerations were not established by Holland et al.
since in their studies the need of having collimated beams always
resulted in the spatial restriction of their images by the use of
masking baffles.

The absorbance (A) and transmittance (T) in a cell of path length
b are determined by the intensity of the excitation beam passed by the
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Figure 1.

Typical cell geometry used in right angle fluorometry.
a) Window parameters defined by masking baffles, b) Window parameters not defined by masking baffles.
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blank solution (Is) and the sample solution (Is)
A = -log T - -log (Is/Is) = ebc

(7)

where e is the molar absorptivity and c is the molar concentration.
The beam intensity at point x in the cell (Ix), the corresponding
absorbance (A ), and transmittance (T
x

A

x

= -log T
x

x

are related by

)

- -log (I /I
x

B

)

= exc

(8)

To illustrate the decay in beam intensity, a plot of the relative
beam intensity (Tx = Ix/Is) versus distance traveled through the cell
is shown in Figure 2.

The relative attenuation of the beam is plotted

for different values of total ABS of the sample across the whole path
length b.

Note that for an ABS of 0.6 (T - 0.25), for example, the

intensity of the beam is reduced to about one-half of its initial
value (at x

0) when reaching the middle of the cell (at x - 0.5),

which is the region from which most right angle fluorometers collect
the FL emission.

From equation 7, cc - (-log T)/b.

Use of this result in equation

8 yields

-log Tx = -log (Ix/Is)
This allows T
x

-(x/b) log T

(9)

to be calculated from the measured transmittance T and

the distances b and x.

By taking the antilogarithm of equation 9 and defining the fractional distance across the cell as w
Iw = IB Tx/b = I

x/b, equation 10 is obtained
B

Tw

(10)
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Figure 2.

Relative beam intensity as a function of distance traversed
through the cell for different sample transmittances. a) 80% T; b)
65% T; c) 50% T; d) 25% T; e) 10% T; f) 1% T; g) 0.1% T.
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It is important to emphasize that equation 10 describes the attenuation of the beam caused by the presence of each and every species
which contributes to the ABS of the sample matrix.

The FL signal (F) detected from a volume element extending from
to x

x
1

2

is proportional to the amount of radiation absorbed by the

fluorophore within this region.

If the fluorophore is the only

absorbing species, then all the radiation absorbed between x1 and x
(I

I

w1

)

2

is used to produce FL.

2

If, on the other hand, there are chromophores present in the
matrix, only a portion of the absorbed light is used for excitation of
the fluorophore.
A
f

This portion can be written as Ati(Ar + Ac) where

is the ABS of the fluorophore and A

phores.

c

is the ABS of the chrome-

Then, the FL signal observed by the detector in the absence

of post-filter effects is
A
F

K

f

Af + Ac

(I

141

I

w2

)

where K is a proportionality constant which includes the quantum
efficiency and instrumental constants.

The intensities at the fractional distances w

and w
1

2

are given

using equation 10 as follows:
I

wl

I

w

IB Twl

(12)

Tw2

(13)

I

2

B

The total sample ABS (At) can be written as

1

- -log T

to T
2.303

(14)
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The substitution of equations 12, 13, and 14 into equation 11
yields
F

K 2.303 Af I

The difference (Twl

B

Tw1)/in T

(Tw2

(15)

Tw2) (see Fig. 2) indicates the fraction of

light absorbed within the viewed fluorescence region extending from x1
to x2.

At small absorbances, or for transmittances near one, equation 15
can be simplified.
Tw -

If the series expansion
1

+ w in T + (w2/2)(in T)2+

is used for Twl and Tw2 in equation 15 and T is near one so high order
terms are negligible, then
Tw2 - Twl

(w2 - w1) 9,n T

dm in T

and equation 15 is simplified to
Fo

K 2.303 Af IB (ow)

(16)

where Fo is the absorption corrected fluorescence.
Note that equation 16 predicts that the fluorescence signal is
directly proportional to the analyte absorbance, and hence, the
analyte concentration.

This prediction can only be applied to an

ideal situation in which there is no attenuation of the excitation
beam as it traverses the cell.

This ideal situation is certainly

unrealistic since for fluorescence to occur, absorption of the excitation radiation must take place first.

Nevertheless, equation 16 is

frequently used in fluorometric analyses, thus introducing error, the
magnitude of which, depends on the sample ABS.

For example, for an

ABS of 0.0092, the error is 1%, for an ABS of 0.00087, the error is
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0.1%.

This error results from the fact that the fraction of incident

radiation absorbed is not proportional to A.
A correction factor can be defined as the ratio of absorption
corrected fluorescence (F°) to the obs.rved fluorescence (F)
f

= in T Aw/(Tw2

a

Twl)

(17)

The pre-filter correction factor is then just a function of the sample
transmittance at ),Ex and the detection window parameters w1 and w2.

Equation 17 is identical except in form to the mathematical
expression presented by Parker and Barnes
2.303 A (x2 - x1)
f

(18)

a

10-Axl

10-Ax2

where A here is the absorbance per cm in cm-1.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of fa on sample ABS for different
window parameters.
increasing ABS.

In all cases (curves a-d), fa increases with

For a given window width Aw (curves a, b, and d) and

a given ABS, fa increases as the distance of the viewing window to the
excitation wall (w ) becomes greater.

This occurs because the

1

excitation beam is increasingly attenuated before reaching the volume
element viewed as the volume element is moved further toward the back
of the cell (d

b 4. a).

This attenuation process does not take place

if the emission window is juxtaposed to the excitation cell wall
(curve d).

In this case, the only beam attenuation suffered is over

the width of the window.

Figure 3 also illustrates that for a given window axis location,
f

a

increases as the window width decreases (curves b and 6.

The
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Figure 3. Dependence of the correction factor fa on sample absorbance
for different values of the detection window parameters.
a) w
0.90, w2 - 1.00; b) w -0.45, w2
- 0.00, w2 - 1.00;
0.55; c)
d) w - 0.00, w
0 10
1
2
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detected FL emission can be considered to be the summation of
contributions of FL emitted by individual volume elements located
between w1 and w2

For example, if the axis of the detection window

.

is the center of the cell (curves b and c), the contribution to the
total signal from FL emitted by a volume element located at a fractional distance w (w < 0.5) is larger than that from a volume element
located at 1-w.

This is a result of the exponential (not linear)

attenuation of the excitation beam.

Therefore, as the window width

increases, the FL from volume elements less affected by pre-filter
effects (closer to the excitation wall) contribute a larger fraction
to the total luminescence detected.

Hence, fa decreases as Aw

increases.

When the transmittance approaches 1

(low ABS), the correction

equation approximates the expression derived when treating the FL
volume detected as a point source located in the center of the volume
element.

By series expansion of equation 17, equation 19 is obtained

to T (w2

w1)

Twl)

(Tw2

to T (w

2

(1 + w
2

to T + 1/2 w (tn T)
2

in T (w

to T (w

)

w

)
1

2

+)-(1 + w
1

w

2

in T + 1/2 w (in T)2 +..)
1

)
1

2

w

2

2

2

+ 1/2 (in T) (w

2

w1)

2

1

1

1

+ 1/2 in T (w

+ w
1

f' = T
a

-[(w

2

)

+ w )/2]
1

2

(19)
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Here, fl takes into account the attenuation to which the
excitation beam is subject over an average path length (w1 + w2)/2,

and implies then, that the fluorescence volume element is located in
the center of this path.

Thus, f'a is the correction factor used in

the point source approximation.

center of the cell, then w

= w
1

If the volume element is in the
2

= 0.5 and f' - T-1/2, or 10-A/2.

A program was written to calculate fa and fa for different
values of the ABS and window parameters and the results are shown in
Table I.

TABLE I

Error Introduced in the Correction Factor for Pre-Filter Effects when
Considering the Fluorescence Volume Element a Point Source
% Error = (f,
a

w1

T

100/f

Pa)

-

a

w2

ABS

0.45-0.55

0.30-0.70

0.10-0.90

0.80-0.90

0.75

0.125

3.5x10-3

0.06

0.22

3.5)(10-3

0.50

0.301

0.02.

0.32

1.29

0.02

0.25

0.602

0.08

1.29

5.20

0.08

0.10

1.000

0.22

3.5

14.8

0.22

0.02

1.699

0.64

10.5

46.1

0.64

As expected, the error introduced when considering the fluorescing volume as a point source located on the excitation window axis
increases as the viewing window becomes larger and the absorbance
increases.

For the same viewing window width, the relative error
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remains constant, even though the viewing window is located farther
from the entrance wall of the cell.

This indicates that the cor-

rection factor based on the point source assumption only corrects for
the attenuation of the excitation beam before it reaches the detected
volume element, but not over the detected width Aw.

Figure 4 shows the difference between the correction factor fa
= 0.30, w

(for w

2

1

= 0.70 in curve b and for w

-0.10, w

2

1

= 0.90 in

curve c) and fa when the point source is located in the center of the
cell.

Up to this point, correction for post-filter effects has not been
considered.

A mathematical expression can be derived in exactly the

same manner used to reach equation 17 to obtain the post-filter correction factor f

b

in T' (w'
f

b

w;)
(20)

(T')w

- (v)wi

where T' represents the transmittance at the emission wavelength /kw,
w' and w' are the fractional distances from the margins of the viewed
1

2

FL volume element to the detection plane, so that wl

yi/b and

y /b.
2

The corrected FL is then represented by the following
expression
in T Aw

Fo = F

fa

in T' Aw'

fb

(21)

Tw2

Twl

(T')w;

(T')wi
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Figure 4.
Correction factor f as a function of sample absorbance for
different window widths.
a, Aw = 0 (point source); b) Aw - 0.4;
c) Aw
0.8.
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Derivation of Pre- and Post-filter Correction Factors for NonMonochromatic Excitation and Emission Beams

From equation 16, the corrected fluorescence signal Fo is
directly proportional to the ABS of the fluorophore at Am( measured
across the cell (A
(w2

bbc), the size of the emission detection window

f

w1), and the beam intensity at the excitation wavelength (Id.

Thus, the FL intensity excited at a given wavelength AEX
K 2.303 A

Fo
1

- w )(I

(w

f

2

X1 is

(22)

)

1

If a new constant, K' - 2.303 K AfAw, is defined, equation 22 is
simplified to:

Fo

K' (I

1

If the FL is excited at A

X

B

(23)

)
1

and the absorptivity of the

2

fluorophore is assumed to be the same as for XEx
F2

(I

2

)

13

A1, then
(24)

2

In the presence of primary absorption interferences, the intensity of the detected FL that is excited at XEx 11

w

w
2

(T

= K' (I

F
1

1

- (T

)
1

B

is given by

)
1

(25)

)
1

in T

Aw
1

and that at X

- X

EX

by

2

w 1
,2)

\w2

F

where T

and T
1

2

- K'

(I

1.

)

2

fp

12/

in T

2

(26)

Aw

represent the sample transmittance measured across the

2

entire cell at X

and A2, respectively.
1
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If the two beams of intensity (I

B

and (I

)
1

)

B 2

are allowed to

excite the sample simultaneously, the resulting FL signal can be
expressed as the summation of F1 and F2.

Thus, in the absence of

inner-filter effects, the total FL is given by equation 27
Fo

Fo + Fo

T

Kt

2

1

B

+ (I3)2]

)

(27)

1

The corresponding expression for the total uncorrected FL in the
presence of inner-filter effects is
FT - F1 + F2

w
(T
K'

Aw

2

)

w

1

w
2
(T2) w2

1

- (T )

w
(T

1

[(I )

+ (I

in T

1

)

1

)

2

(28)

in T

B 2

1

1

The ratio of equations 27 and 28 yields the correction factor fA
f

A

- (FT /FT)
(I

B

+ (I

)
1

)

B 2

w
(T )

1

w

2

1

- (T 1)W1

1

Aw-

(I3)1

(T

1

+

in T

(I

)

B 2

2

2

(T2) w1

)

(29)

in T
2

1

In general, if N wavelength intervals are isolated by the excitation monochromator, the correction factor for the pre-filter effects
can be written as

Aw
f

El

(I

B

)

i

i=1

A

(30)

N
E(I

i=1

)

B

i

E(T )w2 - (Ti)w13/21 Ti
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The primary absorption corrected fluorescence FT is then given by
Fo = F

T

(31)

PA

T

It is assumed in the derivation of the previous equations that:
1.

The excitation beam components at each wavelength allowed
through the monochromator are passed with the same
efficiency.

In other words, (IB)i varies only because the

source radiance varies with wavelength.
2.

The molar absorptivity of the fluorophore is constant over
each wavelength region isolated by the monochromator.

3.

The detector used for monitoring the intensity passed at each
wavelength has the same responsivity over that isolated spectral region.

4.

The same radiation source used for evaluation of T
(I

B

and (I

)

i

S

)

is utilized to excite FL.

intensity transmitted by the sample.

values used to calculate f

A

(IS)i is the beam

Otherwise, the (IB)i

cannot be equated to the absolute

amount of light transmitted by the blank used in the
determining Ti.

Therefore, if two different sources are

used, the excitation beam intensity (I

B

at each wavelength

)

i

interval should be independently measured.

To correct for the error caused by the first assumption, the slit
function t(A) of the excitation monochromator should be considered,
shown in Figure 5.

The triangular form of the monochromator slit

function approximates the efficiency by which each wavelength is
transmitted through the monochromator.

The total spectral region

as
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1.0
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monochromator slit transfer function.
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isolated has a width equivalent to two geometrical spectral bandpasses
(s g).

The geometrical spectral bandpass is the product of the

reciprocal linear dispersion Rd (nm/mm) of the monochromator and the
slit width W (mm).

The slit function predicts that only the wave-

length indicated by the wavelength setting of the monochromator is
transmitted with maximum efficiency (t(A0) - 1).

Equation 27 can now be rewritten in a general form including the
effect of the slit function on the excitation beam intensity at each
wavelength so that
N

FT

[

K'

(I

)

t(A

(32)

)

i

1=1

where N is the number of wavelength intervals isolated by the excitation monochromator, (IB)i is a measure of the lamp intensity at AExAi and t(Ai) is the slit function value corresponding to AEX - Ai.
Similarly, equation 28 becomes
N
(71

t"i) (1.1) 142

Aw

.1

) 141 7/ Zn Ti

(33)

1=1

When the FL is excited by a non-monochromatic beam composed of N wavelength intervals isolated by a monochromator whose slit function is
t(A), the correction factor for pre-filter effects (f A) can be

written as
Aw

(IB)i t(A1)
-1

f

(34)

1

A

E(IB)i t(A1)C(T1)w2

(T )w13/9,71 T
i

11
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The diagrams in Figure 6 illustrate the influence of the different factors involved in the expression developed for correcting
pre-filter effects when a polychromatic beam is used.

The concentra-

tion, and thus absorbance due to the fluorophore, are the same for all
cases to be discussed.

The first row (graphs a-c) represents the case

in which the ABS and lamp intensity are constant over the spectral
region isolated by the monochromator with a triangular slit transfer
function t(Ai).

The ABS of the fluorophore is assumed to be negli-

gible, and thus the shaded area under the curve in graph c represents
the true FL (in the absence of pre-filter effects).

The second row represents the case in which species in the sample
matrix, other than the fluorophore result in an ABS of 0.5 A.U. at all
EX wavelengths as shown in graph e.

Consequently, the FL signal at

each wavelength is attenuated by the same factor (fa - 1.778) and the
overall correction factor f
and w

2

A

takes the value of 1.778 (for w

- 0.45
1

- 0.55).

The third row illustrates the case in which the ABS over the slit
function changes from 1.0 to 0.25 AU; the ABS at the central EX wavelength is 0.5 A.U. as in the previous case.

The observed FL signal at

each wavelength is attenuated by a different amount.

The total FL

signal detected (shaded area) is 54.5% of the total FL signal (area
under broken lines) in the absence of pre-filter effects.
correction factor f
factor f

A

A

Thus, the

is 1.834 or 3.1% greater than the correction

(1.778) calculated for the previous case.

The fourth row demonstrates the combined effect of changes in
both ABS and lamp intensity over the EX spectral region.

The total FL
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Figure 6.

Influence of lamp intensity, absorbance, and slit transfer
function over the spectral bandpass isolated by a monochromator on
the observed fluorescence.
Here (I) - (I ).
A(i) = -log Ti,
B 1
(fa)i = (f ), and t(i) = t(ai).
a i
,
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detected is represented by the shaded area in graph 1 and is 56.5% of
the true total FL signal (broken lines).
1.768 or 0.6% smaller than 1.778.

The correction factor fA is

This effect occurs because the

lamp intensity is greater for wavelengths greater than the central

wavelength, and the FL excited by them is less attenuated than in the
case represented in the second row.

Finally, the graphs in the last row illustrate the effect of a
different change in ABS (graph n) for the same change in lamp intensity presented in the last case.

As a result, the total observed FL

(graph o) is 52.6% of the corrected FL and fA is 1.900 or 6.8% greater
than 1.778.

The influence of changes in ABS and lamp intensity over the
spectral zone used for FL excitation is evident from the differences
between the overall correction factors f
f

a

A

evaluated at the central EX wavelength.

and the correction factor
Furthermore, depending on

the relative changes of lamp intensity and ABS over the EX region, the
assumption of monochromaticity in pre-filter correction can lead to
positive and negative errors.

The correction factor expressed by equation 34 compensates for
the attenuation of the excitation beam before and across the FL volume
element detected.
lengths.

This factor affects the FL emission at all wave-

Thus, a single pre-filter correction factor fa can be used

to correct the FL signal collected at any emission wavelength when a

lens and monochromator or spectrograph are used to collect and disperse the FL emission.

If an optical fiber is used to collect the FL emission, the prefilter correction expression must be modified because of the
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characteristics of the emission window viewed and detected with the
special fiber.

To describe this emission window, two characteristics

of the optical fiber should be considered: its angular acceptance and
its radial collection efficiency.

The angular acceptance defines the

limits of the FL volume element viewed, as shown in Figure 7a.
may restrict this volume element, as shown in Figure 7b.

A mask

Moreover, if

the FL image is not totally intercepted by the photodetector, the
emission window limits are dictated by the size of the image detected,
as shown in Figure 7c.

The collection efficiency of the optical fiber (o.f.) determines
the efficiency with which the FL emission is transmitted through the
fiber.

This efficiency is a function of the radial distance of the

viewed point to the optical fiber, as shown in Figure 8.

The emission

originating from the FL volume element intercepting the o.f. axis is
collected with maximum efficiency.

The overall correction factor f

for pre-filter effects developed

A

for an o.f. is calculated as the ratio of the summation of the corrected FL signals to the summation of the observed FL signals for each
subwindow.

The mathematical expression developed can be written as
M
1

fA

(f

A

)

c I -1

(35)

j-1

where M is the number of subwindows, (fA)i is the correction factor
corresponding to the jth subwindow, and cj is the relative contribution of the emission collected from the jth subwindow to the total

EX

toplical fiber

4 optical fiber

detector

detector

(a)

(b)

4--optical fiber

detector

(c)

Factors determining the size of the fluorescence volume
a) angular
element detected with an optical fiber (o.f.).
acceptance of o.f. limiting; b) masking baffles limiting;
c) detector photosensitive area limiting.

Figure 7.

1414

Figure 8.
Collection efficiency of an optical fiber as a function of
distance from the o.f. axis.
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emission.

The quantity (f A)51 cj represents the fraction of the total

corrected FL signal (no attenuation) collected in subwindow J.

The correction factor for each subwindow is the correction factor
f

A

evaluated using equation 34 and the, emission parameters

corresponding to that subwindow.

The collection efficiency of the

optical fiber was experimentally estimated as described later.

Use of

a mathematical function (i.e., Gaussian) to describe the relationship
between the collection efficiency and the radial distance of the point
of collection to the o.f. axis would lead to more accurate results,
but this was not pursued in this research.

The derivation of the equations used for post-filter effect corrections when the detected emission beam is polychromatic is presented
next.

When correcting the data obtained with the IDA, the signal

detected by each diode is assumed to be monochromatic.

Consequently,

the molar absorptivity and collection efficiency are assumed to be
constant over the wavelength range intercepted by each diode.

This

allows application of equation 21 to obtain the corrected signal from
each diode.

When the luminescence is detected by a PMT, the spectral region
of interest can be isolated either by a monochromator or by a filter,
and one must consider the effects of polychromatic radiation.

Since

the molar absorptivity, and hence the ABS, may change over this wave-

length region the degree of attenuation of the detected emission
signal may vary.

Therefore, use of the correction factor calculated

from equation 21, using the transmittance corresponding to the wavelength indicated by the monochromator setting Ai& can result in
errors.

As previously discussed, the relative effect of the ABS at
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each wavelength on the net correction factor depends on the degree of
transmission of that wavelength through the monochromator, which is
determined by the slit transfer function.

For an emission beam composed of N wavelength intervals isolated
by a monochromator with a slit transfer function t'(A'), the postfilter correction factor f

fB

B

is given by

F9 t'0,1) R(A')/(F° (f )-1 t'(A') RCA'))
1

i

b

i

(36)

1-1

where the numerator represents the corrected FL signal and the denominator is the observed FL signal; Fl is the corrected FL signal viewed
over the ith emission wavelength interval, ti(A1) is the slit transfer
function of the emission monochromator, R(A1) is the spectral
responsivity of the detector for the ith wavelength interval, and
(f

)

b i

is the correction calculated from equation 20 for the same

wavelength interval.

Since in many experimental cases the emission

wavelength region isolated is small and corresponds to that of maximum
fluorescence of the fluorophore, F° and the detector responsitivity
i

R(a') remain fairly constant and equation 36 can be simplified to

f

B

E
i.1

(f
i

b

)

i

V(V)

(37)

i=1

In order to apply the post-filter correction factor to signals
obtained using filters, the transmission function of the selected
filter must be known.

This function affects the correction in the

same way the slit transfer function affects the post-filter correction
equation developed for the use of monochromators.

Thus, when using

filters, the post-filter correction factor is expressed as follows
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f, =

(f

b

) i1 t

-1

f

(38)

(A')
i

i=1

where t (A') is the relative contribution of light transmitted over
f

the ith wavelength interval to the total signal.

The value of tf(A1)

can be obtained from the filter transmission curve.

Equation 38 is

applicable only to the correction of signals isolated with an interference filter and not to cases in which a cut-off filter is used.

This is because the assumptions used to reach equation 37, that Fl and

R(M) are constant, do not hold true over the wide spectral
region transmitted by cut-off filters.

Finally, it should be mentioned that for the correction of CL
measurements, only post-filter corrections are needed since no
external excitation is present.

In this case, the values for the

parameters w'
and w' are 0 and 1, respectively, since the emission
1
originates from the entire sample volume.

If it is assumed that the

collection efficiency of the viewing optics is independent of w', then
the CL originating from all volume elements located at w! = 0 is
collected with the same efficiency as the CL originating at w12 = 1.

Consequently, equation 20 takes the following form
f
b

in T'
(T1)1

The factors f
37 and 38.

(1

0)

(T')0

in T'
(T'

(39)
1)

and f' are calculated from this equation and equations
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INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction

This section includes a discussion of the basic considerations
upon which the Multiple Signal Spectrometer (MSS) has been designed,

some of the alternatives evaluated, and the choices made during the
development of the instrument.

The following objectives were sought for the design (of the
mSS):
1.

Photoluminescence and absorbance (ABS) measurements should
be performed at the same time on the same sample cell.

2.

The sample volume from which photoluminescence is excited and
emitted and that from which the ABS is measured must be spatially resolved.

3.

The two photoluminescence processes fluorescence (FL) and
chemiluminescence (CL) are to be monitored.

4.

Minimum complexity in the optical design is desired.

Reduc-

tion of the number of optical components results in fewer
possible sources of light scattering and alignment
problems.

The accomplishment of the first two objectives should provide the
necessary spectral information to correct the photoluminescence data
for absorbing interferents present in the matrix.

The means of spa-

tially resolving the signal can be seen in Figure 9.

Fluorescence is

excited in a volume element located in the middle of the cell.

The

Figure 9.

Sample cell configuration. Optical fiber 1 (o.f.1) directs
white light to the cell; the transmitted radiation is collected by
o.f.2.
Optical fiber 4 (o.f .4) collects luminescence (F if the
excitation beam is not blocked) and o.f .3 is used to observe CL
emitted fran the upper part of the sample cell.
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emission (FL or CL) is collected from the same volume element.

To

obtain ABS measurements, the light transmitted by the blank and sample
solutions in a volume element located in the lower part of the sample
volume is monitored.

To fulfill the third goal, an automatic shutter is placed in the
path of the excitation beam.

When the shutter is open, light reaches

the middle volume element of the sample solution and FL emission is
collected at 900 with respect to the excitation axis.

By closing the

shutter, the external excitation radiation is blocked and the emission
collected is due to CL.

The beam used for absorbance measurements can

also be controlled with a shutter.

To attain the last objective, only one source of radiation is
used to provide the FL excitation beam and white light for ABS
measurements.

The complexity of the optical set-up has been reduced

by the use of optical fibers (o.f.) to direct the light used for ABS
measurements from the source to the cell, and from the sample cell to
the detector.

Optical fibers are also used to collect FL and CL from

different volume elements in the cell as shown in Figure 9.

The sche-

matic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 10 and the sources
and characteristics of the components are summarized in Table II.

A Xe arc lamp is used to provide both radiation for the excitation of FL (300-400 nm region) and white light for the ABS measurements.

The reasonably flat lamp spectral profile extending from 300

to 800 nm, makes the Xe lamp suitable for ABS measurements.
trum for the lamp is shown in Figure 11.

The spec-

The lamp beam is focused on

the beam splitter (BS1) after passing through an infrared filter

PMT
I

EM
Spectrograph -

IDA

Monochrom.

EX

Xe Arc

Monoc.

Lamp
L2

SI

8S2

I

back

Unit

o.f.

I

L7

Feed-

Power Supply

ABS
Spectrograph

F l

PD

F3

Figure 10.
Schematic diagram of the MSS components.
For reasons of
clarity, o.f.il was drawn to the right of o.f .3 (broken lines) even
though it is actually positioned below o.f.3.
L, lens; BS, beam
splitter; PD, photodiode; S, shutter; F, filter; o.f., optical
fiber; C, sample cell system; DA, diode array; IDA, intensified
diode array.

DA
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TABLE II

Instrument Components

Item

Model Number/Description

Source

Lamp System
Xe Arc Lamp

901C-0011, 150 W, 20 V, 7.5 A

Canrad Hanovia
Newark, NJ

Lamp Housing

ALH-220, water cooled, F/2.5,
provided with socket extenders

Photochemical
Res. Associates,
Inc. Ontario,
Canada

Power Supply

M302 450 W power supply

Same as above

Starter

302 starter for above

Same as above

Feedback System

TX-5, provided with photodiode sensor

Same as above

IR Filter

ALH1

Same as above

Lens 1

Biconvex, 25 mm diameter
25 mm focal length, quartz

Rolyn Optics
Covina, CA

Lens 2

Same as above

Same as above

Lens 3

Biconvex, 25 mm diameter
50 mm focal length, quartz

Ealing, Newport
Beach, CA

Lens

Same as above

Same as above

Lens 5

Biconvex, 25 mm diameter
100 mm focal length, quartz

Same as above

Lens 6

Aspheric lens, 24 mm diameter
18 mm focal length, glass

Melles-Griot
Irvine, CA

Lens 7

Same as above

Same as above

Beam Splitter

Quartz, 25 mm diameter,
1/16 in. thickness

Ealing, Newport
Beach, CA

Optics.

BSI
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Item

Beam Splitter
BS2

Beam Splitter
BS3

Source

Model Number/Description
Neutral density filter,
10% Transmittance,
50 mm x 50 mm

Same as above

25 mm diameter 0.2 mm thickness (micro-cover glass)

VWR Scientific
San Francisco,
CA

Optical fiber
o.f.1

UVP-1S11M400 MM1, UV light
pipe, 1 mm bundle diameter,
100 um fiber diameter,
400 mm length with stainless
steel shielding

Welch Allyn,
Inc.

Skaneateles,
Falls, NY

UVP-1S2M100MM1, UV light
pipe, 2 mm bundle diameter
100 gm fiber diameter,
100 mm length with stainless
steel shielding

Same as above

FLP-1S1B4S light pipe with
3 mm bundle diameter and
100 mm long, 56 um fiber
diameter, stainless steel
shielding

Same as above

Optical fiber

FLP-181810S, same as above
except 250 mm long

Same as above

Shutter 1, S1

Home-built

Driver unit
for Shutter 1

Model TP 3.9x9, pull-type
tubular solenoid, 24 Vdc

Newark
Chicago, IL

Shutter 2, S2

214L4A0X5, UNIBLITZ,
programable shutter,
14 mm aperture

Vincent
Associates,
Rochester, NY

Driver unit
for Shutter 2

SD122, operated by a switch
closure or a +5 Vdc logic
signal

Same as above

Filter 1

Bandpass filter, 350 nm
maximum transmittance,
90 nm half-width

Rolyn Optics,
Covina, CA

Optical fiber
o.f.2

Optical fiber
o.f.3
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Item

Model Number/Description

Source

Detector Systems

Reference Vacuum
Phototube

R1842

Hamamatsu,
Hamamatsu City,
Japan

PMTs (1, 2,
and 3)

1P28

RCA

PMT Power
Supplies

High voltage (0-1900 V)
227

Pacific
Precision Inst.
Concord, CA

PMT Housing

31505, Side window
PMT housing

Same as above

TN-1223-2, includes
Detector-Amplifier head
with a 512 element (50 pm
x 450 pm) (Reticon, RL512

Tracor
Northern,
Middleton, WI

Diode Array
(DA) System

EC117)

Intensified
Diode Array
(IDA) System

TN-1223-4I includes DetectorAmplifier head equipped with
1024 elements (25 pm x 2.5
mm) (Reticon RL 1024S) and
intensifier ERMA photocathode
TN-1710-38 intensifier control
module

Same as above

1200-UV-H10, F/3.5, 100 mm
focal length, concave holographic grating, 30 mm x
30 mm, 1200 grooves/mm, 250
nm blaze, 8 nm/mm dispersion,
std. slit widths: 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 mm

Instruments, SA
Inc, Metuchen,
NJ

1020-MA; manual stepping
motor and controller with a
forward, reverse, stop, and
variable speed control

Same as above

Wavelength Selectors
Excitation
Monochromator

Stepper Motor
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Item

Model Number/Description

Emission
spectrograph/
monochromator

HR-320-200, F/4.8, 58 mm x
58 mm ruled grating, 150
grooves/mm, kinematically
mounted, 500 nm blaze, 20 nm/
mm dispersion, variable slit
assembly (0-2 mm), lateral
entrance mirror

Same as above

Lateral exit
mirror

HR-320-06 for above HR-320200

Same as above

Adaptor

HR-320-00 adaptor for Tracor
IDARRT system, HR-320-25A
stepping motor

Same as above

ABS spectrograph

TN-1150, F/3 spectrograph,
concave holographic grating,
fixed wavelength, 25 nm/mm
dispersion, entrance slit
widths: 50, 100, 150, 250 1.0

Tracor
Northern,
Middleton, WI

Sample cell

Hellma, four windows and
bottom plate optically
polished, 10±0.01 mm light
path, outside dimensions:
45 h. x 12.5 mm w.

Scientific
Products,
McGaw Park, IL

Stirbar

Bel Art, F37 150

Same as above

Magnetic Stirrer

1-4656-00 submersible magnetic stirrer, 2 in. 1. x
2 in. w. x 3 in. h.,
T-1578-04 transformer for
230 VAC

Cole-Parmer
Instrument Co.,
Chicago, IL

Injector

77000 model equipped with two
electronically controlled away pneumatic valves (Skinner
model MB 0002) and a solid state
relay (Grayhill model 7052-04-B-

Hamilton Co.,
Reno, NV

Source

Sample Cell System

02-H)
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Item

Model Number/Description

Source

Mounting Hardware
Optical rails

Aluminum triangular optical

Ealing, Newport
Beach, CA

Carriers

Cast aluminum bases with
pinions to allow positioning
along the rail, base widths:
40 mm (22-7397), 65 mm (224386), 90 mm (22-4394)

Same as above

Pillars

22-4055, 80 mm high, 13.7 mm
stem

Same as above

Rods

10 mm diameter, aluminum

Home-built

Miscellaneous
holders

Anodized aluminum

Home-built
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Figure 11.

Emission spectral profile for Xe compact arc lamp.
(Taken from the Canrad Hanovia compact arc lamps
catalog)
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(IRF).

Most of the transmitted excitation beam is collected and

focused by lens 1
chromator.

(L1) on the entrance slit of the excitation mono-

The reflected excitation beam is collected and focused by

L2 on a second beam splitter (BS2).
to a reference detector.

The transmitted beam is directed

The reflected beam is directed into o.f.1.

A shutter (S1) is used to control this beam.

The excitation monochromator passes part of the excitation beam
over a selected wavelength interval.

This beam is collected with L3

and passes through a beam splitter BS3 before being focused past the
central part of the cell.
blocked.

A shutter (S2) allows this beam to be

The light reflected by BS3 is focused on a reference vacuum

phototube (PT).

The fluorescence from the central volume element of the cell is
collected by L4 and focused by L5 onto the entrance slit of the emission spectrograph/monochromator.

In the spectrograph mode, an inten-

sified diode array (IDA) views the dispersed FL.

In the mono-

chromator mode, a PMT monitors the FL over the selected wavelength
range.

Fluorescence is also collected by o.f.4, which is located on

the opposite cell wall, L7 focuses the output of o.f.4 onto a PMT.

The white light from the source is brought to the lower part of
the cell with o.f.1.

Optical fiber 2 (o.f.2) collects the transmitted

radiation and directs it to the entrance slit of the absorbance spectrograph.

The transmitted light is dispersed and detected by a diode

array (DA).

Optical fiber 3 (o.f.3) collects radiation from the top volume
element of the cell and L6 focuses the output on PMT 2.

If S2 is
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closed, the excitation beam is blocked and CL can be viewed with PMT2,
PMT3 and either the IDA or PMT1.

If shutter 2 is open, then PMT3 and

either the IDA or PMT1 are used to detect FL.

Thus, FL and CL

measurements can be taken by sequentially opening and closing S2.
Shutter 1

is open at all times, except when obtaining dark signals or

spectra, and the DA detects the transmitted light.
The instrumentation is now described in detail.

The charac-

teristics and operation of the following three main functional groups
are discussed in order:

optical instrumental components, computer and

interfacing hardware, and computer software.

Optical Instrument Components

Photographs of the optical instrument components are shown in
Figures 12 and 13.

All the optical hardware and the sample compart-

ment are mounted on a single aluminum platform 0.5 in. thick.

Tapped

holes (1/4-20) were symmetrically drilled on two-inch centers providing the means for securely holding optical rails and accessories.

The excitation source and excitation optics (e.g., lenses, beam
splitters) are mounted on a commercial optical rail with appropriate
mounts, carriers, and pillars which allow the adjustment of the
position of the components vertically and along the rail.

The design

of the optical stages provides flexibility in the positioning of the
optical components.
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Figure 12.

Photograph of the excitation optics outside of the sample

compartment.

See text for discussion.
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Figure 13.

Photograph of the sample compartment.

discussion.

See text for
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Excitation source and optics

In this section, the excitation source, its power supply,

starter, feedback system, lamp housing, optical components to direct
the light to o.f.1, and the excitation monochromator are discussed.
Lamp system.

The lamp system consists of several interrelated

units (power supply, lamp housing, lamp, starter, feedback control,
infrared filter).

The power supply operates in conjunction with a

feedback control unit, described later, to provide constant current.
The power supply uses a series pass transistor bank and an error
operational amplifier which compares a reference voltage to the voltage developed across a sense resistor.

The operational amplifier

adjusts the current through the transistors and the load (the lamp)

so

that the sense resistor voltage is maintained equal to the reference
voltage.

Therefore, constant current is maintained through the load,

irrespective of variations in the load and supply voltage.

The lamp housing is designed to accommodate selected short-arc
lamps rated from 75 to 1000 W.

Its most attractive feature is an

elliptical reflector used to collect the lamp radiation.

The lamp is

placed so that the arc is at one of the foci, and its image is then
found at the secondary focus.

The electro-formed elliptical reflec-

tor is coated with rhodium and has an output F-number of F/2.5.

The

collection efficiency (percentage of light emitted in all directions
that is collected and focused) is estimated to be 60%.

This repre-

sents a significant increase over the efficiency achieved with traditional housings which employ an F/1 or F/2 lens for collection
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(i.e., the collection efficiency with an F/1 lens is 6.3%).

Three

screws on the base plate allow adjustment of the position of focus by
deflecting the reflector position.

The housing is water cooled at the lamp cathode base plate, the
lamp anode and the exterior front face plate.

Two coolant ports on

the back plate feed water to the cathode plate and anode cooler, which
are connected in series.

The front face plate has separate connectors

for its cooling.

Adaptors are available to accommodate arc lamps of

different sizes.

The housing is mounted to the excitation optical

rail with a base plate of adjustable height built in-house.
Xenon compact arc lamp is used as the source of radiation.

A

150 W

It pro-

vides a relatively flat continuum output as shown in Figure 11.

The

spectral radiance relative to the maximum radiance (100%) at 825

nm is

about 35% between 400 nm and 700 nm and approximately 20% at 300 nm.
Because the lamp is mounted co-axially with the major axis of the
elliptical reflector, the lamp itself casts a shadow resulting in a
dark hole at the focus, thus resulting in a "doughnut" shaped image.

The starter is a self-standing ignitor for high pressure shortarc lamps.

It produces a 10 us, 30 kV pulse which initiates the lamp

conduction.

The optical feedback unit employs a photodiode to sample a portion of energy emitted by the lamp.

The quartz beam splitter (BS1) is

placed at the lamp focal point to divert about 8% of the beam toward
the photodetector.

When the optical feedback mode of operation is

selected (instead of the constant current mode), the operator must set
the high and low current limits between which the lamp current could
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oscillate.

During the feedback set-up procedure, the user must select

a percentage (usually 90%) of high current value at which the lamp
should operate.

The voltage derived from the sampled light flux is

fed back to the power supply.

The error amplifier, mentioned pre-

viously, compares this voltage to a reference voltage (proportional to
the percentage value selected) and adjusts the lamp current to maintain the radiant power output constant.

To achieve constant output

over a defined spectral region, filters can be placed at the optical
feedback sensor.

The infrared filter protects the monochromator slits and optics
from the heating effects caused by the high IR content of the excitation beam.

The filter consists of an inner barrel which is filled

with distilled water and an outer jacket where water circulates for
cooling purposes.

The front end window assembly includes a Schott

glass 113 IR glass filter which has been removed to ensure the maximum UV transmission.
Excitation optics.

Lens 1

is used to focus the excitation radia-

tion onto the entrance slit of the monochromator as shown in Figure
14.

The size and the position of the LI relative to the lamp focus

and to the exit slit of the excitation monochromator were chosen to
meet the following criteria:
1.

The entire beam should be intercepted by the focusing lens.

2.

The F/n of the monochromator should be matched.

The second criterion assures that the monochromator is not over-filled
with radiation which could create stray light problems.

2.47

Emission
Xe

Lamp

Monochromotor

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of excitation optics. All dimensions in
inches.
L, lens; S, shutter; BS, beam splitter; PD, photodiode;
o.f., optical fiber.
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The distances shown in Figure 14 were calculated from the lens
formula

1/f = 1/S

+ 1/S
1

(39)

2

where f is the lens focal length and Si and S2 are the object and
image distances, respectively.
verified to be correct.
The beam splitter 1

These distances were experimentally

The magnification is M - S1 /S2.

(BSI) is located at the focus of the light

beam from the lamp (point 0 in Fig. 14) at an angle of 45° relative to
the optical axis.

Approximately 8% of the beam impingent onto BSI is

reflected towards the feedback photodiode.

Lens 1

intercepts an image

with a diameter of 0.67 in. and the cone of light focused onto the
entrance slit of the monochromator has an F/n of 3.67.

This cone is

smaller than the cone corresponding to the F/n of 3.5 accepted by the
excitation monochromator.

The rest of the excitation optics are used to focus the reflected
portion of the light beam onto the feedback photodiode and o.f.1, as
shown in Figure 14.

The correct operation of feedback circuit

requires that the size of the image reaching the photodiode (PD) be
smaller than the detector area (14 mm2).

Therefore, L2 is placed in

relation to BSI and to the PD so that it intercepts the whole
reflected excitation beam (the image diameter at L2 is 23 mm) and the
image size focused on the detector is less than 14 mm2.

With the

distances chosen, the image at point 0, with an approximate diameter
of 5 mm and area of 19 mm2, is focused and demagnified to an image
diameter of 3.8 mm and area of 11.3 mm2.

Since the spectral region

for FL excitation lies at about 350 nm, a bandpass filter with a
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maximum transmittance of 85% at 350 nm and a half-width of 90 nm is
placed in front of the feedback sensor.

A neutral density filter (BS2) is used as beam splitter to direct
part of the light toward the o.f.1 used for ABS measurements.

It is

located between L2 and the photodetector at an angle of 45° with
respect to the optical axis.
deflected toward o.f.1.

About 90% of the incoming radiation is

The remaining 10% provides sufficient radia-

tion for the sensor.

The optical fiber o.f.1 is placed at the focus of the reflected
beam.

This flexible light pipe consists of a bundle of fused quartz

100 urn fibers clad with a fluorocarbon resin material and sheathed by

a strip-wound stainless steel hose with stainless steel ferrules at
both ends.

It has a transmission greater than 50% from 300 to 900 nm

and its useful transmission extends from 200 to 1300 nm.
has a diameter of 1 mm and is 40 cm long.

The bundle

The acceptance angle is

strongly dependent on wavelength and bundle length and is estimated to
be 27 ± 5° (F/n = 2.1) at 254 nm and 42 ± 5° (F/n = 1.3) at 546 nm.
The cone of light impingent on o.f.1 and reflected onto the PD has an
F/n of 1.90, corresponding to an angle of 29°, and it is totally
accepted by the fiber.

Hence, the rays emerge from o.f.1 with an F/n

of 1.90.

Beam blocker.

To obtain dark spectra for ABS measurements, and

to allow CL measurements to be made without potential problems from
scattered excitation light, a shutter was installed in front of o.f.1.

The shutter was constructed by attaching a blackened flag to the post
of a pull-type tubular solenoid, as shown in Figure 15.

When current
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optical

fiber I

Figure 15.
Configuration shutter
3) tubular solenoid.

1

(51).

1) blackened flag; 2) pole;
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flows through the coil, the magnetic field generated attracts the pole
and pulls the flag down so that it blocks the light beam.

The com-

puter control of this shutter (S1) is discussed in a later section.
Excitation monochromator.

The excitation monochromator covers a

spectral range from 200 to 800 nm.

The purchased slits have standard

widths of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mm, resulting in geometrical bandpasses of
4, 8, and 16 nm, respectively.
height from 1

to 8 mm.

Fish-tail slides control the slit

The monochromator is equipped with a wave-

length display and a scanning system (stepper motor and controller)

which allows manual and/or computer controlled scanning of the monochromator wavelength.

Four switches in the front panel of the control

module select the scanning speed and direction (FORWARD, REVERSE),
stop the scanning, and energize the control module and stepping
motor.

Sample Cell Compartment

The sample cell compartment is an anodized aluminum box as shown
in Figure 13.

It was built in the Chemistry Department's Machine Shop

at Oregon State University.

The box was designed to be light-tight, to house the sample cell,

optics, optical rails and mounts, and to interface to the excitation
monochromator, o.f.1, the emission spectrograph/ monochromator, and
the absorbance spectrograph.

A 4 x 4 in. light-tight lid in the box

cover allows easy access to the sample cell for the addition of
reagents or rinsing of the sample cell.
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Figure 16 shows the layout of the optical components in the
sample module.

For the purposes of this discussion, the sample com-

partment is divided into six zones: A) excitation optics and reference
detector, B) sample cell and holders, C) emission optics for the emission spectrograph/monochromator, D) emission optics for the filter/PMT
detection, E) CL emission optics for the filter/PMT detection, and F)
optics for collection of transmitted radiation.
As seen in Figure 13, three optical rails in zones A, C, and D,

along with appropriate carriers, rods, and mounting devices are used
for positioning the optical components.

A set of baffles with a

common top (see Fig. 17) restricts scattered excitation light from
entering zones A, C, D, and E, and from reaching the detectors.

The

set of baffles is removable and has a square aperture in the top to
allow access to the sample cell.

In the following sections, design considerations and optical
components used in each zone are considered in turn.

This is followed

by a discussion of the wavelength selection devices with their associated detectors.

During the design, a choice was made between the use of optical
fibers or lenses.
sidered.

Both convenience and optical efficiency were con-

In general, optical fibers are preferred for convenience

because of their flexibility and small size but they do present
limitations in some situations.

Excitation optics in the sample cell compartment.
Fig.

In zone A (see

18), the radiation isolated by the excitation monochromator

passes through shutter 2,

is collected by lens 3 and directed to the
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Ref. PT

L5
S2

L3

of I

/

L4

BS 3
o. f. 2

2--1®

4

01 31-2

o.f.4

L7
F3

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of optical components in the sample cell
compartment. The zones delimited by the dashed lines are:
A)

Excitation optics and reference phototube (PT); B) Sample cell and
holders; C) Emission optics for emission spectrograph/monochromator; D) Emission optics for filter/PMT detection; E) CL emission
optics for filter/PMT detection; F) Collection optics for transmitted radiation.
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Figure 17.

Baffles in the sample cell compartment.
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Ref. PT

8.0

3.5

2.67

'B33

S2

L3

o.f. I

Excitation optics in the sample cell compartment (Zone A).
Figure 18.
All dimensions in inches. L, lens; S, shutter; BS, beam splitter;
REF PT, reference phototube; C, sample cell.
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sample cell.

A quartz disc serves as beam splitter, it reflects about

8% of the light to a reference vacuum phototube.
carries white excitation light to the sample cell.

Optical fiber 1
The optical

shutter has an aperture diameter of 14 mm and it is controlled by an
electronic drive unit which allows manual or computer switching of the
shutter status.

The shutter has a response time of 4.2 ms as long as

there is a 0.05 s dwell time between repeat operations.

This shutter

could not be placed between L1 and the excitation monochromator
because of steric impediments.

The position of focusing L3 was cal-

culated from the lens law and then experimentally optimized to intercept the whole excitation cone from the monochromator and to focus the
beam 4.5 in.

past the center of the cell.

This causes a nearly col-

limated beam to pass through the cell with a width of 3.5 mm when
using 2 mm slits in the excitation monochromator.

The diameter of the

beam impingent on L3 is about 0.78 in. and the output F/n is 10.

A single o.f. could not be used to guide the excitation beam to
the sample cell because of the need for a shutter and a beam splitter.
Besides, because the excitation cone output by the fiber would have
had an F/n of 3.5 (equal to the entering F/n) it would have been
necessary the use of L3 to obtain a nearly collimated beam focused
past the cell.

To compensate for possible long or short term changes in beam
intensity, a reference detector is used to monitor a portion of the
excitation radiation.

The miniature photodetector chosen is con-

venient to install in the sample compartment.

The phototube (PT) is

placed so that its photocathode is at the focus of the reflected beam.
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The image size at this location is smaller than the photocathode area
(6 x 5 mm).

To direct the light used for ABS measurements from the source to
the sample cell, several lenses and reflectors would have been necessary.

Steric hindrance problems with the FL excitation optics would

have made it very difficult to focus the beam onto the lower part of
the cuvette.

For convenience, a quartz o.f. is the selected option.

Emission optics for filter/PMT detection.

In zones D and E (see

Fig. 16 and 9), the FL and CL are collected from different parts of
the sample cell by two different glass optical fiber bundles.

The

luminescence exiting each bundle is collected and focused by an
aspheric lens onto the photocathode of a PMT.

The two PMTs are

mounted in housings attached to the outside of the module.

Filters

may be inserted into filter holders between the lens and PMT to
restrict the wavelength range of luminescence viewed.

A more detailed schematic of the arrangement of the 25 cm long
fluorescence o.f. (o.f.4) is shown in Figure 19a.

The configuration

is identical for the CL optical fiber (o.f.3) except for the length of
the fiber and the vertical positioning of the o.f. end and lens (L6),
filter holder, and PMT.

The o.f. configuration was compared to a collection scheme using
only lenses shown in Figure 19b.

Here, an F/2 lens is used to collect

and collimate the FL and a F/4 lens focuses the collimated FL onto the
PMT photocathode.

A 100 pg/mL solution of QS in 0.1 N H2SO4 was used

as a test sample to evaluate the relative optical collection
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F2
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Figure 19.
Emission optics for filter/PMT detection. All dimensions
are in inches. a) Present configuration using optical fiber (o.f.)

and aspheric lens (L); b) Alternate configuration using thin
lenses; c) Sample cell.
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efficiency of each configuration.

The net FL signal was 3.2 times

greater with the o.f. configuration.

Initially, a solution of 10

ug/mL QS was used to allow a visual check of FL signals and images at
various points in the system.

These results can be explained as follows: the radiant power
collected by the lens or o.f. and incident on the PMT (If) is proportional to the solid angle of collection (a) and the area of the
fluorescence volume viewed.

The first order approximations for these

quantities and their product are shown in Table III.

TABLE III

Equations Defining the Solid Angle and Area Collected by Lenses and
Optical Fibers

Configuration

A
2
(mm )

R

(sr)

Lens (L)

it (D

L

/2)2/S2 =

it

L

(D /2)'

A

"

2

(sr mm

)

(r/4)2 D2/(F/n)2
L
A

(r/4)/(F/n)t
(-0.196)

Optical
fiber (o.f)

D

L

D

A
D
of

it (Doe/2)2 /S(2)f

(-9.6)

it (Sof/2)2/(F/n)L,

(-0.238)

(-34)

(-1.89)
(1/4)2DOr/(F/n)(!)f

(=9.6)

- diameter of the lens (25 mm)
= diameter of the aperture (3.5 mm)
= diameter of optical fiber (3.0 mm)

F/n = F number
S
L

S
of

distance from lens to fluorescence volume element (50 mm)
= distance from o.f. to fluorescence volume element (6 mm)

so
For both the lens and the o.f., 0 is controlled by the diameter
of the optical element and the distance from the fluorescence volume
to the optical element.

With the values used, the solid angle (0)

collected with the o.f. is about 1.4 greater than that collected with
the lens.

The area (A) viewed by the lens is determined by a circular

aperture, 3.5 mm in diameter, on the baffle masking the emission cell
wall.

For the o.f., the area viewed is determined by the cone of

acceptance of the o.f., and hence, the F/n of the fiber, and the distance from the fiber end to the volume element viewed.

With the o.f.

configuration, the area of FL viewed is about 3.4 times greater than
that viewed with the lens configuration.

These equations predict that

RA and hence, FL signal, should be about five times greater with the
o.f. configuration.

The simple theory qualitatively predicts the greater collection
efficiency of the o.f. configuration due primarily to viewing a larger
volume element of fluorescence.

A more rigorous theoretical treatment

would have to consider that the source is not a point source, the
transmission efficiency of all components, the dependence of the o.f.
transmission efficiency on the angle of the entering ray, and the
finite height of the FL volume element.

In addition, the area of the

photocathode (10 x 25 mm = 250 mm2) must also be considered to obtain
the relative magnitude of the FL signals.

For the o.f. configuration,

L7 was placed to intercept a part, as large as possible, of the beam
(64%) exiting the fiber and to focus most of the beam image onto the
photocathode.

With the values chosen, the beam diameter intercepted

by L7 is 24 mm (lens diameter) and the diameter of the focused
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circular image is 11.5 mm.
the photocathode.

Thus, 95% of the image is intercepted by

With the lens configuration, the magnification

provided by the F/4 lens is 2, and the image diameter is 7 mm.

With

this configuration, the image is totally intercepted by the photocathode.

With these considerations, the theoretical prediction for the
enhanced light collection efficiency of the o.f. configuration is 5.0
x .64 x .95 - 3.0, which is close to the experimental value of 3.2.
In initial experiments, the o.f.

was used without a lens and only

about one-third of the image was intercepted.

Even with these con-

ditions, the overall collection efficiency of the o.f.

system was 1.6

times better than that of the lens configuration.

In conclusion, where filters are used for wavelength selection,
the o.f. system was chosen instead of the lens configuration for the
collection of FL and CL emission.

The collection efficiency is higher

and more importantly, spatial restrictions would make it near impossible to position all the lenses needed for collecting radiation at two
different heights in the cell separated only by 10 mm.
Emission optics for emission spectrograph/monochromator.

In zone

C, L4 is positioned one focal length away from the center of the cell
to collect the luminescence at F/2.

The collimated radiation is

intercepted by L5 and focused on the entrance slit of the spectrograph.

The position and characteristics of the lenses are shown in

Figure 20.

The distance of L5 from the entrance slit was chosen and

experimentally checked so that the entering cone is F/4.9.

Because
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Figure 20.
Emission optics for emission spectrograph /monochranator.
All dimensions are in inches. A2, emission aperture (3.5 mm
diameter).
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the spectrograph has an F/n of 4.8, this ensures that the spectrograph
is not overfilled.

The image magnification is 2.

Because a 3.5 mm diameter aper-

ture restricts the area of the luminescence volume viewed, the image
diameter is predicted to be 7 mm (area of 38 mm2).

Experimentally,

the image diameter was measured to be 6 ± 1 mm (area of 28 mm2).

With

a typical entrance slit width of 2 mm and a slit height of 8 mm, only
0.42 (2 x 6/28) of the image passes through the entrance slit.

Note

also that the width of volume element viewed in the cell is one-half
of the width of entrance slit because of the magnification.

When initially evaluating the best emission collection configuration for the spectrograph, an o.f. configuration was also tested.

The

configuration is identical to that used for luminescence detection
with the filter/PMT combination (Fig. 19a) except that the distal end
of the 3 mm glass optical fiber bundle was positioned directly against
the entrance slit of the spectrograph (i.e., no lens was used).

With

a 1 ng/mL QS test solution, the net FL signal was about three times

greater with the lens configuration.

As discussed in the previous section, simple theory predicts that
the collection efficiency of the o.f. is about 5 times greater than
with an F/2 lens.

With a slit width and height of 2 and 8 mm, respec-

tively, about 78% of the light exiting the o.f. (3 mm diameter) passes
into the spectrograph.

The radiation entering the spectrograph

spreads out in a cone with a F/n equal to the F/n of the optical fiber
(F/n)

of

- 0.76).

Thus, the monochromator is grossly overfilled and

the fraction of light intercepted by the collimating element is
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proportional to (F/n)2 /(F/n)2 where (F/n)
f

trograph.

s

is the Fin of the spec-

This fraction is about 0.025, thus, the o.f. configura-

tion is predicted to yield a signal that is 5 x (0.78/0.42) x 0.025 a
0.23 of that signal obtained with the lens configuration.

This agrees

reasonably well with the experimental value of 0.33.

The theoretical calculations clearly indicate that the mismatch
of Fin's causes a substantial loss in signal.

A lens could be used

between the o.f. and entrance slit to match the F/n of the monochromator.

However, the image would be magnified by a factor of

(0.025)-1 or 40.

Thus, the overall collection efficiency can not be

greater than that achieved with the lens configuration.

Because of

these considerations, the conventional lens system was chosen as the
best configuration.
the o.f.

The optical throughput is much higher than with

There are not spatial restrictions on the spectrograph side

of the cell.

Although a lens could be used with the o.f. to increase

throughput, an o.f./lens combination is as complex as a double lens
system.

Sample cell zone.

A standard rectangular fused silica cell

polished on four sides and with a light pathlength of 10 mm is used to
contain the sample.

The cuvette rests on an anodized aluminum plate

and two sliding metal pieces (see Fig. 13) serve to position and hold
the cell in place.
plate.

A magnetic stirrer is located underneath the

The rotational speed can be adjusted manually with an external

control box.

Four o.f. mounts are secured to the sample cell plate (two also
serve as the cell holder as shown in Fig. 13 and 21).

The holders
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allow positioning of o.f.'s 2, 3, and 4 so that their ends are against
the cell walls (Fig. 21a, 21b).

The cell is masked on all four sides

with acetate strips that are covered with black tape.

The location

and diameter of the apertures cut in the masking strips are shown in
Figure 21.

The positioning of o.f.1 is different.

The cone of excitation

light viewed by o.f.1 has an F/n estimated as 1.90 which corresponds
to an angle of about 29°.

Since the rays emerge from the o.f. with

the same angle as they enter it, the beam used for ABS measurements
has to be angularly reduced to produce a more nearly collimated beam.
This angular restriction is accomplished by placing the light pipe
(o.f.1) 5 mm away from the exit of a 1

mm diameter hole perforated in

the bundle holder as shown in Figure 21a.

This restricts the output

cone to F/5 so that the beam image on the opposite side of the cell
has a diameter of 2 mm; this dimension was experimentally confirmed.
An automatic injector is used to introduce the last reagent into
the sample cell to start the reaction.

It has a pneumatically-

controlled automatic injecting and filling syringe.

Pneumatic valves

and switching circuitry were added (33) to allow the injection to be
triggered by a +5 V dc pulse generated by the computer; thus, control
between the time of initiation of the reaction and acquisition of
information is easily achieved.

Plastic tubing transports the reagent

from the reagent container to the syringe and from it to the sample
cell.

The tubing enters the sample module through a small orifice

perforated in a rubber sheet placed on a wall of the cell compartment.
Above the cell, there is a positioner attached to the cell plate which
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holds the tubing coming from the injector (see Fig. 13 and 22).

It

was designed and constructed in the OSU Chemistry Department Machine
Shop.

The movable arm is positioned over the cell at the time of

injection.

The perforation for the tube has an inclination of 30°

with respect to the cell wall.

This inclination reduces the formation

of bubbles when introducing the reagent.

After a run, the arm is

moved to allow access to the cell.
Absorbance collection optics.

In zone F, the transmitted radia-

tion is collected by a 10 cm long quartz o.f. bundle.

One end is

placed next to the cell wall and the other end is held by a positioning device 4 mm away from the entrance slit of the ABS spectrograph.
This spacing was determined experimentally and gives the most intense
spectrum without overfilling the spectrograph collimator.

An aperture

in the sample cell mask with a diameter of 1 mm, see Figure 21,

restricts the cone of white light viewed by o.f.2.

Thus the white

light used for ABS measurements is more nearly collimated and the path
length is 10 ± 0.01 mm.

Spectrographs and detectors

To obtain ABS spectra, the light transmitted by the blank and
sample solutions is directed to an F/3.0 spectrograph with o.f.2.
dispersed radiation is detected by a diode array (DA) system.

The

The DA

has 512 elements, 0.45 mm high and 50 um wide, linearly arranged along
25.6 mm.

With a dispersion of 25 nm/mm, a wavelength range of 640 nm

is covered and each diode intercepts 1.25 nm.

The DA was positioned

Figure 22.

Positioner for injector tubing.
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so that the spectral region viewed extends from about 175 to 815 nm.
Careful alignment is necessary to obtain full and proper intercepting
of the dispersed image onto the array.

With the spectrograph cover

removed, the visible spectral region can be observed and the array can
be positioned to intercept the spectrum.

Entrance slit widths of 50,

100, 150, and 250 pm are available and the two latter ones were used
in this project.

The multichannel detector is supplied some processing electronics, namely two printed circuit (PC) boards, designated the preamplifier and logic board.

The logic board provides the circuitry for

processing and generation of different timing signals required for the
scanning of the diodes.

The pre-amplifier board amplifies and shapes

the diode signals output from the video line of the DA.

The signals

output on the video line represent the amount of charge necessary to
recharge the diodes to the initial reverse bias condition.

The diodes

are discharged during the measurement period by electrons generated by
absorption of photons or thermal motion (dark signal).

The amplified

charge is then converted to a voltage pulse, the area and amplitude of
which are proportional to the amount of light impingent onto the
interrogated diode.

Complete schematics and descriptions of these

circuits can be found in Reference 34.

A thermoelectric (Peltier effect) cooler is supplied as part of
the detector system to maintain the temperature to a set value, typically 0° C.

Since the dark signal increases with temperature, it is

desirable to keep the diodes at a stable and low temperature.

A

water-cooled aluminum collar was constructed at the OSU Chemistry
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Department Machine Shop and was fit over the front plate of the DA to
remove excess heat from the hot side of the cooler.

Since the diode

array is in contact with the ambient air condensation can occur on the
quartz window in front of the diodes.

The operating temperature was

set to 10° C so that no condensation is observed.

To further reduce

the possibility of condensation, a 2 x 3 x 3/4 in. box containing
dessicant was placed inside the spectrograph close to the diode
array.

For the detection of photoluminescence, an intensified diode
array (IDA) and a PMT are attached to the two exit ports of the spectrograph/monochromator.

The linear array is composed of 1024 elements

on 25 um centers corresponding to a density of 40 diodes/mm and an
overall length of 25.6 mm.

The height of each element is 2.5 mm which

is abut 5 times greater than that of diodes in the DA.

As for the DA system, there is a pre-amplifier board which serves
to shape and amplify the diode signals output from the IDA on the
video line.

The logic board, in which the signals necessary for scan-

ning the detector are generated, provides a four-phase clock drive
rather than a two-phase clock drive as used for the DA.

This need

arises from the fact that each of the 1024 cells consists of a photodiode and a dummy diode, both with an associate storage capacitance.
Thus, there is a video and a dummy recharge line.

The two lines are

connected together and any switching transient introduced in the video
line is also present in the dummy line.

Therefore, the transients can

be eliminated by reading out the video and dummy line differentially,
resulting in a clean signal (see Ref. 34).

An intensifier control
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module allows the setting of the intensifier gain by means of a 10turn precision potentiometer and provides the 2.7 V required for the
operation of the intensifier.

The IDA is cooled by a thermoelectric cooler identical, in function and operation, to that mentioned for the DA.

The temperature was

set to -15°C and a water cooled aluminum collar mounted onto the front
plate of the IDA removes the heat generated by the Peltier cooler.

In

this case, there is no possibility of condensation on top of the
diodes because the diode array is vacuum sealed to the intensifier.
For the spectrograph mode of operation, the dispersed radiation
intercepts the IDA which is mounted to the axial exit port of the
spectrograph with an adaptor.

With a 20 nm/mm dispersion, the spec-

tra/ region intercepted by the multichannel detector covers approximately 510 mm or about 0.5 nm per diode.

The central wavelength and

hence, the wavelength range, is controlled by the wavelength dial.
For the monochromator mode of operation, a lateral mirror must be
installed which directs the dispersed light through the lateral port
and exit slit.

A PMT is mounted to the exit port.

The wavelength

interval detected is determined by the monochromator wavelength setting and the exit slit width.

In this mode, the spectrograph operates

as a conventional scanning monochromator.

It should be noted that

with the grating used, which has a groove density of 150 grooves/mm,
the wavelength dial setting must be divided by 8 to obtain the correct
reading.

The scanning can be performed manually or mechanically.

A

stepper motor is controlled by the same scan controller unit used for
the excitation monochromator.
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The spectrograph/monochromator is equipped with variable slit
assemblies.

A micrometer spindle allows the adjustment of the

entrance and lateral exit slits widths from 0 to 2 mm (0
pass).

40 nm band-

Fish-tail slides control the slit height from 0 to 8 mm.

Microcomputer Hardware

Introduction

In order to obtain absorbance and photoluminescence spectral
information simultaneously from both diode arrays, two microcomputers
are dedicated to the MSS.

Each of them is interfaced and programmed

to operate with a multichannel detector.

A single microcomputer can

not be easily used for controlling and acquiring information from both
diode arrays.

This is because of the speed with which the data must

be acquired during a readout cycle and the large amount of data
generated in each cycle.

One microcomputer is also used to acquire

data from the PMTs and reference PT.

To obtain synchronization in operation between the two microcomputers, a Master-Slave network was developed as shown in Figure 23.
A series of control and data acquisition tasks are performed by each
system, but the timing in a sequence of events is dictated by the
Master.

The user enters all the necessary information from the

Master's keyboard, thus the user-microcomputer interaction is simplified to a single system.

Parallel communication between the Master

and Slave is accomplished through eight bidirectional I/O lines and
two control lines.

To Interfacing
Hardware for
IDA, Shutters,
and Injector

To Interfacing
Hardware for

c---------t,...
I/0

------------>
I /0

Lines

Lines

Memory, I/O,

Memory, I/O,

Disk Controller
Boards

AIM 65

DA, PMTS and
REF Pholotube

O

--I

O

(

Video and Disk
Controller Boards

(Communication)

AIM 65

Monitor

I

CRT

Printer

Plotter

MASTER

SLAVE

Figure 23.

MasterSlave Network

0
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The single board microcomputers used (AIM-65) are based on a 6502
8-bit microprocessor and provide 4 K (4096) bytes of Random Access
Memory (RAM) and one 6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) Input/
Output (I/O) chip (each 6522 provides 16 bidirectional I/O lines, four
control, 2 timers, and a serial-to-parallel/parallel-to-serial shift
register).

These limitations were circumvented by the addition of

memory expansion boards and I/O boards to each microcomputer.

Each

system is equipped with a dual floppy disk system for convenient and
fast storage and retrieval of data and programs.

The computer hardware is now described in detail in the following
order:

Master system hardware, Slave system hardware, and interfacing

hardware.

Master system hardware

The components comprising the Master microcomputer system are
listed in Table IV.

The expansion and application connectors on the

microcomputer board are connected to the Little Buffered Mother (LBM)
with ribbon cable and 44-pin connectors.

In this way, the address,

data, and control lines are extended to the LBM.

The three 16 K

memory expansion boards, the in-house I/O board and the disk controller board are plugged into the mother board.

An extra slot (44-

pin female edge connector) was added to allow connection of the fifth
expansion board.
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TABLE IV

Components of Master Microcomputer System

Module

Model Number/Comment

Source

8-bit data bus, LED display and thermal printer

Rockwell Int.,
Anaheim, CA

Mother board

LBM with 4 K RAM and 4
expansion slots

Seawell
Marketing,
Seattle, WA

Memory boards

SEA-16, 16 K RAM

Same as above

2 6522 VIA variable
address

In-house,
Ref. 33

Controller
board

DM-816-FC1, 8 in.,
selectable address
single-side, single
density

Hudson Digital
Electronics,
Inc., (HDE)
Allamuchy, NJ

Drives

Shugart

Shugart
Associates,
Sunnyvale, CA

Power supply

CP-206 Triple Output
+24 V @ 3 A
+5 V 0 2.5 A
-5 V @ 2.5 A

Power One, Inc.
Camarillo, CA

Enclosure

Dual disk-drive
cabinet, 8 in.

JADE Computer
Hawthorne, CA

22-TV910+ Televideo
with 20 mA serial
current loop option

Televideo
Systems,
Inc., Sunnyvale,

(3)

I/O board

Disk System

CRT Terminal

SA-801, 8 in.

CA

Power Supplies

Power Supply A
for AIM and expansion boards

Dual output
+8 V UNREO @ 3 A
+24 V REG @
A
1

In-house
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Module

Power Supply B
for expansion
boards

Model Number /Comment

Source

1A15D Dual output
± 15 V @ 0.1 A

Alpha Power,
Chatsworth, CA

Dual pen digital
plotter

HP7470A

HewlettPackard,
Cupertino, CA

Dot-matrix
printer

C. Itoh 8510ACD-M,
serial and parallel
interface

C. Itoh & Co.
Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Peripherals
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The LBM and the five expansion boards are housed in a metal box
built in-house.

Power connectors are provided at the back of the box

and a fan removes the heat generated by the boards.
The memory map for the system is shown in Figure 24.

The LBM

comes equipped with 4 K of static RAM memory addressed from $1000 to
$1FFF.

Because the HDE controller card is addressed to location

$10A0, neither user memory (RAM or ROM) nor interface cards must be
addressed to locations $1000 through $1100.

To avoid this memory

space conflict, the RAM chips on the LBM were removed.

The loss of 4

K of memory was partially compensated by addressing the I/O board to
location $1800.

The registers of one 6522 are addressed starting at

$1800 and the registers of the other 6522 start at $1A00.
The AIM BASIC and ASSEMBLER from ROM chips, normally installed

from location Moo to $DFFF, were removed to allow room for more RAM
since the more powerful HDE BASIC and ASSEMBLER/EDITOR programs were
employed in this project.

The final configuration provides 52 K of

RAM and 48 I/O lines.

The Master AIM-65 is connected through its 20 mA current loop
serial port to the CRT and to either the printer or plotter through
the CRT RS-232C serial port.

Unfortunately, no multiplexing capa-

bilities are present in the AIM-65.

Therefore, the user must connect

the cable coming from the CRT printer port to only one peripheral
device at a time.
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Address
FFFF

E000
OF FF

8000

AIM Monitor
(ROM)

SEA-16a 3
(RAM)

A000

AIM -1/0

8000

SEA-I6#2

9F FF

6000

HDE BASIC and Assembler

(RAM)

5F FF

.-HDE DOS
---0.0ata Storage

SEA -16401

4000

(RAM)

.BASIC Language Programs

2000
I AFF

1800
!OFF
1000

OFFE

0000

Not Used

I/O Board
Not Used

HOE Controller Board

AIM RAM

-- Machine Language Programs

Figure 24.
Master system memory map.
electronics Disk Operating System.

HDE DOS, Hudson Digital
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Slave system hardware

The AIM-65 Slave microcomputer was enhanced with a commercial
package.

The microcomputer and various expansion boards are installed

in a desk-top enclosure with appropriate connectors.

The expansion

boards include a single memory expansion board providing up to 48 K of
RAM and two 6522 VIA chips, a disk controller board for dual 5-1/4 in.
floppy drives and a Video board for interfacing to a monitor.

A com-

plete list of the system components is given in Table V.
The memory map is shown in Figure 25.
provides 40 K of RAM and 48 I/O lines.

The complete Slave system

Unlike the Master system, the

memory block extending from $B000 to $CFFF is used by the AIM BASIC
program.

Although not used in normal operation of the MSS, the

printer and plotter used with the Master system can be connected to
the Slave microcomputer system.

The disk controller card provides a

serial RS-232C interface for this purpose.

Interfacing Hardware

Introduction

The interfacing hardware was developed to fulfill three purposes:
1.

To process and digitize two types of analog information
acquired by the instrument: spectral data from the two diode
arrays and signals obtained with the photodetectors.
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TABLE V

Components of Slave Microcomputer System

Module

Model Number/Component

Source

AIM-65

8-bit data bus, LED display and thermal printer

Rockwell Int.,
Anaheim, CA

Memory Expansion
Board (Memory
Mate)

2160 STD MEM-24
with two 6522 VIA

Forethought
Products,
Eugene, OR

AIM-Mate Card
Cage

2472 STD 010

Same as above

AIM-Mate Expansion Interface/
Connector Board

SIDES

Same as above

Video Display
(Video-Mate)

2340 STD VID 64/80
64 char. x 28 lines

Same as above

Controller Board
(Floppy-Mate)

STD FDI-1 (5-1/4 in.)
(80 track doublesided, double density)
Type B

Same as above

Drives

BHTND-TM-100-4
5-1/4 in. 96 tracks

Tandon Corp.,
Chatsworth, CA

Enclosure
Power Supply

END-000226

Jade Computer
Products,
Hawthorne, CA

ZVM-121 Zenith
12 in. green, 15 mHz

Zenith Data
Systems,

Disk System

Monitor

St. Joseph, MI
Power Supply
for AIM and
expansion boards

Dual output
+5 V REG O 3 A
+24 V REG @ 1 A

In-house
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Address
FFFF

E000
0000
C000

AIM Monitor (ROM)
Not Used

AIM BASIC (ROM)

8000
A000

AIM

I/O

a-MEMORY-MATE I/O

9000
8000
8400
7E00
7300
6800

--a-VDR
MEMORY MATE

(RAM)

a-A IM 10
_

--a-SIM

-P E M
-,C 0 114

User Area
1000

0200
0100

AIM-65 RAM

,

6--PAGE

I

(System Stack)

0000

Figure 25. Slave systen memory map. VDR, Video Driver Routine;
AIMIO, AIM Input/Output; SIM, System Interface Module; PEM,
Primitive Execution Module; CCM, Console Ccrnmand Module.
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2.

To generate time delays and pulses synchronized with the timing
signals originating from the computers for control of the data
processing electronics and the diode arrays.

3.

To control the operation of the shutters and the injector.
Most of the hardware was built in-house.

The printed circuit

(PC) boards and associated power supplies are listed in Table VI.

Each PC board and associated power supplies are kept in individual
aluminum boxes that are mounted in a Vector Cage.

Power connections

are made in the back panel of each box with banana plugs.

All signals

from or to the computer and to or from the instrument are connected
using HNC and 25-pin Cinch D-style connectors located in the front
panels of the boxes.

Because most of the circuitry used for the interfacing hardware
has been thoroughly described by others, only a brief explanation of
functions and operation of each interfacing circuitry is included in
the following sections.

Figure 26 shows the interfacing hardware

components and their connections to each other and to the computer I/O
lines.

Diode array timing and data acquisition circuitry

As seen in Figure 26, each DA requires two control signals:
begin scan signal (BS) and a clock signal (CK).

a

These signals are

supplied by two I/O lines and are routed to the DA or IDA through a
L/T board.

The BS signal triggers the interrogation of the DA.

Once

triggered, the individual diodes are sequentially interrogated at a
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TABLE VI

Interfacing Hardware Components

Module

Description or Function

Logic and Timing

Generates the ADC START and HOLD pulses for the
DA and IDA from the computer CK signal

(L/T) (2)

Sample and Hold,
Analog to Digital
Converter (S/HADC) (2)

Samples the video output from the DA or IDA,
amplifies and digitizes the signal

Current to Voltage
Converter (I/V)
(4)

Converts the current signals coming from the
PMTs and reference phototube into a voltage and
filters the signals

Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC)

Digitizes the signals coming from the I/V
converters

(1)

+5 V, ± 15 V
Power Supplies

Powers the I/V converters, ADC, L/T, S/H-ADC for
the IDA

t15 V, +5 V, ±12 V

Powers the DA, S/H-ADC for the DA

Power Supply
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MASTER

SLAVE

6

6

5
2

5

PAO -PAT

PAO - PAT

2

0

2
2

CA I

-r

CA2

CA I

CA2

ft
0

PAO-PAT

P9O-PB3

Figure 26.

Components and connections of interfacing hardware.
T1,
NPN transistor 2N3904; R1, 103 Q resistor; R2, 240 Q.
See text
for discussion.
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rate determined by the CK frequency.

When each diode is interrogated,

a signal is output on the DA video line.

This signal is proportional

to the amount of charge necessary to recharge the diode to its initial
reverse bias condition.

A train of pulses is produced (one pulse for

each diode) and the area or height of each pulse is proportional to
the number of photons impingent on the individual diode during the
exposure time.

The exposure or integration time is determined by the

time between an initial BS signal, which clears the array, and a
second BS signal after which readout occurs.

The L/T boards are duplicates of the board designed by Ryan (35).
Only the part of the original L/T circuitry that generates the signals
for the S/H-ADC board was used in this application (see Fig.
Ryan's thesis (35)).

33 in

In order to achieve a clean transition from

logic HIgh (+5 V) to logic LOw (0 V) recognizable by the DA system
circuitry, the CK and BS signals are sent through a buffer chip
(74367) mounted in the L/T box before they are sent to the logic board
of the DA or IDA.

The S/H-ADC board digitizes the diode signals on the video line.
As previously mentioned, the charge pulse output by an individual
diode during interrogation is converted to a voltage pulse with a
width of about

1

ps, then it is amplified so that the maximum ampli-

tude is between 6.8 and 10 V.

As shown in Figure 27, the S/H is trig-

gered by a signal from the L/T board to sample the peak value of the
video pulse.

A HOLD signal is generated from the CK signal by mono-

stables on the L/T board.

The pulse width and delay time relative to

the logic 1 to 0 transition of the CK signal are adjusted with trim
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Figure 27.
S/H-ADC circuit waveforms.
c) 2 us.

a) 0.65 us;

b) 0.45 ps;
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pots on the L/T board to about 0.45 ps and 0.65 ps, respectively, to
maximize the sampled output.

The sampled voltage is amplified by a

factor of 1.37 and fed to the ADC.

A start conversion (SC) pulse, generated by a monostable on the
L/T board off the CK signal, triggers the ADC to start a conversion.
This occurs 2 ps after the logic 1 to 0 transition of the CK signal.

Two microseconds after receiving the SC pulse, a 12-bit data word is
output by the ADC and the microcomputer can then acquire it.

The

acquisition of 512 (DA) or 1024 (IDA) data points results in a spectrum.

Photodetectors data acquisition circuitry

The ADC board with multiplexing capabilities is based on a previous design (36) and is used to digitize the signals obtained from
the four photodetectors present in the MSS.

The current signals

generated by the detectors must first be converted to a voltage.

The

current to voltage (I/V) converter boards are replicas of Ghaffhari's
design (37).

resistors (105

A set of selectable capacitors (10 to 10-10 F) and
108 0) in decade steps allows different time con-

stants and gains to be selected.

Each I/V converter has two outputs,

one is connected to an analog chart recorder and the other is connected to one of the eight inputs of the multiplexer on the ADC board.
The channel into which the signal to be digitized is fed, is selected
by means of three computer I/O lines (see Figure 26).

The ADC, upon

receiving a SC signal, digitizes the voltage in 25 ps and then sends
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an end of conversion (EOC) pulse to the computer through an I/O line.
This pulse signals the computer to acquire the 12-bit data word.

The

sequence is repeated for each of the four channels used.
The 3-pen recorder (Linear model 500) allows 3 of the 4 photodetector signals to be monitored.

This provides a continuous record

of signals acquired by the computer and aids in detecting abnormalities (e.g., change in lamp radiance).

Other control circuitry

Three I/O lines are dedicated to control the two shutters and
injector.

Shutter 2 and the injector are equipped with control cir-

cuitry that responds directly to logic level signals transmitted
through the computer I/O lines.

For shutter 1, the simple circuit shown in Figure 26 was mounted
on the box which houses the expansion boards for the Master computer
system.

A logic level 1 signal causes the input of 0 V to the sole-

noid and lowers the pole, and a logic 0 signal on the I/O line results
in a 24 V input to the solenoid which raises the pole onto which the
blackened flag is attached.

Microcomputer Software

Introduction

The MSS software was designed to perform the following tasks:
1.

Generation of signals necessary for the control of instrumental components (shutters,-injector).
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2.

Simultaneous acquisition of spectral data from the two multichannel detectors and the four photodetectors.

3.

Data manipulation such as calculation of the ABS, blank and
dark substraction, corrections of photoluminescence data for
pre- and post-filter effects and statistical analyses.

4.

Data presentation such as plotting or printing.

Software was developed for both the Master and Slave microcomputers.

BASIC language is used for convenient user interaction and

complex calculations.

Machine language programs are used to perform

the actual data acquisition, timing and control functions and communication between the computers.

Both BASIC and machine language pro-

grams are configured in a modular way.

The main BASIC program module

calls BASIC subroutines for some tasks or the main module of the
machine language program for other tasks.

In turn, the machine

language module calls machine language subroutines in a sequence
designed for the execution of a chosen task.

This organization makes

it easier to create different tasks or to alter existing ones.
The Master system and software are used to (a) interact directly
with user, (b) acquire data from IDA, (c) control the shutters and the
injector, (d) calculate and present the data.

Functions (a) and (c)

are programmed in BASIC while tasks (b) and (d) are performed in
machine language.

The Slave machine language software permits data

acquisition from the DA, the three PMTs and the reference phototube.
The more powerful and flexible disk-oriented microsoft BASIC
program purchased from HDE, Inc., was one of the main factors
considered when deciding which of the expanded microcomputer systems
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could perform the Master functions more efficiently.

The HDE BASIC

allows the user the assignment of executing addresses and data arrays
locations.

The FORETHOUGHT BASIC compiler places BASIC, as well as

machine language programs stored on disks to be executed at location
$0200.

The conflict created by the co-execution of BASIC and machine

language programs called from it, could have been circumvented only
with some difficulty (38).

The Master BASIC program will be described first.

This is

followed by a description of the machine language software for the
Master and Slave systems.

The listings of the BASIC and machine

language programs are found in Appendix I.

Master BASIC software

The Master BASIC program permits the user to select a task, to
enter the values of experimental parameters, and finally, to call the
Master machine language program which, in turn, triggers the Slave
machine language program to start the execution of the chosen task.
The flow chart for the Master BASIC program is shown in Figure 28.
The user first decides on one of the three major options presented in the main menu (1. data acquisition, 2. data transfer, 3.
calculations).

The program then presents the sub-menu for the option

chosen except for the option of data transfer.

Normally, the options

are performed in the order presented in the menu.
discussed below.

Each option is
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Figure 28.

Flow chart of Master BASIC program.
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Data acquisition.

Once the data acquisition option is selected,

a sub-menu with five tasks is presented to allow the user the selection of the type of data to be acquired.

Here ABS, FL, and CL in the

first four tasks refer to the acquisition of absorbance, fluorescence,
and chemiluminescence spectra in the order given.

Data from the

photodetectors are acquired with any task and are the only data
acquired with the "PMTS only" choice as shown in Figure 28.

Once the

task is selected, the program prompts the user to input values for
certain parameters.

If the ABS + FL task is chosen, values for the following parameters are requested: the integration time in milliseconds for the IDA
(400 ms minimum), the number of spectra (10 maximum), the time between
spectra in milliseconds, and the time between the injection of the
last reagent and the acquisition of the first spectrum.

After enter-

ing the values of these parameters, the user is asked to place the
blank in the sample cell and upon pressing any key, the machine
language programs in the Master and Slave systems perform the actual
acquisition of data.

After completion, the software control is

returned to the Master BASIC program.

The sequence of events and timing is illustrated in Figure 29 for
the case where the number of spectra chosen is 2.

The acquisition of

a dark spectrum for the IDA, DA and the dark signals from the photodetectors is first performed.

For this purpose, the Master sends the

appropriate logic signals to the controllers for the shutters to close
the shutters, then the START signal is sent to the Slave and the dark
transmission and dark FL spectra are taken.

After the acquisition of
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Figure 29.
Timing sequence for the ABS + FL task. Number of spectra,
2; TO, DA nominal integration time; T1, FL integration time; t1,
time between spectra; t3, time after injection; *, II data points
from each photodetector (3 Ptffs and reference PT).
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a DA spectrum, the SLAVE immediately obtains the digitized signals of

the three PMTs and reference photodetector.
taken for each photodetector.

Four data points are

After each spectrum is acquired, an

asterisk is printed on both Master and Slave screens and a period is
shown on the Slave video monitor after the acquisition of a data point
from each photodetector.

The appearance of characters on the screens

helps the user to check and follow the sequence of events.
The two shutters are then opened.

Once again the Slave waits for

this way the
the Master's order to start the acquisition, insuring in

synchronization of the two systems.

The Master sends a pulse to the
After

injector so that the last reagent is introduced in the cuvette.

signal is
the "time after injection" specified by the user, the START
sent to the Slave.

The first transmission spectrum, FL spectrum and

photodetectors data are taken.

After the "time between spectra"

determined by the user has elapsed, the second transmission spectrum,
FL spectrum and group of photodetectors data are acquired.

This

sequence is repeated as many times as the number of requested
spectra.

After the desired number of spectra has been taken the Slave
the
program prints the message "DATA ACQUIRED" on its screen while

Master machine language program returns to BASIC.

At this point the

and the
user is prompted to place the sample solution in the cuvette

data acquisition sequence is repeated with the same parameter

used in the acquisition of blank data.

values

After the data are acquired,

the Master BASIC program allows the user to have the raw spectra
plotted if desired.

Next the user can choose to subtract the dark

1

The actual sub-

and/or blank spectra from the sample spectra.
traction

1 5

is performed by a machine language program subroutine.

Next, the data transfer subroutine is automatically called.

The transmission data acquired by the Slave system, which ultimately are used to calculate ABS spectra, can be transferred to the
Master system memory at this point, if desired.

The user has the

option of having plotted the raw data representing the energy transmitted by the blank and sample solutions.

When the DA information

resides in the Master system memory, the dark spectra can be subtracted from the light transmitted spectra.
before the determination of ABS.

This step is necessary

At this point, the DATA ACQUISITION

option is considered completed and the user is presented again with
the main menu if the execution of another task is needed.
For the acquisition of ABS and CL data (second task in the submenu) values for the same parameters required for performing the ABS +
FL task must be entered.

The sequence of events is identical to that

shown in Figure 29 except that shutter 2 is not opened.
If the ABS + FL + CL (or ABS + CL + FL) task is chosen, the user
must input separate integration times for FL and CL spectra (400 ms
minimum), the number of FL/CL sequences, the number of spectra (FL =
CL) in a sequence, the time between spectra, the time between
sequences and the time between the injection of the last reagent and
the acquisition of the first spectrum in the sequence.

A FL/CL

sequence is considered a group of n FL spectra followed by n CL
spectra as shown in the timing diagram (Fig. 30) for n - 2.

Each
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Timing sequences for (a) ABS + FL + CL and (b) ABS + CL +
Number of sequences: 2, number of FL/CL spectra per sequence:
1; T'4, DA nominal integration time; T1, FL integration time; T2,
CL integration time; tl, time between spectra; t2, time between
sequences;
t3, time after injection; *, 4 data points for each
photodetector (3 PlIfs and reference PT). Note: The timing sequence
for the Slave in task (b) is as in (a), except for TRANS, which
is not taken in task (b).
FL.

CT,
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spectrum within a sequence is separated from the next one by the "time
between spectra" specified by the user.

The user is prompted to carry out the measurements for the blank
and the sample solutions and has the option of having the raw CL or FL
spectra plotted,

subtracting

the dark or blank spectra from sample

spectra, and transferring, having plotted, and having dark corrected
the transmission spectra from the DA.

If the ABS + FL

CL task is

chosen, two dark spectra are taken by the Master system with two
different integration times, the FL and the CL integration times,

while the two corresponding transmission spectra are acquired by the
Slave.

A provision was made in this task to acquire the FL spectrum

prior to the injection of the last reagent.

After acquiring dark

information shutters Si and S2 are opened, a FL spectrum and a transmission spectrum are taken and then the last reagent is injected.
Shutter 2 is then opened and closed when taking FL and CL measurements, respectively.

The sequence for ABS

CL + FL task is almost identical to that

described above except that after the injection of the last reagent,
the shutter 52 remains closed and the CL information is obtained
first.

This task was designed for cases in which the CL reaction

takes place immediately after the Introduction of the last reagent and
the acquisition of a FL spectrum first could result in the loss of
important information.

The last data acquisition task, "PMT SIGNALS ONLY", is unique in
that it is accomplished by the Slave system only.

The Master only

controls the position of the shutters while the Slave collects the
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data from the photodetectors.

The user is prompted to input the num-

ber of data points to be acquired from each detector and the time
between data points.

Data transfer and memory management.

Option 2 in the main menu

allows the transfer of data stored in the Slave system to the Master
memory.

This routine is automatically called during the DATA ACQUI-

SITION option.

It may be called at a later time to transfer data

stored on disks of the Slave system.

Values for the following

parameters must be input before data transfer can occur: the memory
locations limiting the block to be transferred from the Slave and the
lower limit of the Master memory block into which the data will be
written.

The program continues by calling the machine language pro-

gram which fulfills the transfer.

Upon completion, a new option can

be chosen.

The memory allocation for DA and IDA data is next discussed since
it affects the number of spectra that can be acquired and the values
of the parameters input for data transfer.

The amount of memory space

available for data storage is limited by the DOS, BASIC interpreter,
and user BASIC and machine language programs.

The IDA is composed of

1024 diodes, therefore, 2048 bytes (2 bytes for each 12 bit data
point) would be necessary for the storage of a single spectrum.

In

the Master system, 11 K of RAM are available for data storage ($5400
to $7FFF).

Thus, only 5.5 spectra could be stored in such space.

It

was decided then to sum four diode signals into one data word which
occupies 2 bytes.

Thus, each spectrum results in 256 data points

stored in 0.5 K of RAM.

This decreases the resolution of the photo-
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luminescence spectra to 2 nm per data point, but increases the maximum
number of spectra which can be stored in an experimental run (dark,
blank, and luminescence) to 22.

The DA has 512 diodes and
storage of a single spectrum.

K of RAM would be required for the

1

Here it was decided to sum the signals

of two adjacent diodes Into one data point.

Thus, 0.5 of RAM are

required for storage of data corresponding to a single spectrum and
the resolution is 2.5 nm per data point.

The Slave system has memory

available for data storage from location $2000 to $6ABF.

The memory

block from $6000 to $65FF is allotted for photodetector data.

This

leaves 16 K of RAM ($2000-$5FFF) in which up to 32 DA spectra can be
stored.

Because the DA data are normally transferred to the Master system
and the number of DA (ABS) and IDA (FL or CL) spectra are equal, only
half of the 11 K of RAM in the Master system are left for storage of

luminescence spectra (including
space corresponds to 11 spectra.

1

or 2 dark spectra).

This memory

If each system has acquired more

than 11 spectra, the IDA data must be stored on disks prior to the
transfer of DA data to the Master system memory.

The storage addresses of spectra before and after data transfer

and after blank/dark subtraction are shown in Figure 31.

This repre-

sents the case where the ABS + FL or ABS 4- CL task has been selected

and the number of spectra input by the user is two.

To transfer all

the DA data, the user specifies the boundary addresses of the Slave
memory block to be transferred as $2000 and $2C00.

For the Master

memory block into which these data are to be transferred, the user
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Figure 31.

Memory arrangement for the storage of spectral data. a)
After transferring DA data fran Slave; b) After dark subtraction
c) After blank subtraction ; d) PMT data; L, luminescence spectrum;
T, transmission spectrum; D, dark;.8, blank; S, sample; HI, high
byte; LO, low byte.
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must enter any location between $6000 and $7400 as the starting
address.

If the location entered were below $6000, this would result

in the overwriting of luminescence information and, if a value greater

than $7400 were input, the DOS files would be overwritten resulting in
the system failure.

To plot spectral data, the user enters the number of spectra
desired to be plotted and the starting memory location where the first
spectrum is stored.

For example, if the two blank luminescence

spectra are to be plotted, the user must input $5600 as starting location and 2 as the number of spectra.

If the user chooses to subtract the dark spectrum from the
luminescence spectra, the user must input the starting storage location of the first spectrum (dark) acquired ($5400 in this example).
The program automatically subtracts

the blank dark spectrum from the

blank luminescence, and the sample dark spectrum from the sample
luminescence data (see Fig. 31b).

have blank subtraction
tracts

Similarly, if the user requests to

performed, the program automatically sub-

the first blank spectrum from the first sample luminescence

spectra acquired, and sequentially all blank spectra are substracted
from the corresponding sample spectra (see Fig. 31c).

The resultant

dark or blank corrected spectra are stored in the locations originally
occupied by the uncorrected luminescence spectral data.

The

subtrac-

tion procedure is similarly applied to transmission spectra, although

here only the dark subtraction from blank and sample spectra is performed.
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The same considerations apply if the ABS
FL tasks, are selected.

4-

FL + CL or

ABS + CL +

If blank or dark spectra subtractions are

required the program automatically subtracts

the proper dark or blank

spectrum (FL or CL) from the corresponding blank or sample FL or CL
spectra.

The user must keep a record of the storage addresses for the

FL and CL spectra corresponding to the sample and blank solutions
since they will be required for performing the inner-filter effect
corrections.

The PMT data are also transferred to the Master system memory by
execution the DATA TRANSFER option.

The format in which these data

are stored in memory is shown in Figure 31d.

When transferring these

data care must be taken not to overwrite spectral information which
has not been previously saved.
Calculations.

If option #3, CALCULATIONS, is selected from the

main menu, two tasks are presented in the sub-menu:

correction of

spectral data for pre- and post-filter effects and statistical calculations.

As shown in Figure 28, both tasks in option #3 are totally

performed by the Master BASIC software after the machine language
program in the Master has sent the clue to the Slave and the Slave has
acknowledged it.

Due to memory space restrictions, the BASIC sub-

program written for the execution of tasks in option

/13

is "chained"

to the main Master BASIC program and overwrites It.
For the discussion of the first task in the sub-menu for the

CALCULATIONS option, it will be assumed that one luminescence spectrum
(blank

subtracted) is stored at $5C00, the blank and sample trans-

transmission spectra (dark subtracted ) are located at $6200 and $6800
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respectively.

First, these storage addresses for the spectra must be

entered by the user.

Before the evaluation of ABS, the user must

Intensity
decide whether or not the correction for drifts In lamp
should be performed.

This correction is performed by comparing the

transmission spectrum to
mean of the last 5 data points of the blank
spectrum.
the corresponding mean value in the sample transmission

These 5 data points represent
intercepted by the DA.
later.

the last 12.2 nm wavelength region

The accuracy of the correction is discussed

Thus, in cases where the samples solution does not absorb

radiation at about 800 nm, the correction should be performed.
be
A value for another parameter stray light component must

entered.

This parameter was incorporated in the calculations to

of an
evaluate the error introduced in the ABS values by the presence
later discussed.
excess dark component in the DA diode signals, as

looking at the
The user can estimate the number of dark counts by

diode signals obtained after dark

subtraction when measuring the

region of
transmittance of a solution of high ABS (> 5 A.U.) in the
interest.

These signals should be, in the absence of excess dark

component about 0 count.

The ABS values corresponding to the wavelength region intercepted.
computes the
by the DA are calculated by the BASIC program, which
data point
negative logarithm of the ratio of each sample transmission

to its corresponding blank transmission data point.
256 ABS values Is created.

Thus, an array of

Next, the ABS spectrum is plotted over a

spectral region specified by the user.

The limiting wavelengths of

this region are entered in nm and a standard wavelength calibration
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function, previously determined, is presented to the user.

If the

position of the DA in the spectrograph has not been changed, the standard calibration function (A = a + b (data point number)) is used to
calculate the data points corresponding to the ABS region to be
plotted.

If, on the other hand, changes have been made, the user can

alter the intercept a, and/or slope b, of the linear function. (Since
the dispersion of the spectrograph is constant, only the intercept
should be changed in ordinary circumstances.) The ABS spectrum is
plotted with the abscissa labeled in nanometers and the ordinate in
ABS units.

Subsequently, the uncorrected FL spectrum is plotted over a wavelength interval, the limits of which are specified by the user.

In

this case, a standard wavelength calibration function for the IDA is
presented to the user and, as for the DA, the intercept and slope of
this function can be altered.

The intercept of the linear function

depends on the setting of the wavelength dial and thus, the spectral
range detected by the IDA can be easily changed.

After plotting the

luminescence spectrum, the wavelength axis is drawn and labeled in
nanometers as well as the intensity axis which is labeled in volts.
If FL data are to be corrected, the PRE-FILTER corrections
follow.

The user must enter the excitation wavelength and spectral

bandpass of the excitation monochromator, both in nanometers and also
the value of the dilution factor.

This value is 1

if no dilution was

made in the sample cell, but it is different if an aliquot of a
chromophore, for example, was introduced in the cuvette.

Through the

use of either the standard or the new DA calibration function, the
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program determines the ABS data points to be used for the correction.
The values of the emission window parameters (w1, w

)

2

for the PMT/

monochromator or IDA/spectrograph detection configuration must also be
entered.

= 0.475 and w

These values are w
1

2

= 0.525 when the emission

slit width is 1 mm and the FL volume element is centered in the sample

cell; the last condition is standard in the MSS.

correction factor f

A

printed.

The pre-filter

is calculated according to equation 34 and it is

The program prints out (or displays on the screen) the beam

intensity, ABS, the slit function (t(Ai)) and the correction factor fa
(equation 17) corresponding to each ith wavelength interval allowed
through the excitation monochromator.

The beam intensity for each

wavelength interval, (I3)i in equation 34 is obtained from the
intensity transmitted by the blank solution and detected by the DA.
The number of wavelength intervals (N in equation 34) transmitted
through the monochromator depends on the spectral bandpass and the
resolution of the ABS spectra.

the EX monochromator is

wavelengths from A0

1

For instance, if the slit width for

mm, then the spectral bandpass is 8 nm and

8 nm to A0 + 8 nm are transmitted.

This 16 nm

wide region corresponds to (16 nm/2.5 nm/data point) 6 data points and
N is chosen by the program to be 6.

A second correction factor is calculated for the FL emission
signal collected with o.f. 4 and detected by PMT 3.
used to calculate fA is equation 35.

The expression

The values of the subwindow

parameters and relative contribution of each subwindow (a.) are
already assigned and were experimentally determined as discussed
in the Results and Discussion section.
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After the calculation of the two correction factors, the corrected FL spectral data are either printed or plotted, if desired,
over the specified wavelength region of interest.

The correction

factor for o.f. is recorded by the user for later manual correction of
signals detected by PMT 3.

After the pre-filter corrections, the user is asked if postfilter corrections are desired.

If so, the wavelengths (in nano-

meters) limiting the spectral region to be corrected are entered.
Next, the program creates a new absorbance data file.

The number of

ABS values in this file equals the number of CL or FL data points
comprised in the selected wavelength range.

This step is necessary

because of the different dispersion of the two spectrographs (ABS and
emission).

To accomplish the matching of number of ABS and lumin-

escence data points, two new data points are created for every nine
original data points as shown in Figure 32.

Note that the fourth new

data point is the average of the third and fourth original data
points.

Similarly the ninth new data point is the average of the

seventh and eighth original data points.

This process is repeated for

every nine data points covering the wavelength range selected.

For

example, if there are 90 ABS data points in the wavelength range
chosen (90 data points x 2.438 nm/data point = 219 nm), there will be
20 new data points created (2 for every nine original points) after
the described matching process.
components.

The new ABS data array has now 110

This number matches with the number of luminescence data

points included in 219 nm (219 nm + 1.998 nm/data point = 110).

Note

in Figure 32 that the maximum error between the ABS and luminescence
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Figure 32. Correlation between ABS and luminescence data points and
corresponding wavelengths. NABS, original number of ABS data
points; N'ABs, new number of generated ABS data points; NinA,
number of luminescence data points; A, wavelength. The subscripts
for A have the same meaning as when used with N.
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wavelengths is 0.9 nm.

In reality the wavelength mismatch can be

greater because of the fact that the first data points chosen for the
ABS and luminescence data arrays are those corresponding to the wavelength closest the specified lower limit of the spectral region of
interest.

Thus, the wavelength can be in error by half the wavelength

coverage of a data point, or 1.25 nm for ABS data points and 1.00 nm
Thus, the total error could be as great

for luminescence data points.
as 2.25 nm.

Note that the ratio of the dispersions of the spectrographs is
2.438/1.998 - 1.2202 and the ratio between the number of data points
in the new and original ABS data arrays is 11 + 9
ratios differ by 0.2%.

1.2222.

The two

Thus, each new ABS data points has a wave-

length coverage of 2.438 nm x 9/11 = 1.995 nm and each luminescence
data point corresponds to 1.998 nm.

For every 100 nm (50 diodes) ABS

data wavelength will be low by 0.2 nm.

As a result the maximum wave-

length mismatch error is 2.25 + 0.9 + 0.2 - 3.35 nm if the wavelength
range is 100 nm or less or 3.55 and 3.75 nm for wavelength ranges up
to 200 and 300 nm, respectively.

Following the described step, the user is prompted to input the
values of the excitation window parameters w; and wz as well as the
emission wavelength and spectral bandpass.

The post-filter correction

factor for the luminescence detected with the PMT/monochromator configuration is then calculated.

and the correction factor f

b

The absorbance, slit function, ti(X')

(from equation 24) for each wavelength

interval transmitted through the emission monochromator, as well as
the final correction factor f

B

(from equation 37) are printed.

As for
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pre-filter corrections, the number of wavelengths intervals (N in
equation 37) is calculated from the slit width used for the emission
monochromator and the resolution of the ABS data.
The post-filter correction factor fB for the luminescence
detected with o.f./filter/PMT configuration is calculated next,
according to equation 38.

The user must enter the central wavelength

transmitted by the interference filter.

The transmission function for

the filter is already included in the program.
approximation is used for this function.

A triangular

The transmission curves of

the filter used in this project are approximately triangular in shape
and have a halfwidth of 10 nm resembling the slit transfer function
for a monochromator with a spectral bandpass of 10 nm.

The two cor-

rection factors (for the two detection geometries) are printed and the
user must manually correct the PMT data with the corresponding factor.
After these calculations, the user can have the corrected luminescence
data plotted or printed.

The spectral limits defining the region to

be plotted are entered at the beginning of the post-filter correction
calculations.

If FL data are being corrected, the pre-filter correc-

ted FL signal for each diode, evaluated previously, is multiplied by
the correction factor f

b calculated according to equation 24.

The

transmittance value (T') used for each wavelength interval is drawn
from the new ABS data array (Te
ABS values.

=

10-4') generated from the original

Effectively then, the corrected FL (F°) spectrum plotted

results from applying equation 21 to each blank substracted FL data
point detected by the IDA (F).
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The sequence for correcting CL data for post-filter effects is
the same, but the user must enter 0 and

1

for the values of w'

and w'

1

2'

If the user wishes to have the corrected CL spectrum plotted, the dark
subtracted

(in most cases) CL signals are only affected by the ft

factor since no pre-filter corrections must be performed on CL
measurements.

At this point, the correction sequence is finished, and

once again the main Master BASIC program is chained to permit the
choice of another option.

If the statistical analysis task is chosen

from the sub-menu for the CALCULATIONS option then a sub-sub-menu is
presented which allows the treatment of spectral data from the diode
arrays and of the PMT data.
lated with either selection.

Means and standard deviations are calcuFor the treatment of spectral data,

values for the following parameters are requested: the storage location, number of spectra, and spectral region over which the calculations are to be performed.

The user must also specify the number of

data points to be summed into a single data point before the standard
deviations are calculated.

For example, if it is desired to calculate

the standard deviation of 10 spectra, over a region extending from 400
to 500 nm, the user can choose to combine two or more adjacent data
points into a new data point before calculations.

The program then

adds the desired number of data points in each spectrum to produce a
new array.

For each data point (If the entered number of data points

to be added is 1) or group of original data points, the mean and stan-

dard deviation are calculated and printed.
If the treatment of PMT data is chosen, the mean and standard

deviation of the signals of the four photodetectors are evaluated.
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The user must enter the first storage address and the number of contiguous data points to be used in the calculations.
BASIC language subroutines.

The main Master BASIC program calls

several BASIC subroutines, as previously mentioned.

Some of the

important subroutines and their functions are listed on Table VII.
The operator can execute any of these routines separately if so
desired, by typing "RUN" followed by the line number at which the
routine starts.

Then, only the function corresponding to the

particular subroutine is performed.

For example, spectral data may be

plotted by typing "REIN 2000" in the Master keyboard.
Plotting subroutines.

These subroutines were designed to plot

spectral data acquired with the diode arrays.

The high bytes of the

256 data points representing a spectrum are stored in a memory page
and the corresponding low bytes are stored in the following page.

The

same plotting subroutine in the main Master BASIC program is used to
plot both luminescence and transmission spectra.

The user must enter

the first storage address of the first spectrum and the number of
contiguous spectra to be plotted.

Besides, the user must specify

whether luminescence or transmission data are to be plotted.

Since

each luminescence data point is the sum of 4 diode signals and each
transmission data point is the sum of only 2 diode signals, the
scaling factor for plotting luminescence spectra is half of that used
for plotting transmission spectra.

The plotting subroutine used in the main BASIC program plots 255
points, that is, the user can not choose specific wavelength regions.
This option is given in the plotting subroutines used in the "INNER-
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TABLE VII
Master System:

BASIC Language Subroutines

SUB 250:
(a)

Entry of values of parameters for ABS + FL or ABS + CL tasks and
calculation of values to be used by machine language program.
Poking of parameter values in PARAMETER's Table ($0E00).

(b)

Execution of BLANK and SAMPLE acquisition by calling machine
language program.

SUB 2000:

Plotting of N spectra stored in memory beginning at location
$xxxx.

SUB 1500:
(a)

Entry of parameter values (memory locations of block to be
transferred).

(b)

Execution of transfer by calling machine language program.

SUB 600:

Execution of subtraction of dark and/or blank spectrum from
blank/sample spectra by calling machine language program.
SUB 6000:

Same as SUB 250 except for ABS + CL + FL or ABS

FL+ CL tasks.

SUB 1700:

Converts a decimal number greater than 255 into two bytes (LO
and HI).

SUB 1720:

Converts a hex address entered in string form to a decimal value
(e.g., 6A0016
2713610).
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FILTER EFFECT CORRECTIONS" BASIC program where the limiting wavelengths are entered by the user.

A special subroutine was written to

graph three dimensional plots showing changes in spectral profiles as
a function of time.

Successive spectra are plotted with different

positions on the "Z" axis (time axis).

The displacement between spec-

tra along the "Z" axis represents the time elapsed between the acquisition of the two spectra.

Machine language software

The machine language software for both Master and Slave computer
systems was developed using a modular approach in which major subroutines call a series of other subroutines.

The sequence in which

these subroutines are called depends on the nature of the task to be
executed.

The machine language subroutines are listed in Tables VIII

and IX, for the Master and Slave, respectively.

All machine language programs to be executed in the Slave system
are saved as XXX.COM files.

This allows the automatic loading and

execution of the program at location $0200 when the user types the
name of the program (XXX).

In the Master system, the file containing

the machine language program is first loaded and the execution of the
program does not start until the Master BASIC program calls it.
Selection of sequence of machine language subroutines.

The

general flow chart for calling machine language routines is shown in
Figure 33.

The Master machine language program is called from the
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TABLE VIII
Master System:

Machine Language Subroutines

ATTE:

Waits for Slave attention and sends task clue when Slave is
ready.

MORE:

Uses ATTE and then receives acknowledgement and checks if it
acknowl).
is correct (clue

INDENT:

Identifies task by looking up the clue in the task
directory.

PAR1:

Sends parameters to Slave.

DARK:

Closes shutters (S1 and S2).

OPEN:

Opens shutters (S1 and S2).

OPEN1:

Opens S1 and closes S2.

INJEC:

Injects last reagent with S1 and S2 closed.

ENJE:

Injects last reagent with S1 and S2 open.

DELAY:

Waits for time after injector to elapse.

ACQU1:

Acquires 1 spectrum after refreshing the diode array five
times (REFRE) and after ordering Slave to start spectral
acquisition, prepares addresses for storage of next spectrum
and prints an * (it uses INTIM for integration time).

ACQUX:

Acquires "x" spectra by jumping to ACQU1 and BETW1 "x"
times.

REFRE:

Refreshes the IDA 5 times with a CK frequency of 166.6 kHz
and an integration time of 6.1 ms.

REF10:

Same as REFRE but performs 10 scans.

INTIM:

Waits for luminescence integration time to elapse.

BETW1:

Waits for "time between spectra" to elapse.

BETW2:

Waits for "time between sequence" to elapse.

TRANS:

Sends values of parameters (addresses of block to be
transferred) to Slave, prepares addresses into which Slave
data will be stored, and receives and stores data.
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REST1:

Performs double precision subtraction Of any desired number
of words.

TABLE IX
Slave System:

Machine Language Subroutines

Besides the counterparts of the Master subroutines
ATTE, MORE, PAR1, IDENT, ACQU1, TRANS, REFRE, and REF10,
the following subroutines are used:

PMTX:

PMTS:

Acquires the high and low bytes of a photodetector signal
and stores them.
Acquires a data point from the four photodetectors by
calling PMT and changing the storage addresses and the
multiplexer channel associated with the voltage to be
digitized.

TIME:

Produces the delay between PMT data points when the "PMT
SIGNALS ONLY" task is chosen.

MESSX:

Prints a message on the Monitor screen; X is the number of
the message, i.e., X-1 for "DATA ACQUIRED".
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MASTER

SLAVE

FROM MASTER
BASIC

PROIRAM

PREPARE TASK
DIRECTORY

START

STORAGE ADDRESSES.

IS
SLAVE
READY?

SEND -I AN READr SIGNAL

WAIT FOR
TASK CLUE
READY ?

Fu

SEND TASK CLU

LOOK UP CLUE IN TASK
DIRECTORY

WAIT FOR
ACKNOWLEDGE

RECEIVED'

SEND

*WRONG"
AGNS

FOUND?

3

RETURN
TO

ACKN.

BASIC

CORRECT

IDENTIFY
I

r

2

3

4

IDENTIFY TASK

TASK
5

6

7

"VT
PERFORM TASK

2

CORtmuN
OVER
RETURN
TO BASIC

3

4

S

6

7

COI
OMMUN.

OVER
1

'

PERFORM TASK

ENO

)

Figure 33. Flow chart of Master and Slave machine language software
(Part I).
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Master BASIC program after the user determines the option and task to
be executed and enters the values for the corresponding parameters.
The Slave sends a "I am ready" signal which the Master is checking for as an indication of availability.
sends the task "clue".

Once received, the Master

This clue is an identification number assigned

to each different set of subroutines written for each task.

looks up this number in the "clues" directory ($A00).

The Slave

If found, an

acknowledgement, which is just the same task clue, is sent to the
Master.

If not found, the acknowledgement sent indicates to the

Master the need to start again.

Once the acknowledgement is received,

the Master checks the correctness of this acknowledgement.

If it is

not correct, the Master prints the message "INCORRECT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT"
and stops the execution of the program.

The above described steps confirm the successful operation of the
software and provide a test of the communication I/O lines.

When the

correct acknowledgement is received by the Master, both systems decode
the task identification number, and start the execution of the
appropriate major subroutine corresponding to the task to be
implemented.

The eight tasks and their "clue" numbers that are

recognized by the Master and Slave software are:

TASK NAME

CLUE
(in hexadecimal)

ABS + FL

1

TRANSFER

2

MASTER IS CALCULATING

3
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ABS + CL

4

ABS + FL + CL

5

ABS + CL + FL

6

PMT DATA ONLY

7

FF

END OF COMMUNICATION

The tasks associated with the DATA ACQUISITION option of the
BASIC program menu are those corresponding to clues 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

The implementation of one of these tasks depends on selection made in
the sub-menu presented in the BASIC program.

The major subroutines

that allow the execution of these five tasks and task 2 (TRANSFER)
call the PAR1 subroutine first.

This subroutine performs the trans-

mission of parameter values stored in the Master PARAMETERS table
($0E00) to the Slave system, where they are placed starting at memory
location $0B00, the first address of the Slave PARAMETERS table.
After this step, the execution of machine language subroutines corresponding the chosen task continues.

The sequence of subroutines called by the Master and Slave for
the execution of task 1

(ABS + FL) is illustrated in the flow diagram

of Figure 34.

The functions for the subroutines are given in Tables

VIII and IX.

Some of these subroutines are described in more detail

in the following sections.

The sequence for implementing task 4 (ABS

+ CL) is almost identical to that of task 1, except for subroutine
OPEN which is not used, and subroutine INJE which is replaced by
INJEC.

Subroutine INJEC sends the proper signals to the I/O ports so
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SLAVE

MASTER

r

SENO PARAMETERS

RECEIVE pod STORE PARA

(PAR II

(PAR

CLOSE SHUTTER

REFRESH 14 TIMES
(REF

DARK I

WAIT FOR
"START" ORDER
ECEIVED

REFRESH WI TIMES

(REF Id)

"START" ORDER

TAKE DARK SPECTRU
(ACOU I)

TAKE DARK SPECTRUM
( ACOU I)

OPEN SHUTTER
(OPEN)

N. R OF SPELT.

INJECT LAST REMIENT
I 00E1
WAIT FOR
'START" ORDER
RECEIVED?

WAIT FOR TIME Aft. INJECT.
(DELAY)
OF SPELT
"START" ORDER
ACOUIRE

SPELT. I ACM/0

N-I

(

ACQUIRE A RECT. ( ACOU

NN-

II

I

RETURN TO
BASIC

Flow chart and subroutine sequence for task 1 (ABS+FL).
Figure 31.
Subroutine names are indicated in parenthesis.
A, coming from Part
I (Fig. 33).
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that Si is opened and S2 is closed and it generates the pulse to
trigger the injector.

For tasks 5 (ABS +FL + CL) and 6 (ABS + CL + FL) the same subroutine ACQU1 is used to acquire FL and CL spectra.

The program

writes the proper integration time in the INTIM sub-subroutine called
during the execution of ACQUI.

Thus, different integration times are

used for FL and CL using the same subroutine.

Other timing sub-

routines are used for the execution of tasks 5 and 6, such as BETW1
and BETW2.

The former, also used in tasks 1 and 4, produces the delay

between spectra and the latter produces the delay between sequences.
Task 2, TRANSFER, is the only task associated with the "DATA
TRANSFER" option of the Master BASIC menu.

TRANS1 is the only major

subroutine called which performs the transfer of parameter values
first (PART), as previously stated, and then transfers to the Master
system the data stored in the specified Slave memory block.

Upon

completion, the Slave prints "DATA TRANSFERRED" on its screen and the
Master returns control to BASIC.
If the "CALCULATIONS" option is selected from the Master menu,
clue #3 is sent to the Slave, which, after decoding it, prints the
message "MASTER IS BUSY..." and then keeps waiting for the Master's
order (START in flow chart shown in Figure 33).

The Master machine

language program returns control to BASIC after sending clue #3 and
receiving the proper acknowledgement.
When no other tasks are requested by the user, clue #FF indicates
to both systems to end their communication.

The Slave prints the
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message "COMMUNICATION IS OVER" and the execution of the Slave program
stops while the Master machine language program returns control to
BASIC.

Communication subroutine.

The communication subroutine is widely

used, not only to transfer information from a microcomputer to the
other, but also to achieve synchronization in the operation of the two
systems.

Eight I/O lines and two control lines in each system are

used to transfer data, as described in the microcomputer hardware
section (Fig. 26).

The two control lines (CA1 and CA2) in each system

are programmed to interact in the "handshake" mode.

This mode allows

each microcomputer system to check the readiness of the other system
for sending or receiving data.

The basic communication step developed for sending data from
Master to Slave memory involves the following preparation: (a) configuration of ports PAO -PAY of the Master and Slave as outputs and

inputs, respectively; (b) setting of the control lines in the handshake mode.

The control lines are crossed so that CA1 and CA2 of the

Master system are connected to CA1 and CA2 of the Slave system,
respectively.
a logic 1

The handshake control lines are programmed to recognize

to 0 transition which sets the interrupt flag corresponding

to the line receiving the pulse.

These transitions take place when a

data byte is written to the output port or when data are read from an
input port.

To illustrate the sequence described, the instructions

and signals generated in the control lines for the transfer of the
hexadecimal number $44 are shown below.
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SLAVE

MASTER
LDA #02

LDA DRA; send dummy

CA2
CA1

CHECK BIT IFR
Is Slave;
ready;

BEQ CHECK
CHECK

LDA #44 CA2

LDA #02

CA1

Write byte;
in output;

BIT IFR

STA DRA

BEQ CHECK

port;

CHEC1 LDA #02

CA2

LDA DRA; read byte

CA1

STA DATA; store it

BIT IFR
BEQ CHEC1

The writing to output port A is accomplished with the LDA DRA
instruction which places the contents of the accumulator into the data
register corresponding to port A ($A001).

The reading of port A is

done by the STA DRA which writes into the accumulator the contents of
data register A, or $44 in the example shown above.

To start the communication sequence, a "I am ready" signal is
sent from the Slave to the Master.

This is accomplished by writing

the contents of the accumulator to port A of the Slave.

This causes

the Slave CA2 line, and hence, the Master CA1 line, to go LOW.
transition sets CA1 Interrupt Flag in the Master system.

This

The Master

detects the flag status and writes the byte to be transmitted to its
output A.

This operation produces a "DATA READY" or logic 1 to 0

transition on the Master CA2 line and thus, on the Slave CA1 line,
which sets the CA1 Interrupt Flag in the Slave system.

The Slave

responds to it by reading the information at its input port A and
storing this byte in its memory.

The "READ" operation generates a

"DATA TAKEN" signal on CA2 which is transmitted to CA1 in the Master
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system indicating the availability to receive more data.

Thus, if

more bytes are to be transferred, the WRITE/READ operation is
repeated.

The direction of the transfer can be reversed by inter-

crossing the subroutines between the two systems.

This communication sequence is used with the transfer direction
described (Master

Slave) to synchronize the operation of the two

microcomputers when acquiring spectral data and to send parameter
values (subroutine PAR1) from Master to Slave memory.

The same

sequence, but with the opposite transfer direction (Slave i Master),
is used to accomplish option 2 or task 3, TRANSFER.

The desired

memory block is transferred byte by byte from the Slave to the Master
memory where it is stored beginning at the location indicated by the
user.

Thus, the basic communication sequence is repeated as many

times as bytes are to be transferred.

The parallel, rather than

serial, manner in which the data bytes are transferred enhances the
speed of the transmission process.

The transmission of, for example,

22 spectra (11264 bytes) is accomplished in less than 0.5 s.
Data acquisition subroutines.

The acquisition of data from the

two diode arrays involves sending control signals, reading, and storing data digitized by the ADCs.

Each diode array is totally con-

trolled with only two signals from the corresponding microcomputer:

the clock (CK) signal, necessary for the interrogation of the individual diodes, and the Begin Scan (BS) signal which starts the integration or exposure time.

The IDA system developed by Ryan (38) was

controlled by the PDP-11/20 minicomputer.

The lack of accuracy in the

minicomputer clock required the use of an external clock and auxiliary
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circuitry.

In this research, the timers on the 6522 VIA chips in the

microcomputer systems are used to produce the CK and BS signals
directly.

(6522 #1) is set in the free-

To generate the CK signal, Timer 1

running mode with I/O line PB7 enabled as output.
latches for Timer 1

The two 8-bit

(T1) are loaded with the bytes representing the

width of the CK pulse.

The countdown begins (one count per micro-

second) and when the counter reaches zero, the level of PB7 changes
from HI to LO, the counters are then reloaded with the values in the
latches and the countdown process is repeated.

As a result, a square

wave is generated, the pulse width of which is determined by the
number of microseconds entered in the latches of T1.

By changing

these numbers, CK signals of different frequencies can be obtained.
For the generation of the BS signal, PB7 of 6522 #1

(the CK sig-

nal) is hardwired to PB6 (of the same 6522) which is programmed as
input.

Timer 2 (T2) is set to operate in the "pulse-counting" mode.

The counters of T2 are loaded with a number proportional to the integration time desired.

Each time a negative-going pulse is received on

PB6, this number is decreased by one.
zero, T2 interrupt flag is set.

When the countdown reaches

The program, which is checking for

the flag status, senses it, and generates a single 6 us long, logic 0
pulse on CA2.

The integration time is thus equal to the number loaded

in the counters of T2 times the CK period.
before and after the interrogation time.

The BS signal is sent
After the last BS signal,

the incoming CK pulses result in the interrogation of the successive
photodiodes.
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For each CK pulse, a photodiode signal is obtained.

The chain of

photodiode pulses must be sampled at the same frequency by which they
are produced.

Thus the CK signal is also used to generate the HOLD

signal, required by the Track and HOLD circuitry, and the ADC Start
conversion pulse (Fig. 27).

Figure 35 shows the flow diagram for the sequence of subroutines
called during acquisition of one spectrum from the DA and IDA.
that the MASTER and SLAVE

software are quite similar.

Note

The Master

sends the actual start order to the Slave and waits for acknowledgement before proceeding with the acquisition sequence.

As previously

mentioned, because the IDA has twice as many diodes as the DA, the sum
of 4, rather than 2, diode signals is stored in two memory locations
(HI and LO bytes).

After the DA data are obtained, the Slave also

acquires the data from the four photodetectors.
The 12-bit data words produced by the ADC at the CK frequency,
are read in two bytes by the microcomputers.

The minimum CK period is

determined by the time required to read the two bytes corresponding to
a single diode signal, sum them to the previously acquired two bytes
corresponding to the adjacent diode, and store the sum in memory.

The

instructions and the execution times used to accomplish the acquisition of one data point (or two diode signals) for the DA are shown
below.
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MASTER

SLAVE

J
MAKE PORT A (552201) and
Pell-P113. PSG INPUTS,
P ea, PSIS, PS? OUTPUTS

( SAME AS MASTER

S ET TIMERS MODES

LOAD TI .1 MINIMUM PULSE
PREPARE STORAGE ADDRESSES

SEND "START" ORDER

SEND ORDER RECEIVED SIGN

REFRESH 5 TIMES
311 p

SETCR PULSE

SAME AS MASTER /

SEND G S SIGNAL

[ LOAD 12 ./ INT. TIME
110

Fu
[ SENO O.S. SCAN T. 0
1.21.LAD and STORE DIODE fe I
REPD DIODE (e); SUM TO (I)

SUM TO (el
STORE Sum

(t/I

LIIEAD DIODE lb); SUM TO (a )

STORE SUM, YY

READ DIODE (c),
SUN TO la) (0)

READ DIODE (d);

READ PM STORE DIODE 10

It

Y Yi
UPDATE STORAGE ADDRESSES

PRINT' 41", N0
,CLEAR PUS and PIT

[UPDATE STORAGE ADDRESSES

PRINT "0-

(RETURI;)

ACOUIRE I DATA POINT FROM
EACH PHOMOETECTOR,

NNI, PRINT

(RETURN)

Flow diagram of machine language subroutine ACQU1 for
acquisition of one spectrum from the IDA (Master) and the DA
(Slave). A) subroutine REFRE; B) subroutine INTIM; C) subroutine
ACQU2.

Figure 35.
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ACQU2

LDA

DRA

;

4

STA

(LOW),Y

;

6

;

NOP

;

2

;

delay to match

NOP

;

2

;

cycle time of acquisition of

NOP

;

2

;

next diode signal

;

read Data Register A (LO byte)
store LO byte

LDA

ORB

;

4

;

read Data Register B (HI byte)

STA

(HIGH),Y

;

6

;

store HI byte

NOP

;

2

;

NOP

;

2

;

;

2

;

delay to match

NOP

;

2

;

cycle time

NOP

;

2

;

HOP

;

2

;

;

4

;

;

2

;

clear CARRY flag

;

5

;

add new byte to LO byte of pre-

NOP

(a) +

LDA

DRA

CLC
ADC

(LOW),Y

read Data Register A (LO byte)

vious diode

STA

(LOW),Y

LDA

DRB

ADC

(HIGH),Y

;

6

;

store sum

;

4

;

read Data Register B (HI byte)

5

;

add new HI byte to HI byte of

;

previous diode
STA

(HIGH),Y

INY
BNE
(b)

ACQU2

;

6

;

store sum

;

2

;

increment data point counter

;

4

;

get next data point
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The addition of the execution times of instructions up to (a), for the
acquisition of the first diode signal, or from (a) to (b), for the
acquisition and summing of the second diode signal in the data point,
results in 38 ms.

The CK is always an even number of microseconds

since it is produced by a square wave generated by the microcomputers
and it must be adjusted to be of equal or greater duration than the
time required to execute the instructions listed between (a) and (b).
The CK period was set to its minimum value, 38 ps, which is an even
number and is equal to the execution time of the instructions between
(a) and (b).

The BNE instruction always takes 4 its in this program

because the branching always occurs to a different page, in other
words, there is a page crossing just before the BNE instruction.
Otherwise, this instruction would take 3 ms.

Note that the End of

Conversion (EOC) signal is not checked because the same microcomputer
that controls the initiation of the conversion acquires the data.
The time difference between the BS signal and the actual reading
of the HI and LO bytes of a diode signal must be considered carefully
since it determines how long, after a diode signal has been digitized,
the reading occurs.

Figures 36 and 37 shows the timing diagrams cor-

responding to the Slave system (DA) and Master System (IDA), respectively.

Two microseconds after the last negative-going CK pulse

necessary to achieve the integration time is sensed on I/O line PB6 (a
in Fig. 36 and 37), the Interrupt Flag Register (IFR) for T2 is set.
The program is checking for the status of this flag by means of a
loop.

This loop is 7 ms long and only if the flag is set during the

first, second, third, or fourth cycle of the loop, it is exited after

CK

a

IFR

38

C

SLAVE
(DA)

loop

d

e

eS

lool

H2

38

15

13

15

.11,

21

I

16

I61
LOI

1111

L02

H12

Figure 36.
Timing sequence for acquisition of the DA data.
in microseconds.
See text for discussion.

H13

All times

CK

r

II

it
II

(a)
IFR
d

II

e

9

9

IDA
II
JJIL

F6 I

161-

37

lr .,5

41

LOP 1

1

II

(b)
IFR
IDA

11

HIP

?Il

a
0
0

CI

I

I
37

15

41

LOP

Hil

21

II

102

16

II
H12

I

20

L03

Timing sequence for acquisition of the IDA data. a)
Figure 37.
minimum delay (6 pa ) with respect to CK pulse; b) maximum delay (12
See text
pa ) with respect to CK pulse. All times in microseconds.
for discussion.

Ui
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the execution of its last instruction (c in Fig. 37).

If the flag is

set on the fifth cycle or later, the waiting loop is not exited until
one more pass (c in Fig. 36 and c' in Fig. 37).

Depending on the

integration time chosen, the flag is set at different times in the
loop, which results in an uncertainty of 6 us in the actual position
of the BS pulse and in the data reading time with respect to the CK
signal.

Because the integration time is always the same for the DA,

there is no uncertainty.

The flag is set in the fifth microsecond of

the checking loop (b in Fig. 36).

Thus, it is not detected and a new
Fifteen microseconds

pass is executed in which the flag is sensed.

after exiting the checking loop (includes execution time for subroutine INTIM), the BS signal is generated (point d in Fig. 36 and 37)
by sending a 6 us long logic 0 signal on control line CAl.
signal ends at point e in Figure 36 and 37.

The BS

Thirteen microseconds

later (point f in Fig. 36), ACQU2 is executed to accomplish the reading and storing of the digitized signals.

At this point it is necessary to consider the criteria used in
determining the time between the BS signal and the acquisition of the
first byte of a diode signal (from e to f in Fig. 36 and 37).

First,

since two (DA) or four (IDA) diode signals are summed, a double precision addition must be performed after the first diode signal is
read.

It is necessary to add the low bytes first, so that the "carry"

bit can be added to the sum of the high bytes.

Second, the acqui-

sition of low and high bytes (points f and g, respectively) must occur
between two logic 1

to 0 transitions of the CK pulse.

The high to low

CK transition results in the interrogation of a diode, the S/H signal
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If the low

(0.45 ps later) and the SC pulse for the ADC (2 us later).
and high byte were acquired before and after the 1

0 transition,

respectively, the two bytes would belong to different diodes.

Third,

since it takes 2 us (after the SC pulse) for the ADC to finish the
conversion, data must be acquired at least 4 us after the 1

0 tran-

sition in the CK pulse (point h in Fig. 36 and 37).

It can be seen that for the DA and IDA the low byte is acquired
after the conversion has been finished, both the low and high byte
correspond to the same diode, and the low byte is acquired first.

For

the DA, the CK signal is low when the low byte is read and high when
the high byte is acquired.

Since bits 6 and 7 of the high byte (P86

and PB7) are logic 1 when the CK pulse is at logic 1, a false value
(too large) would be obtained for the data point.

Thus, after the 256

data points from the DA are acquired, a machine language subroutine
(CLEAR) is called.

This subroutine "AND"s the highest two bits (6 and

7) with logic 0 and sets them to logic 0.

For both diode arrays, the

signal for the first diode is read when the first logic 1
transition following the BS signal is received.

to 0 CK

The signal for the

first diode is not valid in either diode array (see Ref. 37) and
therefore, the first data point is not used in subsequent manipulation.

For the IDA (Fig. 37) the BS is sent on CA1 37 ps after exiting
the checking loop (d in Fig. 37).

The low byte is read 41

the BS signal (point f, f' in Fig. 37).

ps after

It can be seen that the high

byte is read (points g, g' in Fig. 37) when the CK signal is logic 1,
thus, bits 6 and 7 are logic 1.

In this case, clearing of these bits
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is not necessary since the addition of four bytes with logic 1

in the

two highest bits results in a carry of 3 and logic 0 in bits 6 and 7.
Note that with the 41 ps delay between the BS and the acquisition of

the low byte the criteria previously presented is met, even when the
uncertainty of 6 ps is considered.

To acquire data from the four photodetectors subroutine PMTS in
the Slave machine language program is used.

This subroutine selects

the analog channel to be digitized using I/O lines PA1, PA2 and PA3 of
the Slave 6522 #2.

It sets the ADC mode (M in Fig. 26) to perform a

12-bit conversion and calls subroutine PMTX, which acquires the data
word corresponding to the selected channel.

PMTX sends a 16 ps pulse

through CB2 control line to start the conversion (S in Fig. 26).
Then, it waits for the End of Conversion pulse to be received on CBI
The

and after sensing it, the high byte is read (Port B) and stored.
ADC mode is changed so that the four lower bits can be read and
stored.

A data point is acquired in 100 ps.

Subroutine PMTX, after

reading a data point, returns control to subroutine PMTS which selects
the next channel and calls PMTX again.

After reading a data point

from each detector, a period is displayed on the Slave screen.

The

time required for acquisition of the signals of all photodetectors is
about 500 ps.

Timing subroutines.

The timing subroutines used for the integra-

tion times of the diode arrays (INTIM) load T2 counters with the
number of pulses to be counted on PB6.

The low byte of this number is

loaded first, and immediately after the loading of the byte, the
countdown begins.

At this point, a loop waits until T2 interrupt flag
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is set.

When this occurs, the subroutine is finished and control is

returned to the calling program.

For the DA, which detects transmission spectra of the blank and
sample solutions, a nominal integration time is always used.

This

time was chosen to allow enough radiation to reach the photodiodes so
that the signals for the diodes intercepting the spectral zone of
largest intensity (around 470 nm) are near the saturation value (10
V).

Because the amount of light brought to the sample cell with o.f.1

is constant and the blank solution presents, in most analyses, no
appreciable ABS over the viewed wavelength region, the same exposure
time is kept in all runs independently of the IDA integration time.
The DA integration time used in most experiments is 400 ms.
The integration time for the IDA cannot be shorter than the DA
integration time to maintain synchronization between the Master and
Slave operation.

The actual minimum integration time for the diode

arrays is determined by the minimum CK period of 38 is and the number
of diodes in the array.
the DA.

Thus, it is 39 ms for the IDA and 19 ms for

The maximum integration time achievable with the Master

timing subroutine is 256 s.

This maximum time is never used because

the diodes become saturated due to dark current after about 100 s.
Ryan (35) found it necessary to interrogate the IDA many times to
obtain a constant baseline.

Therefore, both the IDA and DA are inter-

rogated 10 times (Refresh scans) (subroutine REF10) before the
acquisition of dark spectra in any of the data acquisition tasks.
Besides, 5 Refresh scans are performed (subroutine REFRE) before the
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integration time subroutine (INTIM) is called during the acquisition
of a spectrum (refer to Fig. 34).

The Refresh scans are conducted at the highest possible CK frequency of 166.6 K Hz.
counters.

To obtain this frequency, 1

is loaded in T1

Because the execution process takes 2 us, the minimum CK

period is (1 + 2) x 2 - 6 us at this frequency and the 5 Refresh scans

take 30 ms for the IDA and 15 ms for the DA.
Shutters and injector control subroutines.

The Master machine

language subroutines OPEN, DARK and DARK1 control the shutters.

OPEN,

for example, sends a logic 1 signal on I/O line PBO of 6522 #2 and a 0

V signal on I/O line PB2 to open shutters 2 and 1, respectively.
Because the injector circuitry is triggered by a negative-going pulse,
I/O line PB1 of the same 6522 chip is kept high in the three mentioned
subroutines.

The signals output on I/O lines PBO, PB1 and PB2 are

summarized below for the three subroutines.

I/O LINES (6522 #2)
PB2

(S1)

PB1

(INJ)

PBO

SUBROUTINE

COMMENT

(S2)

0

1

1

OPEN

S1

and S2 open

1

1

0

DARK

S1

and S2 closed

0

1

0

DARK1

S1

open, S2 closed

Both subroutines INJE and INJEC generate a 256 us logic 0 pulse on
PB1, but INJE keeps S1 and S2 open while INJE opens S1 and closes S2.
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EXPERIMENTAL

This section covers the general procedure followed for the
preparation of all solutions used in this project, the initial set-up
procedure for any experiment, the techniques used for the wavelength
calibration of monochromators and spectrographs, and the calibration
of the gains of PMTs and IDA.

Finally, the steps followed in each

specific study are described in detail.

Solution Preparation

All solutions were prepared with double deionized water obtained
from a Millipore Milli-Q system fed by house water (denoted MW hereafter).

All chemicals were reagent grade and the glassware was

cleaned prior to use as previously described (39).

For all studies,

stock solutions were first prepared as summarized in Table X.

These

stock solutions were then diluted to make the test solutions.

Wavelength Calibration of Monochromators and Spectrographs

For accurate correction of spectral information, it is essential
that the monochromators and spectrographs be properly calibrated
periodically.

The excitation and emission wavelengths must be known

for the correction of pre- and post-filter effects.

For this purpose,

the excitation monochromator was calibrated using the sharp spectral
lines of an auxiliary mercury pen lamp (Pen-Rayll, Ultra-Violet

Products, Inc., San Gabriel, CA).

The pen lamp was placed where BS1
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TABLE X

Preparation of Stock solutions

Source

Solution

Matheson, Coleman
and Bell, 6970

Quinine sulfate (QS)
1 mg/mL

Method of preparation
Dissolve 100 mg of QS
in 100 mL of 0.05 M
H SO a
2

4

QS solvent and blanka
0.05 M H SO

J.T. Baker,
9681-3

Dissolve 2.78 mL of
H SO
in 1 L of MW

Gentisic acid (GA)
(2,5-dihydroxybenzoic
acid), 1 mg/mL

Aldrich, 14,
935-7

Dissolve 100 mg of GA
in 100 mL of 0.1 M

Methyl red (MR)
1
mg/mL

Matheson, Coleman
and Bell, MX 1405

4

2

2

H SO
2

2

Mallinckrodt,

2

2 7

6770

'

4

Dissolve 100 mg of MR
in 100 mL of 0.1 M
H SO

Potassium dichromate
(K Cr 0 )
10 mg/mL

4

4

Dissolve 100 mg of
K Cr 70
in 100 mL of

el 4 A 2 SO 4
Aldrich, B4,
920-3

Dissolve 35 mg of Lc
in 250 mL of MW

10-methyl-9(10 H)
acridone (MA)
6.8 x 10-5 M

Aldrich, 19,
250-3

Dissolve 14 mg of MA
in 1 L of MW

Potassium hydroxide
(KOH), 5.0 M

J.T. Baker,
5-3140

Dissolve 330.1 g of
KOH in 1 L of MW

Hydrogen peroxide
(H202), 0.1 M

Mallinckrodt,
5239

Dissolve 11.34 g of
KOH in 1 L of MW

Lucigenin (Lc)
(His -N-methyl-

acridinium nitrate)
2.7 x 10-5

aFor studies of pre- and post-filter effects, the H SO
2

was doubled to 0.1 M H SO .
2

4

4

concentration
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Solution

Source

Method of preparation

Luminol (5-amino2,3-dihydro-1,4phthalazige-dione)
M
3.2 x 10

Matheson,
Coleman and Bell,
AX8939128

Dissolve 266 mg of
luminol in 1 L of
borate buffer

Borate buffer
(Na B 0 )

J.T. Baker,
3568

Dissolve 1 mL 9.53 g
of Na B40 in 500 mL
of mw, adjust pH to
10.0 with HNO or KOH

2 4

7

3

Sodium hypochlorite
(NaC10) 525 ug/ml,

J.T. Baker
(5.25% w/v)

Dissolve 1 mL Na0C1 in
100 mL MW, adjust pH
to 10.0
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is located (see Fig. 10), and a beam splitter was placed at 45° with
respect to the excitation axis in the sample cell receptacle.
reflected radiation was then detected by PMT3.

The

The smallest available

slit width (0.5 mm or 4 nm bandpass) was used for the excitation monochromator.

The wavelength was manually scanned and the signal output

from PMT3 was monitored with a chart recorder.
scanning to avoid backlash errors.

Care was taken in the

The wavelength settings which gave

maximum signals were recorded and compared to the wavelengths of the
Hg lines (i.e., 253.7, 313.2, 366.3, 404.7, 435.8,
nm).

546.1, and 577.0

The errors did not exceed ± 0.8 nm in the several calibrations

performed.

The emission spectrograph/monochromator and the ABS spectrograph
were then calibrated against the calibrated excitation monochromator.
The source of radiation was the Xe lamp used in the MSS.

To calibrate

the ABS spectrograph, o.f.2 was raised so that it intercepted the
excitation beam.

Spectra were taken at different wavelength settings

The DA integration time was adjusted for each wavelength to obtain
signal levels near saturation at the wavelength region investigated.
The spectra were plotted, and in most cases, the peaks were not symmetrical with respect to a single data point (see Fig. 38).

This

indicates that the maximum intensity corresponding to the selected
wavelength is impingent between two data points (i.e., two pairs of
diodes).

To accurately know the position of the wavelength, the

maximum of the peak and the fractional position between data points
were graphically determined as shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38.

Wavelength calibration of DA/spectrograph. Here the
maximum intensity for 359 nm lies between data point 75 and 76.
interpolation 359 nm corresponds to data point 75.4.

By
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The results for the calibration of the ABS spectrograph are shown
in Table XI.

These values were fitted using least squares regression

to the following function
A(nm)

175.2 + 2.438 (data point #)

For the calibration of the emission spectrograph/monochromator,
excitation beams of different wavelengths were directed to the
entrance slit (width; 50 um, bandpass;
monochromator with a beam splitter.

1

nm) of the spectrograph/

This beam splitter was placed in

the cuvette receptacle at 45° with respect to the excitation axis.
The same procedure outlined for the DA was followed to obtain the
wavelength calibration function for the IDA.

The data are shown in

Table XI and the calibration function is
A (nm)

234.4 + 1.998 (data point #)

Recalibration of the intercept of this function is required each time
the wavelength setting is changed.

When luminescence is detected using the emission monochromator/
PMT1 mode, the accuracy of the dial reading must be known.

The same

optical set arrangement used for the calibration of the IDA was
utilized, and for each reflected excitation wavelength, the dial in
the emission monochromator was adjusted to obtain the maximum signal
from PMT1.

The dial reading multiplied by eight indicates the wave-

length selected.

The results of the calibration of the emission mono-

chromator shown in Table XI indicate that the dial reading is 1-2 nm
low.
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TABLE XI

Wavelength Calibration Data

A

(nm)

359.0

DA

data point
numbera

75.5

IDA

data point
numbera

(nm)b

63

360.0

358.4

400.0

398.0

460.0

116.8

111.7

543.0

459.2
498.4

500.0

151.0
548.8

550.0
600.0

174.3

651.0

195.1

718.0

222.8

181

224.5

aWith emission spectrograph/monochromator ;
b

Emission monochromator
wavelength setting

A setting at 461 nm.

These wavelength were obtained by multiplying the dial reading by 8.
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Gain Calibration of PMTs and IDA

The gains of the different PMTs were calibrated so that the
absolute magnitudes of the light signals obtained from each detector
can be compared.

The output voltage Eo from a current-to-voltage

(I/V) converter is given by
E

o

- mR R(A)I
f

where m is the PMT gain, Rf is the feedback resistance, R(A) is the
spectral responsivity of the PMT photocathode (in A/W), and I is the
incident power in Watts.

Thus, if m and R

f

are known, the product

R(A)I can be calculated from the measured value of E.

The three

PMTs are of the same type and therefore, R(A) is approximately the
same.

Consequently, the ratio of R(A)I calculated for two PMTs repre-

sents, to a good approximation, the ratio of the incident radiant
powers seen by both detectors.

A PMT, for which its current gain as a function of bias voltage
applied had been determined, was used as reference to calibrate the
gain of the three PMTs in the MSS.

The reference PMT(r) had been

calibrated according to the method described in Reference 40.
signal of
PMT1.

1

The FL

gg/mL QS was measured with each PMT in the housing for

The emission wavelength was 458 nm.

The gain "m" for each PMT

(n = 1, 2 or 3) was' estimated from m(n) = m(r) FL(n)/FL(r) and the

known gain m(r) of the reference PMT.
XII.

The results are shown in Table
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TABLE XII

Photomultipler gains

PMT 2

BIAS
VOLTAGE

PMT
REFERENCE

PMT 1

400

4.3 x 103

1.1 x 104

4

4

500

2.5 x 10

600

1.2 x 105

3.1 x 105

5

6

700

3.9 x 10

800

1.0 x 106

6.5 x 10

1.0 x 10

3.7 x 10

2.6 x 106

PMT 3

4

7.6 x 103

2.2 x 105

4.4 x 104

1.1 x 106

2.1 x 105

3.4 x 106

6.8 x 105

8.8 x 106

1.8 x 106

The gain of the intensifier in the IDA is controlled by a
potentiometer which can be adjusted from 0 to 10.

To calibrate the

intensifier gain, FL spectra of 100 and 10 pg/m1 QS solutions were
taken for intensifier gain settings ranging from 0 to 10.

The results

of such measurements are shown in Figure 39.

Initial Set-up Procedures

Because of the high current surge introduced in the power lines
when the lamp is started, it is necessary to turn on the lamp before
any other circuitry.

The feedback unit should not be set to "FEED-

BACK" position when turning the lamp on.

Cooling water should be

circulated in the housing, lamp anode and cathode connector plates.
The flow rates should not exceed 0.6 L/min for the anode and cathode
connector plates and 3.0 L/min for the lamp housing.

The procedure (option b) outlined on page 10 of the lamp housing
manual (41) was followed to set the high and low current limits
between which the lamp must operate.

The high limit is set to 7.6 A
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and the low limit to 80% of the high limit (6.1 A).

The knob in the

feedback control unit is set to the "ADJUST" position and if the "in
range" green light is not on, the lamp position is adjusted with the
three "adjust" screws on the back of the lamp housing until the green
light turns ON and the meter reads about 90%.
After starting the lamp, all other circuitry and computer systems
are powered.

The operator selects the PMT voltages, the IDA gain, the

gains and time constants of the I/V converters, the excitation wavelength and spectral wavelength, the slit width for the ABS spectrograph, the wavelength and slit width of the emission spectrograph, and
the emission filters F2 and F3 for PMT2 and PMT3, respectively.
The operation of the microcomputer systems is then started.

For

the Master computer system, it is necessary to boot-up the Disk Operating Systems by loading the bootstrap routine from a cassette tape
(BOOTS).

The routine is executed by typing * = $ and then G, which

sets the program counter to address 0, where the routine starts and
executes it.

The Microsoft BASIC is then loaded by typing BAS and

responding with <CR> to the questions MEMORY SPACE? and TERMINAL
WIDTH?.

"MASTER".

Then the Master BASIC program is loaded by typing LOAD
To load the machine language program, the user must first

return control to the AIM MONITOR program.
sing the <ESC> key.

This is achieved by pres-

The %MAST file containing the Master machine

language software is then loaded by typing LOD %MAST.

To boot-up the DOS for the Slave microcomputer, the user must
type * = 9800 <CR>.

This instruction executes the booting routine

stored in ROM in the FLOPPY MATE board.

After the prompt A> appears
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on the screen, the user must type Just the name of the machine
language program: ACQU1.

At this point, all the software has been

loaded.

The user must now type <6> or <5> in the Master's keyboard to get
back to BASIC.

Once the "<" prompt appears, RUN is typed and the

option, task, and parameter values must be entered.

The program

prompts the user to place the blank solution in the sample cell.

The

sample cell should be rinsed at least five times with the new test
solution to be analyzed.

A vacuum aspirator is used for removal of

test and rinse solutions.

For most studies, Eppendorf pipets with disposable tips were used
to add test solutions and reagents to the sample cell.

For studies

involving CL reactions, the injector was used to introduce the last
reagent into the cuvette.

The injector is equipped with a 1 mL

syringe and is set to deliver 0.5 mL of reagent.

It should be acti-

vated at least twenty times when changing the reagent to be automatically introduced into the cuvette.

This allows the filling with

new reagent and the complete removal of the previously used solution
from the tubing used in the injector system.

After the sample cell is filled with the blank solution, the arm
of the injector tubing holder is placed over the sample cell.

The

data for the blank are acquired after any key on the Master keyboard
is pressed.

After data acquisition, the Master BASIC program prompts

the user to place the sample solution into the cuvette after proper
rinsing.

The arm of the injector holder is placed over the sample

cell, the lid is closed, and then any key is pressed in the Master
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keyboard.

The acquisition is performed and the message "DATA

ACQUIRED" appears on both screens.

After this point, the program

continues as indicated in the flow diagram in Figure 28.

Characterization and Evaluation of the Performance of the MSS

For most studies, QS was the fluorophore.

The excitation wave-

length was always 359 nm as it yielded the maximum FL signal.
excitation spectral bandpass was always 4 or 16 nm.

The

When monitoring

the QS FL with the emission spectrograph/monochromator with the IDA or
PMT1, the emission wavelength was always set to the wavelength of
maximum FL, 461 nm unless otherwise specified.

The spectral bandpass

of the emission spectrograph was set to 20 nm, equivalent to 40 diodes
or 10 data points for the IDA unless otherwise noted.

When monitoring

the QS FL with o.f.4/PMT3, a cut-off filter with a cut-off wavelength
of 420 nm was employed, unless otherwise stated.

For ABS measure-

ments, the entrance slit was 150 pm, unless specified differently.
Thus, the resolution of ABS spectral information is limited by the
slit width and the spectral bandpass is 3.75 nm, equivalent to three
diodes.

For CL measurements with o.f.3/PMT2, either no filter was

used or a cutoff filter with a cut-off wavelength of 420 nm was
employed.

The initial characterization studies consisted of three parts.
First, the ability to spatially discriminate the ABS, FL, and CL signals from each other was tested.

The effect of white light from o.f.1

on the FL from QS and on the CL from the Lc reaction was evaluated
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with S1 open and closed.

For all studies of the CL emitted during the

reaction of Lc with H 0

1.0 mL of MW, 0.5 mL of the stock H 2 0 2

2 2'

solution, and 1.0 mL of the stock Lc solution were introduced in that
order into the cuvette using Eppendorf pipets.

To start the reac-

tion, a 0.5 mL aliquot of 5.0 M KOH solution was added with the
automatic injector.

The maximum CL signal was measured 2 s after the

injection.

The effect of both the FL excitation and emission radiation on CL
and ABS measurements was evaluated with S2 open and closed.

The test

For studies

systems were QS, and the CL reactions of Lc and luminol.

of the CL of luminol, 2.5 mL of the luminol stock solution were introduced into the cell and 1.0 mL of 52.5 ng/mL OC1- solution (1:1000
dilution of stock solution) was injected to start the reaction.

The

CL signals presented later correspond to the the maximum value which
occurs about 0.8 s after the injection of OC1-.

The effect of CL on

ABS and FL measurements was tested with the Le and the luminol CL
reactions.

In the second part of the characterization studies, the performance of the MSS as a spectrophotometer was evaluated.

Absorbance

spectra taken with the DA of the MSS were compared to those taken with
a conventional scanning spectrophotometer (Cary 118C).

Absorbance

spectra were acquired for neutral density filters inserted in place of
the sample cell between o.f.1 and o.f.2.

The precision of ABS

measurements was evaluated from the repetitive measurements on blank
solutions with S1 open and closed.
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In the last part of the characterization studies, the performance
of the MSS as a spectrofluorometer was evaluated with QS as the
fluorophore.

Test solutions containing 1.0 x 10-7 to 10 pg/mL of QS

were prepared by serial dilution with 0.05 M H2SO4 in volumetric
flasks.

For some QS concentrations below 1.0 x 10 -4 pg/mL, measure-

ments were performed on test solutions made by dilution in the sample
cell.

Here, an aliquot of an appropriate test solution of QS was used

to spike the blank solution in the cuvette.
x 10-6 pg/mL QS

For example, 25 pL of 1.0

were added to the cell containing 2.5 mL of blank

solution to obtain a final concentration of 1.0 x 10 -8 pg/mL QS.
The reason for using two dilution procedures at low QS concentrations is that there are nonlinearities in the calibration curve of
QS near the detection limit (39).

Thus, the theoretical detection

limit, defined as the concentration which yields an analytical signal
equal to some confidence factor (normally 1, 2, or 3 times the standard deviation corresponding to the measurements of the blank signal)
does not coincide with the practical detection limit which is defined
as the minimum concentration which can be realistically measured in a
given set of experimental conditions.

This is due, in part, to a

variable blank contamination between different volumetric flasks.
Repetitive measurements were made on the blank and test solutions
using PMT1, PMT3, and the IDA to obtain the FL signals and spectra.
From these data, means and standard deviations were calculated and
used for preparing calibration curves and for calculating detection
limits for each detection system.
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Correction for Pre-Filter Effects Due to the Analyte

For QS concentrations greater than 500 ng/mL, the pre-filter
effect due to the analyte introduces negative deviations in the
analytical curve.

To investigate the effect and correct for it,

absorbance and FL data were simultaneously acquired for a QS concentration range from 10-1 to 200 ug/mL.

The ABS data were used to com-

pute the correction factors for pre-filter effects due to absorption
of excitation radiation by the analyte.

The FL signals from PMT1 and

The accuracy and precision of the correc-

PMT3 were then corrected.
tions were evaluated.

Correction for Pre-Filter Effects due to the Analyte
and Non-Analyte Species

For these studies, the fluorophore was QS and the chromophore was
GA, which absorbs primarily at the wavelength of FL excitation for QS.
The solvent, also used as blank solution was, 0.1 M H2SO4.

This

higher H2SO4 concentration, compared to that used in the previous
studies, was chosen to reduce the contribution of GA 10 ug/L
fluorescence to the total FL signal (22).

Test solutions containing

fluorophore only, fluorophore and the chromophore, and just the
chromophore, were prepared.
100 ug/mL.

The GA concentration was varied from 0 to

For each chromophore concentration, the FL was measured

sequentially for the blank, and the test solutions containing only QS,
QS and GA, and only GA.

The FL signals were detected with the mono-

chromator/PMT1 configuration and the o.f.4/PMT3 configuration.
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The ABS data obtained were used to calculate the correction
factors for pre- and post-filter effects.

These factors were used to

correct the FL signals.

Correction for Post-Filter Effects

Post-filter effect correction studies were conducted in a way
similar to that used in the pre-filter effect correction studies.

The

fluorophore and solvent or blank were the same, but the chromophore
was methyl red (MR) because it absorbs, preferentially, in the
emission region of QS.

Test solutions contained 10 ug/mL QS and 0-130

ug/mid MR in 0.1 M H2SO4.

In addition to ABS measurements with the DA and FL measurements
with PMT1 and PMT3 (with F3 being a 460 nm interference filter), FL
spectra were obtained with spectrograph/IDA combination.

All

fluorescence signals were corrected for pre- and post-filter effects.

Correction for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects

The chromophore used in the studies of pre- and post-filter
effects was K Cr 0
2

because it absorbs strongly at both the excitation

2 7

and emission regions of QS.

The FL spectrum (with the IDA) and ABS

spectrum (with the DA) of 3.5 mL of a 10 pg/mL QS solution (in 0.1 M
H SO ) were measured before and after the addition of 20 and 40 uL of
2

4

10 mg/L K2Cr207.
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Application of Corrections for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects
to Kinetic Studies

The reaction of Lc with H 0

2 2

was the system investigated.

First,

the effect of pH on the FL and ABS spectra of lucigenin (Lc) and 10methyl acridone (MA) was studied.

With 1.0 mL of 2.7 x 10-5 M Lc or

MA and 2.0 mL of MW in the sample cell, FL and ABS spectra were taken
before and after the addition of 0.5 mL of 5.0 M KOH; no H 0

2 2

tion was added.

solu-

Second, the FL, CL (IDA), and ABS (DA) spectra were

taken before, during, and after the reaction of Lc with H202.

In this

case, 1.0 mL of the H 0

2 2 solution and 2.0 mL of Lc solution were

introduced into the cuvette.

The blank for the above studies was the

same reaction with MW substituted for Lc.
The FL excitation wavelength selected was 340 nm because this is

an isosbestic point for the absorbing species of this reaction (27).
The excitation spectral bandpass was 4 nm.
It was originally intended to sequentially acquire CL and FL
spectra.
10/10.

Because of the weak CL intensity, the IDA gain was set at
With this gain, the higher FL intensities saturated the IDA,

even when using the minimum IDA integration time (400 ms).

Hence, the

FL and ABS spectra were obtained separately from the CL and ABS
spectra using a lower IDA gain (3.3/10).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

In this section, the ability of the MSS to acquire simultaneously
FL, CL, and ABS measurements without cross interferences among the
signals, is described first.

Second, the performance of the MSS as a

spectrophotometer and as a fluorometer is evaluated.

Third, the

evaluation of the precision and accuracy of the pre- and post-filter
corrections with several chemical systems is discussed.

Finally, the

application of the corrections to the FL and CL emitted during the Lc
reaction is covered.

Characterization and Evaluation of the Performance of the MSS

Design Evaluation

In designing the sample cell module, consideration was given to

minimizing the cross-interferences among the various types of rAiation, which might affect the simultaneous measurement of the ABS, CL,
and FL signals.

The influence of the white light used for deter-

mination of ABS on the FL and CL measurements was first studied.

Some

of this white light output by o.f.1 is scattered and could eventually
be collected by the emission optics.

This would increase the blank

and sample signals by an equivalent amount unless a significant portion of the scattered radiation was absorbed by species present only
in the sample solution.

The noise in the blank luminescence
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signal and hence the detection limit are related to the magnitude of
the blank signal.

Because ABS and luminescence data are acquired

simultaneously, it is important that the white light used for ABS
measurements does not significantly increase the blank luminescence
signals.

Also, FL excited by the white light beam could be scattered

and collected by the emission optics.

The data in Table XIII illustrate the effect of white light on
the radiation monitored with o.f.3/PMT2 (CL) and o.f.4/PMT3 (FL).

For

the signals detected with o.f.4/PMT3, the presence of white light (S1

open) is seen to increase both the blank signal and the total signal
for 10 pg/mL QS by the same absolute amount.
signal is not affected.

Consequently, the net FL

This added contribution corresponds to about

30% of the intensity of the blank signal detected with S1 closed and
does not significantly increase the blank noise.

The contribution of white light to the radiation collected by
o.f.3/PMT2 without a filter was evaluated by monitoring the signal
from PMT2 before and after the addition of KOH to the cuvette containing Lc and H 0

2 2.

The CL emission from this reaction lasts for

about one hour, thus, design optimization studies can be conveniently
conducted.

This CL system also provides a good test because it pro-

duces the weakest CL emission monitored in this research.

The results

in Table XIII show that there is no detectable contribution from white
light (S1 open) to the CL signal or to the signal detected before the
initiation of the CL reaction.

In another experiment, the signal observed by o.f.3/PMT2 at
maximum gain settings with blank and 100 ug/mL QS were recorded.

The
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TABLE XIII

Influence of White Light on FL and CL Measurements

Signals (SD) (mV)

Detection
System

o.f.4/PMT3a

Condition

El closed

S1 opened

Total

313 (8)

344 (7)

Blank

151

181

Dark

56 (6)

After injection
o.f.3/PMT2b

391

(7)

(5)

56 (6)
391

(7)

Before injection

29 (2)

29 (2)

Dark

29 (2)

29 (2)

447 (6)

542 (8)

76 (4)

76 (4)

Blank
o.f.3/PMT2b

(6)

Dark

SD - standard deviation.
a

PMT voltage, 900 V; R
open; A
359 nm; s

b
c

EX'

10' a; C
EX'

PMT voltage, 800 V; R

f.

10-9 F; F3: 420 nm cut-off; S2,

107 D; C. 10-6 F; S2, closed.

f'

PMT voltage, 1000 V; R
f
cut-off filter.

16 nm.

,

106

C

10-9 F; 52, closed; F4, 420 nm

data in Table XIII indicate that the blank signal detected with Si
open incre- es about 26% relative to the blank signal obtained with St
closed.

The difference between the blank and dark signals with St

closed was due to a light leak:

Similar studies conducted using the

emission monochromator with PMT1 or the IDA as detection devices

revealed that there was no measurable contribution from white light to
the blank signals.
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In conclusion, the MSS allows ABS measurements to be made simultaneously with FL or CL measurements without any degradation in luminescence detection limits.

In early studies in which o.f.1 was placed

directly against the sample cell, the contribution of white light to
the FL and CL blank signals was over two orders of magnitude larger
than the contributions observed with the present design (Fig. 21).
This was caused by the larger amount of white light entering the
sample cell when the output cone of o.f.1 was not restricted.
The contribution of FL emitted from the central part of the
cuvette, to the radiation collected by o.f.3 from the upper volume
element (Fig. 9) was evaluated.

With Lc and H 0

2 2

in the sample cell,

the signal from PMT2 was monitored with and without the FL excitation
beam blocked (S2 closed and opened, respectively) before and after the
injection of KOH.

No filter was placed before PMT2 because the CL and

FL from the Lc system cannot be spectrally resolved with filters.
The results in Table XIV show a significant contribution from the
FL from Lc to the total radiation collected with o.f.3

The net CL

signal (excitation beam blocked) is only 1.5% of the net FL detected.
By separate measurements it was determined that o.f.3 collects 1.2% of
the FL observed by o.f.4.

In conclusion, it is not possible to

resolve FL and CL by spatial means when the intensity of the FL
emission is much greater than that of the CL emission and when the CL
and FL spectra overlap.

To demonstrate the effect of intense CL on the FL measurements

with o.f.4, the very efficient CL reaction of luminol with OCT was
used as the test system.

As shown in Table XV, the net FL signal (S2
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TABLE XIV
Influence of FL on CL Measurements

Signals (SD)

Detection
System

S1 closed

Condition

o.f.3/PMT2a

(mV)
S1

openedb

Dark

18 (1)

18 (1)

Before injection

18 (1)

550 (10)

4 s after injections

54 (5)

538 (10)

PMT voltage, 500 V; Rf, 106 cl; Cf, 10-7 F.

aReaction of Lc with H 0
s
EX'

4 nm;

c

2 2'

in the presence of KOH;

bA

EX'

366 nm;

Injection of KOH.

TABLE XV

Influence of CL on FL Measurements

Signals (SD) (mV)

Detection
System

Condition

o.f.4/PMT3 (a)

S1 closed

Dark

20 (1)

20 (1)

Before injection

20 (1)

55 (3)

795 (10)

802 (10)

0.8 s after injection (c)

PMT Voltage, 300 V; R

f'

106 a; C

aReaction of luminol with 0C1-;
b
c

A

EX'

393 nm; s

EX'

S1 opened b

16 nm;

Injection of luminol.

f'

10-7 F.
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open) detected during the reaction is only about 1% of the net CL
signal (S2 closed) and difficult to distinguish.

To reduce the contribution of FL to CL measurements, two
approaches were tried.

First, the standard 4.5 cm high sample cell

was replaced by a 10 cm high cuvette to allow the separation of the
two optical fibers to be increased from 10 to 30 mm.

The FL emission

collected with o.f.3 was reduced by a factor of about 10.

Unfortu-

nately, this or a greater separation between the fibers is not
feasible because the time for homogeneous mixing in the high cell is
about 6 s.

This time is only 1 s (or less) in the 4.5 cm high

cuvette.

The second approach entailed placing the end of o.f.3 7 mm away
from the cell wall to restrict the cone of collection of the fiber.

A

black cylindrical tube was placed between the end of the fiber and the
cell wall.

In this way the acceptance cone was reduced from 86°

(F/0.76, from specifications) to 28° (F/2.0).

With this configura-

tion, FL and CL signals were reduced by a factor of 12 and 7, respectively.

This approach was not pursued further because the improvement

in discrimination against FL was insignificant compared to the loss in
the collection efficiency of CL.

Because CL originates from the whole sample volume after mixing,
o.f.3 collects the same amount of CL as collected by o.f.4.

There-

fore, in the absence of discrimination of FL from CL by wavelength
selection, measurement of the FL signal is hindered if the CL intensity is comparable or greater than the FL intensity.

Although the FL

signal can be determined from the difference between the luminescence
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signals obtained with S2 open and closed, the uncertainty in measuring
the FL signal increases as the CL signal becomes dominant.

Besides,

this approach could not be used to obtain quantitative information in
kinetic studies involving CL systems.

The results of the above studies indicate that the FL and CL
signals cannot be spatially resolved to an adequate degree.

The FL

signal should be approximately 100 times greater than the CL signal in
order to be monitored with o.f.4/PM13 or the emission monochromator
without significant interference.

However, when the FL signal is

about 100 times greater than the CL signal, the FL signal observed by
o.f.3/PMT2 is approximately equal to the CL signal detected and the FL
would interfere with the detection of CL.

Consequently, it was

decided to acquire CL and FL in a sequential, rather than simultaneous manner by closing and opening S2.

The sequential blocking of

the FL excitation beam allows the acquisition of CL spectra with the
IDA without interference from FL.

To minimize the inevitable contri-

bution of CL to the FL signals detected with PMT1, PMT3, or IDA, the
excitation conditions (A

EX'

s

EX

) are arranged so that the FL intensity

is at least 100 times greater than the CL intensity.

The contribution of FL excitation radiation (S2 open) to the
light transmitted through the lower part of the sample volume was
evaluated.

To investigate this effect, 10 dark spectra (S1 closed)

were acquired with the DA with S2 closed and then open with 0.1 N
H2SO4

(blank) in the sample cell.

The DA signals are shown in Table

XVI for the spectral region around the excitation wavelength.

There

is no significant increase in the dark signals observed with 52 open.
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TABLE XVI

Influence of FL Excitation Light on the Dark Signals from the DA

Signal (SD)

Signal (SD)

S2 opened a b

S2 closeda

Wavelength

'

(nm)

351.7

171.4 (5.8)

173.2 (5.0)

354.2

176.3 (3.9)

178.1

356.6

177.9 (5.6)

179.9 (6.0)

358.1

170.1

(4.3)

171.0 (4.9)

360.5

180.9 (5.3)

177.3 (6.1)

362.9

173.0 (4.6)

174.1

365.4

178.8 (5.3)

176.5 (4.9)

367.8

176.3 (4.9)

174.2 (4.0)

(4.8)

(5.2)

aMean and standard deviation ( ), both in counts; sample population,
16.
b

0.05 M H SO
2

in cuvette;
4

A

EX'

359 nm; s

EX'

16 nm.

Consequently, there is no detectable interference from scattered FL
excitation radiation on the transmission, and hence ABS measurements.
Other studies were conducted to ascertain the contribution of FL
and CL emission to the transmission spectra.

To evaluate this con-

tribution, dark spectra (S1 closed) were taken with the DA with S2
closed (no FL excitation) and S2 open.

The maximum EX spectral band-

pass (16 nm) and a 300 ug/mL QS solution were used in this study.
There was no detectable contribution to the dark signals measured at
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the maximum emission region (450-470 nm) from the FL emitted at the
center of the sample volume.

The influence of CL on the ABS measurements was tested by
acquiring dark spectra before and during the CL reaction of luminol

with Cl°.

The DA dark signals corresponding to the 450-490 nm region

where the maximum emission occurs showed no detectable increase when
acquired during the CL reaction.

Performance of the MSS as an spectrophotometer

The accuracy and precision of the ABS measurements were
To test the accuracy of the ABS spectral data, spectra

investigated.

of a neutral density filter (A - 0.47) acquired with the DA were compared to ABS spectra taken with a conventional scanning spectrophotometer.

As shown in Table 7CVII, the ABS values differ by no more

than 0.023 absorbance units (A.U.) in the primary region of interest
(350-600 nm).

Absorbance spectra were also taken of a

solution and a

1

1

mg/mL GA

mg/mL MR solution for which the ABS values should be

greater than 10 at 320 and 520 nm, respectively.

However, the

measured ABS values were 1.3 and 2.2, respectively.

These low ABS

values were caused by stray light.

In order to identify the source of stray light, ABS spectra of
395, 400, 600, and 780 nm cut-off filters were taken.

With the 395 nm

cut-off filter and after dark subtraction, an average of 52 ± 10
counts was observed for all data points corresponding to the 175 to
350 nm wavelength region, where no light was transmitted.

Ideally,

the dark subtracted data points in this region should average zero
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TABLE XVII

Comparison of Absorbance Values

Wavelength
(nm)

Aa

A

b

AA

300

0.475

0.572

0.097

350

0.467

0.493

0.023

400

0.468

0.470

0.002

450

0.475

0.465

-0.007

500

0.482

0.467

-0.015

550

0.490

0.472

-0.018

600

0.490

0.477

-0.013

alMeasured with Cary 118 Spectrophotometer.
b

Measured with MSS, mean of 5 ABS values around the specified

wavelength.

counts.

This excess dark component decreased to 37, 10, and 0 counts

when using the 400, 600, and 790 nm cut-off filters, respectively.
These observations and the fact that the ABS readings were 2.0 ±
0.1 from 300 to 800 nm for a neutral density filter with 1% T suggest
that the stray light originates from the reflection or the scattering
of the transmitted radiation on the quartz window covering the DA or
from other optical components in the spectrograph.

To reduce this problem which limited the maximum ABS values to
1.3 A.U. in the low wavelength region (less than 350 nm), two solutions were implemented.

First the 9.9 x 41 mm quartz window on the
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DA was partially covered with black matte paper so that only a 1.8 x
30 mm rectangular area next to the diode array is exposed to radiation
Second, the spectral contour of the radiation detected by

(Fig. 40a).

the DA was changed.
mission spectrum.

Curve a in Figure 41 shows the blank transThe intensity at 350 nm (1800 counts) is about four

times smaller than at 460 nm (- 7000 counts).

The spectral profile

was changed to increase the relative contribution of radiation transmitted below 440 nm to the total energy transmitted and detected by
the DA.

This was accomplished by placing a contour mask inside the

spectrograph as shown in Figure 40b.

This mask is made out of black

matte paper and is placed in the trajectory of the dispersed radiation
50 mm before it reaches the DA.

The widest opening allows all of the low wavelength radiation to
reach the DA.

The narrowest part of the opening restricts the radia-

tion detected at the 460 nm region to the greatest extent.

The mask

was positioned by visually following the trajectory of the dispersed
radiation.

Curve b in Figure 41

shows that with the baffles in the

spectrograph the intensity at 350 nm (3400 counts) is 2.2 times
smaller than that at 460 nm (7000 counts).

With this spectral pro-

file, the ABS range for 350 nm was extended to 2.0 A.U., and the stray
light component was reduced to about twenty counts when testing a 1000
mg/MI., MR solution which absorbs a broad region of high lamp intensity
(250 nm) around 520 nm.

This stray light component is larger (about

50 counts) for QS or GA solutions (1000 pg/mL) which absorb around 300
nm, where the lamp intensity is relatively low.
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1.8

O

"MI

25

A
fer A

Figure 40.
Masks used with the DA/spectrograph. a) Next to quartz
All dimensions in mm.
window; b) 50 mm away from DA.
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To further counteract this stray light problem, a provision was

made in the BASIC program used to calculate ABS, to allow the user to
input the number of counts attributed to stray light.

This value can

be obtained by acquiring transmission spectra of a concentrated solution (1 mg /mi. QS, for example).

After the subtraction of the dark

spectra, the number of remaining counts in the data points corresponding to the region of interest (excitation, in pre-filter effects
correction) should be averaged and used as the value for the parameter
"Stray light component" in the BASIC program.

For a stray light component of 10 counts out of 2000 counts
corresponding to the blank transmission intensity (0.5% stray light),
the errors are 2.0, 3.0, and 8.7% for absorbances of 1.0, 1.3, and
2.0, respectively, if the software correction is not employed.
The precision of ABS measurements is determined by the noise in
the signals measured by the DA.

Because the sample cell is not moved,

imprecision due to sample cell placement is not critical.

The total noise in the transmission signals is due to readout
noise from the data acquisition electronics and the DA circuitry,
noise in the dark signal, and noise in the light transmitted signal.
The noise in counts measured under different conditions is summarized
in Table XVIII.

Comparison of standard deviations (SD) for measure-

ments of the dark signals (condition c and d) to SD obtained when
measuring a steady voltage from a voltage reference source

(conditions

a and b) indicates that the noise introduced by the data acquisition
circuitry is not limiting.

Note that the SD in the dark signal for
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one diode is 5/Vi - 3.5 because two diodes are summed per data
point.

The noise in the measurements of the transmitted light depends on
the wavelength (data point #) and the transmittance of the sample
solution at a particular wavelength.

The maximum value for a data

point (two diodes) is 8090 counts (2 x 4095 or 20 V) and occurs when
the diodes are saturated.

The values of the data points corresponding

to the reference signals before dark signal

subtraction are close to

8000 counts at the wavelengths of maximum emission of the Xe lamp
(e.g., 450.1, 467.1 nm).

As shown in Figure 41, the reference signal

decreases to about 2000 counts at 320 nm and is about 3300 counts in
the 350-360 nm region, the primary spectral zone used for FL excitation in this project.

The dependence of the noise on wavelength and transmittance is
also summarized in Table XVIII.

The noise in the measured total

signal is dominated by shot and flicker noise in the lamp signal until
the number of counts falls below about 1000 counts.

this noise on the SD in ABS measurements (a

)

A

The effect of

was evaluated using the

following expression
a

where n

A

- 0.43

/n
9

is the total number of counts minus the dark counts and a
s

the SD in n

.

s

and n
r

counts.

is
s

Here, n
s

Tn

r

where T is the sample transmittance

is the number of counts measured with a blank minus the dark
The calculated values for

A

and the PSD (a /A) are shown in
A

Table XVIII for normal minimum and maximum values of n
r

and different

10. 0
II
)

8.0

IP

tl

/

as se-

0.0

2. 0

30

ebo

tAo

ebo

WAVELENGTH (nm)

with DA. a) Before
Blank transmission spectra obtained integration time, 400
b) After mask
mask integration time, 200 ms;
See text for discussion.
ms.

Figure 41.
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TABLE XVIII

Precision of Absorbance Measurements

Condition

a.

Mean

SD

A

(counts)

(counts)

a

5135

1.4

b

429

<1.0

c

179

5

d

540

5

e

8000

22

f

3300

14

g

1286

10

h

816

i

627

a

A

/A

_.

0.0058

0.0058

7

0.011

0.011

5

0.025

0.016

5 V de applied to S/H-ADC, 1.31 gain in S/H-ADC circuit, SD is
increased by a factor of 8-10 when computer ground is connected to
S/H-ADC ground, sample population (n) - 40.

b.

400 mV to S/H-ADC, n - 40.

c.

Dark signal; integration time, 100 ms; n = 16.

d.

Dark signal; integration time, 400 ms; n = 16.

e.

Total reference signal at A of maximum source intensity (e.g.,
450.1, 467.1 nm), n = 16, integration time; 400 ms.

f.

Total reference signal, at A of moderate source intensity (e.g.,
350-370 nm), n - 16, integration time; 400 ms.

g.

Total sample signal with 10% T (A = 1) and other conditions as d
and e.

h.

Total sample signal with 10% T (A = 1) and other conditions as d
and f.

i

Total sample signal with 3.2% T (A = 1.5) and other conditions as
d and f.
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sample transmittances.

The results show that the precision at higher

absorbances Is about 1% up to ABS values of 1.0 and 1.3 for high and
moderate reference signals, respectively.

Near the detection limit (DL), the noise in the blank measureat A - 0) varies from 5 to 22, depending on the

ments (o
A

wavelength.

Thus, since the ABS DL is defined as the concentration

yielding an ABS equal to twice the SD in the blank measurements, the
DL for an analyte with a molar absorptivity of
would range between 2.5 x 10

-8

to 4.4 x 10

-8

1

x

105 L mol-1 cm

1

M.

The precision can be worse than Just discussed if there are
drifts or shifts in the lamp intensity during the acquisition time of
the transmission spectra.

Some of the fluctuations observed were due

to arc wander, which caused changes in the position of the images
focused onto o.f.1 and the entrance slit of excitation monochromator.
To compensate for these fluctuations, two counter-measures were implemented.

First, a magnetic stirrer was installed in the proximity of

the lamp housing.

Second, a software compensation approach is employed

the arc wander.

as an option.

The magnetic field generated by the stirrer reduced

The mean of twelve data points corresponding to the 751

to 780 nm spectral region is computed for the blank spectra and the

sample transmission spectra (after dark subtraction )

The other data

points in the sample transmission spectrum are multiplied by the ratio
of the two means.

This standardization compensates for intensity

fluctuations of up to 20% and can only be used when the sample solution does not absorb over the region used for correction.
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Evaluation of the MSS as a spectrofluorometer

To evaluate the detectability and sensitivity of the MSS, the FL
of QS was monitored with the three possible FL collection/detection
configurations.

The net FL signals and noise data obtained with

o.f.4/PMT3, and the EM monochromator/PMT1 configurations are listed in
Tables XIX and XX, respectively.

The signals and noise data obtained

with the IDA are shown in Tables XXI and XXII.

The first IDA table

lists the net signals corresponding to a single data point at 459 nm.
The second table shows the summation of the net signals corresponding
to the 10 data points intercepting the 447 to 467 nm region.

For some

lower concentrations, the FL signals were only obtained by dilution in
the sample cell, or with both dilution in the sample cell and serial
dilution in volumetric flasks.

The net FL signals detected by dilu-

tion in the sample cell are shown in brackets.

All signals are nor-

malized to the same lamp intensity by multiplying the ratio of the
standard reference signal from the PT (Fig. 13) to the net reference
signal acquired during each FL measurement.

The FL signals are also

standardized to common gain settings, and in the case of the IDA, to a
common slit width and integration time.

The calibration curves for the corrected data are shown in
Figures 42-45.

Table XXIII summarizes the values of the slope in the

linear region, the theoretical detection limit, and the theoretical
blank equivalent concentration for the three detection schemes.
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TABLE XIX

QS FL Signals Detected with o.f.4/PMT3a
Ef b

Concentration
(pg/44.)

(counts)

b

at
(counts)

R
f
(0)

PST

E a

voltage

(counts)

f

RSD

a
t

(counts)

%

(V)

10'

773

1

10'

to'

019

2

10'

10'

1264

3

10'

10'

3798

14

10'

10'

844

2

[901]

(8)

1127

11

BM
10

500

7.1000'

91.84101

0.13

500

8.61,00'

13.8410'

0.16

700

8.65410'

1922

0.23

800

8.644104

355

0.41

10'

800

8.61410'

53

0.61

[101

(800]

c2.25x109

(203

[0.89]

10°

800

27

0.98

[5]

(10']

(800]

(933]

(12]

(1.3]

234

4

10'

800

585

10

1.7

12)

[209]

[5]

(101

(8003

(523]

113]

(2.4)

1

122

4

10'

800

305

10

3.2

[P]

[4]

[tV]

(800]

[295]

[14]

[4.8]

85

4

10'

800

213

10

4.7

Blank

345

2

10'

800

861

5

0.6

Dark

7

1

10'

800

17

2

14

[24101]
10'

0.1

2.61410

a

1EX' 359 am; aEX' 16 nm; F3, 420 nm cut-off filter.

Values in brackets obtained after

addition of 25 gL of QS solution, 100 times more concentrated than the final
concentration desired, to 2.5 mL of blank solution in the cuvette.
b

Net signals acquired at PITT voltage and Re specified.

°Net signals standardized to the same excitation intensity (1000 counts); PMT gain (m
4.49 x 106 at 900 V) and R

(10' 0).

da11 standard deviations taken from 30 measurements. taken 1 s apart using "PMT SIGNALS
ONLY" task.
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TABLE XX
CO FL Signals Detected with EM Monochromator/PMT18

Concentration
(pg/mL)

b

E

et

f

b

Rt

PMT

c
ot

E
r

(counts)

(counts)

(11)

voltage

RSD

(counts)

(counts)

%

(V)

104

1378

2

10'

500

1.218x10'

1827

0.15

10'

1715

3

10'

500

1.546x104

263

0.17

10'

2279

4

10'

700

1.4574104

26

0.18

104

687

3

10"

800

1.57x101

69

0.44

10'

64

2

10'

800

1.61x10'

(163

[3]

[104]

(900]

[36]

16

3

10'

800

40

[7]

[3]

[10']

[900]

[16]

[7]

[43]

3

10'

900

29

3

10

10

900

23

3

14

3

10'

900

4

3

75

[2]

10'

900

20

2

10

Px104)
10'

10

[2]
1

[1]

30

not

5
[71

7.5

3.1
[19]

19

detectable

22
not

3

detectable -

Blank

4

Dark

20

apase as in Table XIX, but lEm, 461

--- -----------------

non sEm, 20 nm.

Same as in Table XIX .
°All signals standardized to same excitation intensity (1000 counts); PMT gain
(m - 6.4 x 10' at 900 V) and R

Same as in Table XIX.

(10 Oh
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TABLE XXI

OS FL Signals Detected with the EM Spectrograph/IDA
and Corresponding to One Data Point

Concentration

E

a

Integ.

Gain

Slit

a

a

RSD

Er

b

t

Time Setting
(pg/mL)

1.0x106

(counts)

11227

1.0x102

1904

1.0x10'

(ma)

500
500

(0-10)

Width
(mm)

(counts)

(%)

(counts)

0.5

57

0.51

5.087x10'

1.0

0.5

12

0.65

5.092x10'

2.8

5.102x10'

0.5

3816

1000

2.5

2.0

102

[3.2x102]c

(2291]

(2000]

(2.5]

(2.0]

1237]

[10.3]

[1.65x1011

[1.6x10']°

(2.5]

[1231]

(2000)

[2.0]

[243]

(19.7]

[8.6x10']

1.0x102

414

5000

10.0

2.0

121

29.7

6.6x102

Blank

1123

5000

10.0

2.0

101

9.0

1125

Dark

1791

5000

10.0

2.0

2.6

1791

46

*Signals for the data point corresponding to 459 nm: xer 359 nm: sex, 16 nm:
mean and standard deviation calculated for 7 data points corresponding to 7
successive spectra.
b

Signals standardized to same excitation intensity (1000 counts), intensifier
gain (m - 70.92 at setting of 10), integration time (5000 ma) and slit width
(2.0 mm).

c

Signals corresponding to addition of 50 and 100 uL of 1.0 x 10' pg/mt OS to
3.0 mt of blank solution in the cuvette.
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TABLE XXII

OS FL Signals Detected with EM Spectrograph/IDA and Corresponding to Ten Data Points

Concentration
(pg/mL)

1.0x10'

E a
(counts)
106331

Int. time
(ms)

Gain

Slit width

0-10

(am)

500

0.5

0.5

sib

RSD

(counts)

(%)

E'

a

(counts)

333

0.31

4.8181(10'

Blank

1.0x101

18412

500

1.0

0.5

166

0.90

4.925x104

1.0x10'

36402

1000

2.5

2.0

243

0.67

4.857x101

[3.2x101]0

[22502]

[2000]

[2.5]

(2.0]

2588

11.45

1.626x10'

[1.6x109c

[12110]

[2000]

[2.5]

(2.0]

2653

21.91

11.45x10'

1.0x10:

Dark

3656

5000

10.0

2.0

894

24.45

11160

5000

10.0

2.0

697

6.2

17725

5000

10.0

2.0

297

1.7

aEach signal is the summation of 10 data points covering from 447 to 467 nm.
b
c

Same as in Table XXI.

Same as in Table XXI.

17725
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10.0

8. 0

&0

4.0

L0

0.0

-2.0

0.0

2.0

4.0

&0

80

LOG OS CONCENTRATION (ps/aL)

QS calibration curve obtained with o.f.4/PMT3 conFigure 42.
figuration. a) Solutions made by serial dilution in volumetric
flasks; b) Dilution in sample cell.
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9.0

to
7.0

to
5.0
4.0

3.0
2. 0

1.0

0.0

-1 0

O. 0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

8.0

7.0

8.0

LOG OS CONCENTRATION (pg/EL)

Figure 43.
QS calibration curve obtained with EM monochromator/PMT1
configuration. a) Solutions made by serial dilution in volumetric
flasks; b) Dilution in sample cell.
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8.0
7.0

to
5.0
4.0

3.0
2.0

10
0.0

1.0

2.0

10

4.0

5.0

to

7.0

LOG OS CONCENTRATION (pg/s1)

Figure 44.
Calibration Curve obtained with spectrographADA configura
tion (signals for a single data point). a) Solutions made by
serial dilution in volumetric flasks; b) Dilution in sample cell.
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7.8

.4

B.2

8

5

4.

J
3.4

2.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

B. 0

70

LOC OS CONCENTRATION (pg/S..)

Calibration curve obtained with spectrograph/IDA conFigure 45.
a) Solutions made by
figuration (signals for 10 data points).
serial dilution in volumetric flasks; b) Dilution in sample cell.
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The range of linearity extends from about 103 pg/mL to 106 pg/mL
with all detection schemes.

The signals corresponding to 107 pg/mL

(see Tables XIX and XX) deviate from linearity by about 20% due to
inner-filter effect which is discussed in detail in the next section.
At concentrations below 10 3 pg/mL, the FL signals level off, or
are greater than expected from extrapolation of the linear part of the
calibration curve.

This behavior is attributed to equilibria involv-

ing the analyte at low concentration and sorption and desorption of
the analyte and contaminants not only in the flasks, but also in the
sample cell itself.

By adding small aliquots of analyte to the blank

solution in the sample cell, the contamination effect is deminished.
However, for lowest concentrations, the spiking procedure does not
compensate for the contamination present in the low concentration
standard solutions used for spiking.

Contamination could also be

introduced from the Eppendorf tips used for addition of spiking
solution.

From Table XXIII, the slope of the linear region of the normalized calibration curve obtained with the filter configuration is
about 85 times greater than that achieved with the monochromator configuration.

This occurs because the 420 nm cut-off filter allows the

transmission of the complete spectral FL emission, whereas with the
monochromator, only the 20 nm wide spectral region located at the
maximum of the FL peak is transmitted.

In addition, the solid angle

and volume element viewed are greater with the filter.

From the

Theory section, this should increase the FL signal observed by a
factor of 3.
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TABLE XXIII

Sensitivity, Detection Limit, and Blank Equivalent Concentration for
the three FL Detection Configurations.

Collection/
Detection
Configuration

ma

DLe

(counts/pg/mL)

(pg/mL)

(pg /mL)

1.2

100

0.15

40

26.7

5.1e

400

2.2 x 102e

4.9f

28f

2.3 x 102

Filter, o.f.4/PMT3

13

Monochromator/PMT1

Spectrograph/IDA

b

BECd

a

Slopes calculated from linear region of curve.

b
c

Normalized to the PMT gain of monochromator/PMT1 data.
Theoretical detection limit DL - 2s

bk

/m.

d

Blank equivalent concentration, concentration of QS yielding a signal
equal to that for the blank solution.

e

Calculated for 1 data point.

(Calculated for 10 data points.

The theoretical DL is about 30 times lower with the filter configuration because of the much gi-eater calibration slope and only
slightly higher blank noise.

The detection limit achieved with the

IDA is similar to that obtained with the monochromator/PMT configuration.

The improvement in the detection limit obtained when using 10

rather than 1 data point is only about 50%, which suggests that the
noise between channels is correlated.
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The blank equivalent concentration (BEC) is about 4 times smaller
with the monochromator configuration than with the filter configuration.

This is expected because the filter transmits wavelengths where

the ratio of the QS FL signal to the background FL signal is less than
that at wavelength of maximum emission viewed by the monochromator.
With the IDA, the BEC is the highest.

Apparently, without an exit

slit, the background signal is higher due to scattered radiation
reaching all detection elements.

The blank noise is 2-4 times higher than the dark current noise
with all three detection configurations.

The blank noise for both PMT

arrangements is decreased about a factor of 3 when a time constant of
1.0 s, instead of a 0.1 s, is used.

Thus, the detection limits

achieved for the PMTS are about 3 times lower than those reported in
Table XXIII.

The computation of practical detection limits is difficult
because of the non-linearity at low concentrations.

From Table XIX,

the number of counts detected with the filter configuration for the
0.1 pg/mL QS solution prepared by serial dilution is 40 times greater
than the SD in the blank even though this is below the theoretical DL.
At this concentration, the leveling off of the curve is pronounced by
contamination problems and the extrapolated signal is about 0.8
counts, rather than the measured 213 counts.

The net FL signal for

100 pg/mL QS used in spiking for reaching 1 and 2 pg/mL QS is 2812/861

= 3.3 times higher that the value predicted from the slope of the
linear part of the analytical curve.

Therefore, the signal obtained

for 1 pg/mL QS with spiking is about a factor of 3 too large.
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The same discussion applies to the data obtained with the mono chromator/PMT1 arrangement.

Here, 1 pg/mL QS, concentration which is

considerably below the theoretical DL, can be apparently detected.

But

with the spiking procedure, no detectable signal was observed for 1
and 2 pg/mt QS even though the solution used for spiking (100 pg/ml.

QS) was slightly contaminated.
With the IDA, the net FL signal obtained for a 100 pg/ml. QS

solution prepared by serial dilution is about 6 times the SD of the
blank measurements and exceeds the predicted signal by 298.

This

error, due to blank contamination, is not as great as that seen in the
previous calibration curves.

Hence, the theoretical and practical

detection limits do not differ significantly.

Similar observations

can be made for the calibration curve obtained when the signals from
10 data points at the macimum emission region are summed (Fig. 45).
It is suspected that the decrease in the contamination problem
with the IDA is due to the shorter period of time elapsed between the
preparation of the solutions and the acquisition of the signals.

The

spectra of the blank solution, taken two hours after the preparation
of the solution are shown in curve a of Figure 46.

These spectra are

compared to the spectra acquired for the same blank solution stored
two days in a volumetric flask (curve b in Fig. 46), and in a plastic
container (curve c in Fig. 46).

Note that the blank signal in the

450-470 nm region increased by a factor of 2 and 6 due to contamination produced during the storage in the glass and plastic containers,
respectively.

to.

0

o-

C

6. 0

4. 0

2.0

0. 0
300

SOO

700

WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure 46.

Blank solution FL spectra.
a) 2 hours after preparation
of solution; b) 2 days after preparation, solution stored in
volumetric flask; c) 2 days after preparation, solution kept in
plastic wash bottle.
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The noise data suggest that blank noise is limiting up to 10210

4

Above these con-

pg/mL depending on the detection configuration.

centrations, shot or flicker noise in the FL signals are limiting.
In all cases, signal flicker noise is limiting at the highest
concentrations as evidenced by a relatively constant RSD.

Corrections for Pre-Filter Effects Due to the Analyte

The negative deviations previously observed in the calibration
curves for QS concentrations greater than 1 ug/mL (Fig. 42 and 43) are

due to the attenuation of the excitation beam by the fluorophore
before and in the region of the sample solution from which FL is
collected and detected.

To further investigate this effect, the FL

signals of QS solutions with concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 200
ug/mL were monitored.

Table XXIV lists the values of the signals

detected with the EM monochromator/ PMT1 and o.f.4/PMT3
configurations.
47 and 48.

Plots of these data are shown as curve a in Figures

As expected, the deviations become increasingly larger as

the concentration and thus absorbance increase.

To correct for this attenuation phenomenon, ABS spectra were
taken simultaneously with the acquisition of FL signals.

The effec-

tive ABS values over the excitation spectral bandpass (367-361 nm) are
listed as a function of QS concentration in Table XXV and plotted in
Figure 49.

The effective ABS is the absorbance that a conventional

spectrophotometer would measure with a given spectral bandpass which,
in Table XXV, is the EX spectral bandpass or 4 nm.

Figure 48 shows
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8.0

5.0

3
4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

LOC OS CONCENTRATION (pg/Mi

Figure 47.
QS calibration curve acquired with EM monochromator/PMT1
configuration. a) Signals not corrected for pre-filter effects,

b) Signals corrected for pre-filter effects.
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7.0

to

I

4.0

3.0

2.0

-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

LAG QS COMENTIIATION 4inghx1.)

Figure 48.

QS calibration curve acquired with o.f.4/PMT3 configuraa) Signals not corrected for pre-filter effects, b) Signals
corrected for pre-filter effects.
tion.
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3.0

..

2.0

e

1.0

0.0
0.0

100.0

200.0

300.0

COICENTRATION WI.)

Figure 49.

ABS calibration curve for QS. a) With software substraction of stray light component, b) Without software subtraction of
stray light component.
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TABLE XXIV

Pre-Filter Effects on QS FL Signals
a
f

RSD

(counts)

(%)

Concentration
(ug/mL)

E

0.1

92

1.0

912

Ef

b

(counts)

3.2

0.68

RSD
(%)

488

0.7

4999

1.0

10.0

7.92x105

0.56

4.16x10"

0.2

100.0

1.95x10"

0.34

1.119x105

0.6

200.0

9.36x10'

1.2

6.236x10"

0.7

aMean net FL signals detected with EM monochromator/PMT1 and standardized to same lamp intensity (1455 counts) and same Rf (10' St).
A

EX'

359 nm; s

EX'

4 nm.
'

A

EM'

20 nm; PMT voltage, 900 V; sample

population, 4.
b

Mean net FL signals detected with o.f.4/PMT3 and standardized to same
lamp intensity (1455 counts) and Rf (108 a).

AEx, 359 nor
'

s

EX'

4 nm;

PMT voltage, 600 V; F3, 420 nm cut-off filter; sample population, 4.
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TABLE XXV

Absorbance and Pre-Filter Correction Factors for QS

Concentration

ABSa

(pg/mL)

(A.U.)

0.013

15

1.016

0.30

1.016

0.30

10

0.135

1.5

1.168

0.17

1.168

0.17

100

1.347

2.5

4.716

4.2

4.387

3.8

200

2.551

9.4

17.20

ABS = -log

c
d
e

[

(I B)i Ti t(1

RSD

20.

(19.6]e

E2.70]e

b

d

fA

1

a

c

RSDb

)

[

(IB)i t(Ai)

RSD in ABS measurements; sample population, 4.
Calculated from equation 34.
Calculated from equation 35.
Expected values.

f'

A

14.85

116.7le

RSD

23.
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the ABS values obtained with (curve a) and without (curve b) the
subtraction

of the stray light component (46 counts).

To correct for this attenuation phenomenon, ABS spectra were
taken simultaneously with the acquisition of FL signals.

The effec-

tive ABS values over the excitation spectral bandpass (367-361 nm) are
listed as a function of QS concentration in Table XXV and plotted in
Figure 49.

The effective ABS is the absorbance that a conventional

spectrophotometer would measure with a given spectral bandpass which,
in Table XXV, is the EX spectral bandpass or 4 nm.

Figure 48 shows

the ABS values obtained with (curve a) and without (curve b) the
subtraction

of the stray light component (46 counts).

The stray light component in the excitation region was evaluated from
the transmission spectra taken for a 1000 ug/mL QS solution.

The mean

value obtained was 52 counts, but because of the noise in the
transmission spectra acquired for 200 ug/mL QS, this value could not
be used.

The

subtraction yielded zero or negative values for data

points for which the signal was several counts below the average due
to noise.

This resulted in infinite or undefined ABS values from

which the correction factors f

A

and fA could not be computed.

With

the correction, the ABS is linear up to 100 ug/mL QS (1.35 A.U.) and

5% low at 200 ag/mL QS due to incomplete subtraction of the stray
light component.

Nevertheless, the improvement introduced by the

software subtraction

is clear.

The ABS value for 200 ug/mL QS before

correction is 1.62 A.U. or 40% too low.

Table XXV also lists the correction factors f
A

(equation 34) and

fA (equation 35) for correcting the signals detected with the
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monochromator/FMT1 and o.f.4 /PMT3 configurations, respectively.

Only

correction factors calculated from the corrected ABS are listed as
they are more accurate.

For 200 p4 /m1 QS, the expected ABS and cor-

rection factors are also listed.

For the evaluation of f and fA' the variable N in equations 34
A
l

and 35 takes the value of

3

(2 x 4 nm/2.438 = 3.3).

Thus, the trans-

mittance for the data points corresponding to 356.6, 359.0, and
361.4
nm are used in equation 34.

The window parameters w
tion are 0.475 and 0.525.

1

and w

2

with the monochromator configura-

The width of the detected window (w2 - w1)

corresponds to a 0.05 cm wide volume element located in
the center of
the sample volume and is determined by the slit width of
the emission

monochromator (1 nm) and the magnification of the collection
optics
(M = 2).

For the calculation of o.f. correction factor fit, the
dimensions

of

thewindowviewedwitho.f.4andtheefficiency(c) with which

different points within this window are collected
were experimentally
determined.

For this purpose, slits of different widths were cut on

the plastic strips covered with black matte tape.

The FL signal of

1 ug /mL QS was monitored with o.f.4 /PMT3 before
and after placing the

masks inside the cuvette near the excitation beam.
shown in Table XXVI.

From these measurements,

window viewed by o.f.4 was assigned to be 9 mm.
divided into nine 1 mm wide subwindows.

The results are

the width of the total
This window was

The values for w

1

and w

2

and

the contribution from each subwindow to the total signal
are assigned
to correspond with the experimental results and
are listed in Table
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XXVII.

Most of the FL signal detected (98%) originates from the cen-

tral 5 mm of the sample volume and about 30% of the total signal is
due to the FL originating from a 1 mm wide volume element located in
the center of the sample volume viewed by o.f.4.

The larger emission window of the o.f. configuration accounts for
the smaller degree of deviation from linearity relative to the mono
chromator data as discussed in the THEORY section.

Although not very

obvious in Figures 46 and 47, the correction factors for the o.f.
detection are seen to be smaller than those for the EM/monochromator
in Table XXV.

The corrected FL signals for the monochromator/PMT1 and o.f.4/
PMTS configurations are listed in Tables XXVIII and XXIX, respectively.
b.

These signals are also plotted in Figures 47 and 48 as curve

The accuracy of the correction scheme is more quantitatively shown

in the tables.

Note that up to 100 pg/mL QS (1.35 A.U.), the signals

are corrected to 1% or better of the expected signal with both detection configurations.

With the monochromator configuration, the cor-

rected signal for 200 pg/mL QS is 87% of the expected value when PA
is calculated from the measured ABS values.

If the expected ABS

valves are used instead, the correction is accurate to within 1%.
In contrast, with the o.f. correction scheme, the correction
factor for 200 pg/mL QS predicted from the expected ABS values (near
2.70 A.U.) overcorrects the FL signal by 7%.

This may be due to

inaccuracy in the determination of the collection efficiencies of the
subwindows viewed by o.f.4.

For example, if the relative efficiencies

are distributed such that 70% of the total signal is viewed from the
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TABLE XXVI

Experimental Results Used in Determining the Collection
Efficiency of o.f.4

w

w

1

2

Aw

Ee
(mV)

% of Ea

o

1

1.0

364

100.0

0.25

0.75

0.50

356

97.7

0.37

0.63

0.26

272

74.7

0.42

0.58

0.16

180

49.4

0.45

0.55

0.10

117

32.0

measured with Aw - 1.0.

aE
f

TABLE XXVII
Relative Contribution ( c ) of Each Subwindow (j) to the Total Signal
Detected with o.f.4

w
j

w
1

cj

2

1

0.05

0.15

0.003

2

0.15

0.25

0.007

3

0.25

0.35

0.090

4

0.35

0.45

0.250

5

0.45

0.55

0.300

6

0.55

0.65

0.250

7

0.65

0.75

0.090

8

0.75

0.85

0.007

9

0.85

0.95

0.003
9

= 1.000
i=1
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central 3 mm (instead of 80% as shown in Table XXVII) and 15% from
each distal 3 mm (instead of 10%), the correction factor for the
predicted ABS (2.70 A.U.) is 15.77 or 5.5% less than the factor
evaluated with the present collection efficiency.

The corrected FL

signal is then 1.2% higher than the expected FL signal.

The precision of the corrections is significantly decreased at
higher ABS values due to uncertainty in the measured absorbances as
To further illustrate this effect, Table XXX

seen in Table XXVIII.

shows the effect of

1

and 10% imprecision in the ABS measurements on

the correction factor f

a

= 0.475 and w

calculated with w

for one measurement at one wavelength.

1

2

- 0.525

It is evident that the large

imprecision in high ABS values results in large errors in the corrections.

From this discussion it is clear that the expressions for the
correction factors are accurate as long as the ABS measurements are
correct.

The inaccuracy and imprecision of ABS measurements at very

high absorbances indicate that the correction schemes provide reliable
results up to an absorbance of about 2.0 A.U.

Corrections for Pre-Filter Effects Due to the Analyte
and Non-Analyte Species

The correction schemes for pre-filter effects were evaluated for
cases in which, besides the analyte, there is another species (gentisic acid, GA) which absorbs the excitation radiation.

The FL

signals, absorbances, and correction factors obtained with the EM
monochromator/PMT1 and o.f.4/PMT3 detection schemes are listed in
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TABLE XXVIII

Accuracy of the Correction Factors fA Applied to Signals Detected
with EM Monochromator/PMT1

Concentration

E

Ef a

Ef

f

fA

(counts)

(counts)

(counts)

Accur. c

Accur. d

9.12x102

9.25x102

9.26x102

0.99

1.00

10

7.92x103

9.25x103

9.26x103

0.86

1.00

100

1.95x104

9.25x104

9.18x104

0.21

0.99

200

9.36x103

18.5x104

16.1x104

0.051

0.87

(ug/mL)

1

[18.3x104]b

[0.99]b

aExpected signal in the absence of pr e-filter effects.
b

Values calculated using the expected ABS (2.70).

Accuracy = (Ef /Ef).
/E°).
d

Accuracy = (E

f

f /E

A

o
).
f

TABLE XXIX

Accuracy of the Correction Factor fA Applied to Signals Detected
with o.f.4/PMT3

Concentration
(4g/mL)

1

10

E

Ef a

Ef

f

A

(counts)

(counts)

(counts)

Accur.°

4.80x103

4.88x103

4.87x103

0.98

1.00

4

4

4

0.85

1.00

0.23

1.01

0.064

0.95

4.16x10

100

1.12x10

200

6.24x10

5
4

4.88x10

4.86x10

4.88x10

5

4.91x10

9.76x10

5

9.26x10

5
5

[10.4x105]b

a, b, c, d

Same as in Table XXVIII.

Accur.

d

[1.07]b
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TABLE XXX

Effect of Precision in the ABS Measurements in the Precision of f a

A

%

0.099

1.119

0.100

1.121

0.101

1.122

0.09

1.108

0.10

1.121

0.11

1.134

0.99

3.121

1.00

3.157

1.01

3.194

0.9

2.814

1.0

3.157

1.1

3.542

1.98

9.74

2.00

9.97

2.02

10.20

1.8

7.92

2.0

9.97

2.2

12.5

Error (A)

1

10

1

10

1

10

% Error (fa)

0.2

1.1

1.5

11.4

2.4

23
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Tables XXXI and XXXII, respectively, with both a 4 and a 16 nm
excitation spectral bandpass.
Tables XXXIII and XXXIV.

The corrected FL signals are listed in

The net corrected signals for QS in the

presence of GA are listed in the tables and were obtained by subtracting

the corrected GA FL signals from the corresponding total (GA

+ FL) corrected signals.
tracted

Note that if the GA FL signals had been sub-

from the total FL signals prior to the corrections, the same

correction factor (that evaluated for the total signal) would have
equally affected both FL signals.

Consequently, the net corrected

value would have been too low.

The uncorrected and corrected FL signals for all solutions tested
and the net QS FL signals corresponding to the EM monochromator /PMT1

configuration and a 4 nm spectral bandpass are plotted in Figure 50.
This figure clearly illustrates the accuracy of the correction scheme
and the importance of correcting for GA FL.

The accuracy of the cor-

rections is quantitatively summarized in Tables XXXIII and XXXIV.

The

error is calculated by comparing the corrected signals for the solution containing just the analyte (10 ug/mi, QS) to the net corrected
signals for the solutions of QS and GA.

The relative errors are 1.1%

or lower in all cases proving the accuracy of the correction scheme.

The difference in the correction factors computed for the two
excitation spectral bandpasses used (4 and 16 nm) indicates the importance of considering the effect of polychromatic radiation in the
excitation beam.

Table XXXV lists the lamp intensity, the slit

transfer function, the ABS values, and the correction factors fa

(equation 18, wl, 0.475; w2, 0.525) as a function of wavelength
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TABLE XXXI

FL Signals, Absorbances and Pre-Filter Effect Correction Factors for EM Monochromatori
PMT1 Configuration

[4 nm]

Concentration

Era

[16 nm]

RSD

E

r

fa nm]

RSD

[16 nm]

[4 mid

[16 nm]

AC

A

d

(counts)

(%)

10 QS

1696

0.1

992

0.1

0.126

0.119

1.157

10 QS * 25 GA

1373

0.1

798

0.2

0.318

0.305

1.443

1.438

10 QS

50 GA

1117

0.2

654

0.3

0.502

0.463

1.789

1.762

10 QS

100 GA

767

0.1

477

0.4

0.840

0.692

2.659

2.463

25 GA

19

5.0

12

8.3

0.186

0.186

1.240

1.249

50 GA

29

3.3

15

6.6

0.367

0.341

1.530

1.525

100 GA

39

2.6

21

4.6

0.722

0.594

2.318

2.171

(mg/mL)

(counts)

Sean net FL signals standardized to same lamp intensity;
104 0; A
EM'

(A.U.)

(%)

A

EX'

(A.U.)

rA

1.148

359 nm; PMT voltage, 600 V; R.

40 nm. a
20 nm: sample population, 4,
EX'
'

Same as in a except PPR voltage. 400 V.
c

Effective ABS over the specified spectral bandpass [_]1 calculated as In Table XXV; sample
population, 4.

dCalculated from equation 34; sample population, 4.
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TABLE XXXII

FL Signals, Abaorbances and Pre-Filter Effect Correction Factors for o.f.a/PM73

Configuration

[4 nm)

Concentration

E 3
f

(pg/mL)

10 QS

(counts)

[16 ma)

RSD
(I)

e

b
f

(counts)

[4 ma]
Ac

[16 nm]

(A.U.)

(A.U.)

0.2

0.126

0.119

1.156

1.147

RSD
(5)

AC

[4 run]

14

a

[16 no]
fa

d

875

0.2

1303

10 QS

25 GA

717

0.2

1053

0.305

1.436

1.431

50 GA

593

0.2

883

0.2
0.2

0.318

10 QS

0.502

0.463

1.770

1.745

10 QS

100 GA

421

0.4

662

0.3

0.840

0.692

2.583

2.402

25 GA

17

3.3

23

4.3

0.186

0.186

1.238

1.2116

50 GA

27

6.4

31

3.2

0.367

0.341

1.524

1.516

100 GA

36

4.0

43

2.3

0.722

0.594

2.268

2.131

dean net FL signals, standardized to same lamp intensity: in, 359 non PMT voltage. 400
V; Re, 10° 0; F3, 420 nm; cut-off filter; sample population. 4.
b
c

Same as in a except PMT voltage, 200 V.

Same as in Table XXXI.

d

Calculated from equation 35; sample population, 4.
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TABLE XXXII'

Accuracy of the Correction Factors fi Applied to FL Signals Detected with Eh
monochromator/PMT1 for Different Excitation Spectral Bandpasses

E

(pg/mL)

(counts)

f

(counts)

(counts)

1696

1963

___ _

1981

1957

-0.3

1373

10 Gs

50 GA

1117

1998

1954

-0.5

767

2039

1949

-0.7

19

20

----

- --

50 GA

29

44

100 GA

39

90

100 GA

992

1138

----

----

10 QS

25 GA

798

1147

1132

-0.5

10 OS

50 GA

654

1153

1130

-0.7

10 QS

100 GA

477

1175

1129

-0.8

_-_-

10 QS

f

f

% Error

25 GA

25 GA

f

Ef

E

b

10 C6

10 QS

aE

Net corrected

a

Concentration

10 QS

Correcteda

25 GA

12

15

50 GA

15

23

100 GA

21

46

A

bSignals obtained from subtracting the corrected GA FL signal from the corresponding
corrected total (QS
c

GA) FL signal.

$ error relative to the corrected FL signal for 10 pg/aL QS (no GA).
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TABLE X)OCIV

Accuracy of the Correction Factors fl Applied to FL Signals Detected with
o.f.4/141T3 for Different Excitation Spectral Bandpasses

Concentration

Ef

(mg/aL)

(counts)

E

E

f

(counts)

f

(counts)

% Errors

875

1011

--

---

10 QS + 25 GA

717

1030

1009

-0.2

10 QS + 50 GA

593

1049

1008

-0.3

10 QS + 100 GA

421

1087

1004

-0.7

25 GA

17

21

----

50 GA

27

41

100 GA

36

83

10 QS

1303

1494

10 QS + 25 GA

1053

1507

1478

-1.1

883

1541

1494

0.0

661

1588

1495

-0.1

25 GA

23

29

50 GA

31

47

100 GA

43

93

50 GA

10 QS + 100 GA

bet

Net
b
Corrected

10 QS

10 QS

aEf

Corrects?.

A

Same as in Table XXXII

--

--

--
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2400

I

1

Boo

00.0.....=16
an

50.0

no

100.0

b
125.0

150.0

GA CONCENTRATION (p04.)

Figure 50.
FL signals obtained with EM monochromator/PMT1 configuration for QS and CA solutions.
Excitation spectral bandpass,
4nm.
a) Uncorrected signals for QS + GA; b) Uncorrected signals
for GA only; c) Corrected signals for QS + GA; d) Corrected signals
for GA only; e) Net corrected signals for QS
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over the spectral region isolated by the excitation monochromator (2 x
It is quite clear

16 nm) for the 10 pg/mL QS + 100 ug /mL GA solution.

that ABS, f

a

,

and lamp intensity change significantly over the spec-

tral bandpass.

The correction factors f

a

corresponding to wavelengths lower than

the central wavelength (359 nm) are higher than the correction factors
for wavelengths greater than the central wavelength.

This effect by

itself, in general, makes the overall correction factor lower than the
correction factor f

evaluated at the central wavelength.

a

If the

spectral distribution of the lamp intensity is not taken into account,
f

A

would be 2.473 (for the data in Table XXXV) which is 6.6% lower

than the value for f
the f

A

a

at the central wavelength and 0.4% higher than
Moreover, the

value calculated for the data in Table XXXV.

the correction factors at lower wavelengths are weighted less than
those at higher wavelengths (see relative weights in Table XXXV)
because the lamp intensity decreases at lower wavelengths.
causes the decrease of f

A

relative the value of f

A

This

calculated when

the lamp intensity is constant.

The influence of the variation in lamp intensity and absorbance
becomes more significant at the larger spectral bandpass and causes
the overall correction factor f

A

to be smaller at 16 nm than at 4 nm

for all solutions tested except for the 25 pg/mi, GA.

Note that the

lamp intensity distribution in the excitation spectral region was not
altered by the DA mask shown in Figure 40.

Thus, the diode signals

obtained for the light transmitted by the blank solution are considered directly proportional to the lamp intensity over the spectral
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TABLE MON
Variations of ASS, Lamp Intensity, Slit Transfer Function and Correction
Factor fa Over the Excitation Spectral Region'

wavelength
li
(nn)

(Ia)i (counts)

341.9

2971

344.4
346.8
349.2
351.7
354.1

3062
3198

356.6
359.0
361.4
363.9
366.3
368.8
371.2
373.6
376.1

Slit

lap

Intensity

Transfer

Relative
Weightb

Function t(AS)

0.000
0.017
0.036
0.056
0.078

0.000
0.143
0.286
0.429
0.571
0.714
0.857
1.000
0.857
0.714
0.571
0.429
0.286
0.143
0.000

3279
3445
3570
3617
3688
3744
3743
3635
3703
3895

4099
4319

0.101
0.123
0.146
0.127
0.106
0.082
0.063
0.044
0.023
0.000

%Uses corresponding

ASS

e,

(A.V.)

1.060
2.023
1.780
1.658
1.391
1.185
1.024
0.846
0.682
0.526
0.406
0.306
0.230
0.171
0.127

8.496
10.252
7.754
6.738
4.955
3.911
3.250
2.647
2.192
1.833
1.595
1.422
1.304
1.218
1.157

to the EN monochrometorflIffl configuration; sEx,
100 GA; fa, 2.463.
N
bRelative weight e (I/di t(1i)/2: (29)i t(lt).

16 no) test mAutton, 10 QS

.

iel

Calculated from equation 18; w

le

0.475, w2

,

0.525.
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region investigated.

If the mask would have distorted the lamp spec-

tral distribution in the excitation region, the correction factors
f

A

would be in error because the lamp intensity IB at each wavelength

obtained from the DA transmission data would not be equivalent to the
intensity used to excite the species in the sample cell.

The effective absorbances calculated for the 16 nm spectral bandpass are, in all cases, lower than those corresponding to the 4 am
spectral bandpass (see Table XXXI) due to the variation of absorbance
and lamp intensity over the spectral bandpass.

Table XXXVI compares

the correction factors accounting for polychromaticity (fA) to those
factors (f ) which were calculated using the effective absorbance for
a

the whole spectral bandpass and assuming monochromaticity.

It is

clear from the relative errors that the correction factors f

a

low.

are too

Thus, the instrumentation and correction schemes developed allow

wide excitation spectral bandpass to be used to obtain good precision,
detectability, and accurate correction for pre-filter effects even
though polychromatic radiation effects are significant.

Corrections for Post-Filter Effects

The FL signals obtained for solutions containing 10 mg/mL QS
(fluorophore) and the different concentrations of methyl red (MR)
(chromophore) were used to evaluate the expressions developed for post filter effects.

Methyl red contributes a relatively little amount to

the total ABS at the excitation wavelength.

The attenuation of the FL
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TABLE )0LXVI

Effect of Polychromaticity

Concentration;
(pg/mL)

ABSa

on Correction Factor fA

fa

b
fA

c

(A.U.)

Error

10 QS

0.119

1.148

1.148

10 QS + 25 GA

0.305

1.421

1.438

-1.2

10 QS + 50 GA

0.463

1.703

1.762

-3.3

10 QS + 100 GA

0.692

2.217

2.463

- 10

c

aEffective ABS calculated as specified in Table
XXX

for sS16 nn.

b
Calculated using effective ABS; w
0.475; w
0.525
and assuming monochromatic radiation
2'
(equation
17).
c
Calculated as (f - fA) s 100/f
a
A
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signals is primarily due to the absorption of the FL emission by MR.
There is no MR FL contribution to the total FL signals detected.
The corrections were performed on the signals acquired with the
three FL detection configurations of the MSS.

The FL signals, ABS at

both the EX and EM wavelength and the correction factors for pre- and
post-filter effects are shown in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII for the EM
monochromator/PMT1 and o.f.4/PMT3 detection schemes, respectively.
The MR ABS at 460 nm is about 6 times larger than that at 359 nm.

The

small differences in the effective ABS values at the EM wavelength for
the two detection schemes result from the different EM spectral bandpasses (20 and 10 nm) used in each scheme.

The values for the excita-

tion window parameters w; and w2 were 0.375 and 0.625, respectively.
These values were experimentally determined by measuring the width of
the excitation beam striking a piece of paper in the center of the
sample cell.

The window parameters were checked by measuring the

width of the fluorescing volume element observed with 100 pg/mL QS.
The value of N used in equation 37 is 15 and corresponds to the
number of data points intercepting the spectral region transmitted by
the emission monochromator.

For the calculation of f' (equation 38),

N is 7, and corresponds to the number of wavelength intervals transmitted through the 460 nm interference filter with a halfwidth of 10
nm.

The FL signals corrected for pre- and post-filter effects are
listed in Table XIL.

These corrected signals were compared to the FL

signal for 10 pg/mL QS only after the correction for pre-filter
effects.

Thus, the accuracy of the corrections is represented by the

TABLE XXXVII
Post-Filter Effects on QS FL Signals Detected with EM Monochromator/PMT1
Concentration
(119/mL)

, a
gif

(counts)

RSD

A(Ex)

b,c

(%)

(A.U.)

fA

c
A (EM)b

10 QS

604

0.7

0.118

1.145

0.0

1

10 QS + 50 MR

461

1.0

0.151

1.190

0.198

1.255

10 QS + 100 MR

355

0.8

0.182

1.233

0.391

1.566

10 QS + 130 MR

301

0.7

0.206

1.268

0.508

1.794

a
Mean net FL signals standardized to the same lamp intensity (863 counts)
;
359 nm; s
4 nm; 1Em 461 rim; SEMI 20 nm; PMT Voltage, 700 V; R
EX
EX'
'
f,
107 D; sample population, 4.

b
Effective ABS calculated as specified in Table XXV.
c

The RSD in the values for ABS and correction factors do not exceed % 1.6.

TABLE XXXVIII
Post-Filter Effects on QS FL Signals Detected with o.f.4 /PMT3

Concentration
(Pg/nL)

Ef

a

(counts)

RSD

A

b
(EX)

(%)

f,

A

A

f,
(

)

10 Qs

224

0.8

0.118

1.144

0

10 QS + 50 MR

953

1.0

0.151

1.189

0.196

1.252

10 QS + 100 MR

728

0.8

0.182

1.231

0.390

1.564

10 QS + 130 MR

620

0.9

0.206

1.265

0.510

1.794

a

1

Sane as in Table XXXVIII, except F3; 460 nm interference filter, PMT Voltage, 600 V.

b,

cSane as in Table XXXVIII.

Us

0
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TABLE XIL
Accuracy of the Post-Filter Corrections
Concentration

E

f

f A f Ba

Errorb

E'f f.A -fB 'c

d
% Error

(119/TAL)

692

---

1400

- --

10 QS + 50 MR

688

-1.6

1418

+1.3

10 QS + 100 MR

685

-1.0

1402

+0.1

10 QS + 130 MR

685

-1.0

1407

+0.5

10 QS

a

Corresponding to EM monochromator/PMT1 configuration.
b
(E -f
/692) x 100.

f A B
Corresponding to o.f.4/PMT3 Configuration.
d
(Eisc.f;/1400) x 100.

c
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errors in Table XIL.

For the ABS range corresponding to the concen-

trations and emission wavelength investigated, the errors do not
exceed 1.3%.

Note in Figure 51, which shows the computer output for the correction program, that the ABS at the central wavelength (underlined)
is 0.3% than the effective ABS values over the EM region transmitted
through the monochromator.

These values correspond to a set of data

obtained for the 10 pg/ml, QS + 100 ug/mL MR.

The value of the overall

correction factor f5 differs by 0.39% from the correction factor f

b

calculated at 460 nm and by 0.1% from the correction factor fb
evaluated using the effective ABS.

In this example, the influence of

relatively higher attenuation at wavelengths greater than 460 nm is
almost compensated by the relatively lower attenuation observed at
wavelengths shorter than 460 nm.

Note also, that unlike the case of

pre-filter effect corrections, the distribution of lamp intensity over
the FL emission region is not included in the correction expressions.
The uncorrected (observed) signals (curve a), those corrected for
pre-filter effects (curve b), those corrected for post-filter effects
(curve c), and those corrected for both, pre- and post-filter effects

(curve d) are plotted in Figure 52 and 53 for the EM monochromator/
PMT1 and o.f.4/PMT3 configurations, r '-spectively.

The slight curva-

ture of curve c reflects the contribution of MR to the total ABS at
A

EX'

and thus, to the pre-filter effects.

The interesting distorting effect caused by the presence of MR on
the QS FL spectral profile is shown in Figure 54.

Here, the spectra

acquired with the IDA for QS only (curve a), and QS with increasing
concentrations of MR (curves b, c, d) clearly show how post-filter
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Figure 51.
Computer output showing the correction scheme for innerfilter effects.
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1W

0

0.0

50.0

100.0

150.0

CONCENTRATION MR 41/40

Inner-filter effects due to MR on QS FL signals detected
Figure 52.
a) observed signals; .0 corwith EM monochromator/PMT1 scheme.
rected for pre-filter effects; c) corrected for post-filter
effects; d) corrected for pre- and post-filter effects.
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1603

d

1200

U.

400

0

0.0

50.0

100.0

150.0

COICENTRATION MR Cps/m0

Inner-filter effects due to MR on QS FL signals detected
with o.f.4/PMT3 scheme. a) observed signals; b) corrected for prefilter effects; c) corrected for post-filter effects; d) corrected
for pre- and post-filter effects.

Figure 53.
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Figure 54.
Post-filter effects due to MR on the FL spectrum of QS.
a) 10 pg/mL QS; b) 10 pg/mL QS + 50 pg/mL MR; c) 10 ug /mL CO + 100

mg/mL MR; d) 10 pg/mL QS + 130 pg/mL MR.
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effects can alter the intensity as well as the shape of spectral
information.

The "well" centered around-520 nm is a consequence of

ABS characteristics of MR which exhibits maximum ABS at 520 nm as
shown in Figure 55.

Figure 56 shows the correction sequence applied
Most of the attenuation is due to

to 10 pg/ml. QS + 100 pg/mi, MR.

post-filter effects (compare curves b and c to curve a).

The spectral

contour c is undistinguishable from the pre-filter corrected spectra
for 10 pg/mi, QS without MR.

The maximum relative errors in the correction of the IDA FL data
occurred in the spectral zone of maximum attenuation around 520 nm.

The corrected IDA FL signals, ABS and correction factors fb, and
relative errors at 520 nm are shown in Table XL.

The errors at this

wavelength are seen not to exceed 1.8%.

Corrections for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects

The FL and ABS spectra acquired for 3.5 mL of 10 pg/mL QS before
(curves a) and after the addition of 20 pL (curves b) and 40 uL
(curves c) of 104 pg/mL K Cr 0
2

2 7

solution are shown in Figure 57.

Table XLI shows the effective ABS at the excitation wavelength the ABS
at 460 nm, and the pre- and post-filter correction factors.
attenuation is seen to be due to prefilter effects.

The major

Post-filter

effects diminish the intensity at wavelengths shorter than 520 nm
causing the slight narrowing of the FL emission profile as seen in
curves b and c of Figure 58.

The FL signals at 460 nm for test solu-

tions before and after the corrections are listed in Table XLII.
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Absorbance spectra of QS and MR. a) 10 ug/mL QS; b) 10
Figure 55.
mgimL QS + 50 ugimi. MR; c) 70 pg/mL QS + 100 uging, MR; d) 10 ugimt
QS + 130 u& /m4 MR.
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Figure 56.

Inner-filter effects correction sequence. a) observed FL
spectrum for 10 ug/mL QS + 100 ug/mL MR; b) after correction for
pre-filter effects; c) after correction for pre- and post-filter
effects.
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TABLE XL

IDA FL Signals, ABS and Corrections Factors Evaluated at 520 nm

(ug/mL)

a
E
f
(counts)

10 QS

6511

0.000

1.000

10 Qs + 50 MR

6609

0.581

1.943

1.5

10 QS + 100 MR

6623

3.614

3.614

1.8

10 QS + 130 MR

6568

5.263

5.263

0.9

Concentration

a

:

(A

ABS
520 nm)

f

b

% Error

4 nm; ate, 460 nm; sEm, 20 nm;
EffifbvIEX. 359 nm; sEX ,
Ef
integration time, 600 mst gain setting, 3.3.
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Figure 57. FL and ABS spectra of QS and K2Cr207 solutions.
a) 10 pg/mL QS; b) 10 ug/mL QS + 5.7 pg/mL K2Cr207; c) 10 pg/mL
QS + 11.3 vg/mL K2Cr207.
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TABLE XLI

Absorbances and Correction Factors for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects
Concentration

Aa

RSD

(pg/mL)

(A.U.)

(%)

0.136

1.0

10 QS + 5.7 K Cr 0

1.139

1.7

10 QS + 11.3 K Cr 0

1.992

4.0. 9.319

10 QS
2 7

2

2 7

2

a

b

RSD

Ab

(%)

(A.D. )

1.175

0.2

0.0

3.709

2.4

0.126

1.6

1.156

0.3

11

0.258

1.2

1.344

0.4

f

A

RED

RSD

f

(%)

1

Effective ABS calculated as specified in Table XXV; A , 359 nm; s ,
EXEX4 nm; sample population, 4; stray light component, 25 counts.

Observed ABS at 460 mu.

TABLE XLII

IDA FL Signals at Maximum

Concentration
(pg/mL)

10 QS

E a
f
(counts)

and Accuracy of the Corrections

RSD
( % )

1.056 x 104 0.32

E
f

fA fb

RSD

% Errorb

(%)

1.241 x 104

0.6

10 QS + 5.7 K Cr 0

2901

0.69

1.244 x 104

2.6

0.2

10 QS + 11.3 K2Cr207

1002

3.7

1.256 x 104
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1.1

2

a

2 7

IDA signals standardized to same lamp intensity, 364 counts;
integration time, 600 ms; gain, 0.3; AEm, 460 nm; s , 20 nm.
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Figure 58. Corrections for Pre- and Post-filter effects on FL spectra for 10 ng/mL QS + 5.7 ug/n4L K2Cr2O7.
a) Observed FL; b) Corrected for pre-filter effects only; c) Corrected for pre- and postfilter effects.
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The corrected FL signal for 10 pg/mi, QS was compared to the cor-

rected signals for the solutions containing K2Cr207.
scheme provides accuracies of 1.1% or better.

The correction

The RSD in the cor-

rected FL signals for 10 pg/mL + 11.3 pg/mL K2r207 is relatively
large and primarily due to imprecision in f
A'

which is in turn case by

the imprecision in the measurements of the high ABS at the excitation
wavelength.

The corrected spectra for solutions containing dichromate are
identical at all wavelengths, and within the precision of the measurements to the corrected spectra for the 10 ug/mL QS solution.

Applications of Corrections for Pre- and Post-Filter Effects
to Kinetic Studies

Studies of the reaction of Le with H 0

2 2

demonstrate the applica-

bility of the MSS to kinetic studies in which the concentrations and
spectral signals from different species are changing with time.

In

particular, the distortion of CL and FL spectra caused by changing
inner-filter effects during the reaction can be corrected to provide
fundamental information in kinetic processes.

The primary goal was to

establish whether or not the chemiluminescent species in the Lc reaction is methyl acridone (MA), which is undoubtedly the major FL
product of the reaction.

As a first step, the FL and ABS spectra of the fluorescent
reactant Lc (curves a) and product MA (curves b) were acquired as
shown in Figure 59.

The effect of the change in pH (3 min after the
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Figure 59.

Absorbance and corrected FL spectra of Lc and MA.
a) 9.1 x 10-5 M Lc; a') 7.8 x 10-5 M Lc + 7.1 x 10-1 M KOH, 3
minutes after mixing; b) 6.8 x 10" M MA; b') 5.8 x 10-5 M MA +
7.1 x 10-' M KOH, 3 minutes after mixing; /EX' 340 nm; sEx, 4 nm;
s
10 nm; integration time, 1 s; gain 0.3.
EM
,
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addition of KOH) in the FL and ABS of both Lc and MA are seen in
curves a' and b', respectively, in Figure 59.

The FL of Le decreases

to almost undetectable levels upon the change in pH, whereas, the FL
of MA is not affected.

As reported by other researchers, the ABS

spectrum of Lc is changed upon addition of KOH and is believed to be

due to the formation of the dark brown component of the reddish-brown
precipitate, or the reaction product dimethylbiacridene.

With the 340

nm excitation wavelength and 4 nm spectral bandpass used, the prefilter correction factor and the effective ABS are 2.31 and 0.75 A.U.
for Lc, and 1.023 and 0.020 A.U. for MA.

Post-filter effects are only

observed at wavelengths shorter than 490 and 450 nm for Lc and MA,
respectively, and do not affect the position of the peak maxima.

The

FL maximum for MA occurs at 454 nm with a shoulder at 439 nm, whereas
for Lc, the maximum lies at 510 nm with a shoulder at 503 nm.
The second part of the studies involved the monitoring of FL, CL,
and ABS spectra during the reaction of Lc with H 0

2 2'

The Lc concen-

tration in the cell was chosen to be twice the concentration for the
test solution in Figure 57.

With this concentration, it was possible

to acquire both FL and CL spectra using the same EM spectral bandpass
(10 nm).

In other studies where the Lc concentration was 8 times

smaller than that used in these experiments, the spectral bandpass had
to be the largest available (40 nm) to obtain a reasonable S/N for the
CL spectra.

To compare spectral features of CL and FL spectra, it is

critical that sufficient and identical spectral resolution be employed
when acquiring the spectra to be compared.

The effect of spectral
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bandpass, or changes in it, is often ignored or not reported by other
researchers (27, 28).

Time sequences of selected CL and FL spectra are shown in Figures
60 and 61, respectively.
over 20 minutes.

Figure 60 shows the growth and decay of CL

The peak wavelength shifts from 497 to 489 nm over

this time period.

In Figure 61, the decay of Le FL at 510 nm and the

appearance of MA FL at 460 nm is obvious after 1 hr of reaction time.
Pre- and post-filter effects due to Lc and reaction products
cause significant attenuation of the luminescence signals.

This is

obvious in Figure 62 which shows a time sequence of ABS spectra.

The

region between 360 and 380 nm is not shown because the ABS values
exceed the capabilities of the MSS and is not needed for corrections.
The ABS region from 400. to 500 nm does show that post-filter effects

decrease through the reaction as the concentration, and thus ABS, of
Le decreases.

The increase in ABS below 340 nm is due to the forma-

tion of an absorbing product.

Since the ABS at 340 nm remains con-

stant, pre-filter effects affect the FL spectra equally during the
reaction time.

The decrease in the ABS of Lc at its peak wavelength

of 369 nm is observed in Figure 62 where the Lc concentration was
reduced to 9.8 x 10-6 M.

To investigate the spectral distortions due to post-filter
effects, FL and CL spectra were corrected.

Curves a and b in Figure

63 show the CL spectrum 4 s after the injection of KOH and the FL
spectrum taken 1 hr after the injection of KOH, respectively.

A FL

spectrum taken later in the reaction is used, because at this time,
the FL is primarily due to MA.

Early in the reaction, the FL is due
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CL spectra (uncorrected) taken during the Lc reaction
with H 0
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ABS changes during the reaction of Lc with H202.
a, Lc concentration, 1.6 x 10-4 M; b, Lc concentration,
9.8 x 10-5 M.

Figure 62.
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CL and FL spectra for the Lc reaction.
a) uncorrected CL
spectrum taken 4 seconds after KOH injection; integration time,
2 s; gain, 10; s , 10 nm; b) uncorrected FL spectrum taken 1 hour
after injection; integration time, 1.5 s; gain, 3.3.
40 nm;
ACK' 3
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10 nm; b') corrected for pre-filter effects; b")
EH'
corrected for pre- and post-filter effects.
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to MA and Lc.

The maximum of the uncorrected CL spectrum occurs at 497

nm, whereas, the FL spectrum has its maximum at 468 nm.

The maxima of

both spectra differ from that of MA (454 nm from Fig. 57), and no
accurate conclusions can be drawn from these uncorrected data.

Comparison of FL spectra b (uncorrected) and b' (corrected only
for pre-filter effects) show the significance of pre-filter effects.
The correction factor f
1.42.

A

at 340 nm is 4.71 and the effective ABS is

Fluorescence spectrum b" has been corrected for both pre- and

post-filter effects.

The correction factor f

1.0 over the 410 to 500 nm region.

b

ranged from 3.6 to 1.0

The post-filter correction shifts

the FL maximum from 468 to 456 nm which agrees well with the FL maximum
of MA (454 nm from Fig. 59) and confirms that MA is the major FL
product.

Comparison of CL spectra a (uncorrected) and a' (post-filter
corrected) show a significant post-filter effect.
correction factors f

A

The post-filter

range from 7.1 to 1, from 410 to 500 nm.

The

maximum of the CL spectrum is shifted from 497 nm to 468 nm by the
correction, but it is still different from the FL spectrum of MA.

Note

that post-filter effects are worse for the CL spectrum (taken after 4 s
of reaction time) than for,the FL spectrum, taken 1 hr after the

reaction started, because of the greater concentration of Lc erly in
the reaction.

It is also clear from spectra a and a', that the CL is

quite significant at wavelengths well above 480 nm where the FL of MA
is relatively insignificant.

The controversy over the nature of the chemiluminescent species is
partially solved: MA is not the chemiluminescent species.

Further
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studies involving different techniques are necessary to identify the
nature of the CL species.

In a previous study (31), the identification of MA as the chemiluminescent species was made in a qualitative manner with faulty
reasoning.

With a high enough Lc concentration, it is possible to

shift the FL of MA to longer wavelengths so that the FL peak matches
the CL spectrum.

This in no way confirms that MA is the CL species.
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CONCLUSIONS

In general, it has been necessary until now to make ABS, CL, and
FL measurements with three separate instruments.
time consuming and tedious.

This approach is

More importantly, it is difficult to make

reliable comparisons of spectral information obtained with three different instrumental set-ups, at three different times, and from three
different samples.

The multiple signal spectrometer (MSS) developed in this thesis
is a unique and powerful tool for both analytical and fundamental
studies.

It performs the functions of three spectrometers at once.

The hardware and the developed software allow the acquisition
and storage of a vast amount of data for use in subsequent calculations.

Luminescence (FL or CL) and ABS data are acquired from the

same sample solution at precisely controlled times so that the information provided by each technique can be readily and reliably compared.

This is crucial for kinetic studies in which concentrations of

reactants, intermediates, and products are changing with time.
For quantitative luminescence measurements, the MSS performs as
well as any other available FL or CL spectrometer, and it is unique in
offering three different detection configurations.

Data are acquired

with an o.f./filter/PMT detection scheme, and either the monochromator/PMT or the spectrograph/IDA scheme.

The high collection

efficiency of the o.f./filter/PMT configuration yields the best detection limit (1.2 pg/mL for QS).

The more conventional monochromator/

PMT arrangement provides higher spectral resolution and greater wavelength selectivity.

Finally, the spectrograph/ IDA configuration
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allows spectra to be acquired rapidly, which is essential for FL
measurements involving transient species, and for all CL measurements.
Luminescence detection limits are degraded when a monochromator
or spectrograph, rather than a filter, is used for wavelength selection.

The data indicate that the FL detection limit obtained with a

spectrograph and IDA detection is approximately equal to that obtained
with a monochromator and PMT detector.

The detection limit for QS

obtained with the IDA is more than an order of magnitude better than
that reported previously (35).

This was achieved by using a lamp

housing which provides higher excitation radiant power and by using a
different IDA with larger individual diodes.

The blank equivalent concentration detected with the spectrograph/IDA is higher than that detected with the monochromator/PMT configuration.

This suggests that the IDA detects more scattered light.

Apparently, the presence of the narrow exit slit in the monochromator
mode reduces the amount of scattered radiation reaching the detector.
The performance of the MSS as a spectrophotometer is adequate.
The detectability and precision of ABS measurements are not as good as
those obtained with the high-quality conventional spectrophotometers
using a scanning monochromator and PMT detection.

The readout noise

of the DA is relatively larger than that obtained with a PMT.
The stray light component observed with the DA reduces the
accuracy and linearity for ABS values greater than 1.5 A.U., and
limits the maximum measurable ABS to about 2 A.U.

The accuracy of

high ABS measurements is improved by the software subtraction of the
stray light component.

However, the value of this stray light
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component is difficult to estimate because it depends on the spectral
transmission characteristics of the sample matrix.

Furthermore, at

absorbances near 2.0 A.U., the imprecision due to readout noise is
high.

This combination of noise and stray light introduces high

uncertainty in the measurements of high absorbance and causes unacceptable errors in the correction factors.

To avoid this situation, the

sample solution should be diluted enough so that the maximum ABS over
the wavelength regions of interest is below 1.5 A.U.
is not significantly restrictive.

This limitation

For sample absorbances near 2.0

A.U., the FL or CL is attenuated by a factor of 10 due to inner-filter
effects and the detectability is considerably reduced.

Because absorb-

ances of 1.0 A.U. and below can be measured accurately to ± 0.01 A.U.,
the correction factors can be calculated with 1% accuracy.

In spite of the limitations discussed above, the use of a multichannel detector is essential for most applications presented here.
The DA allows the simultaneous measurement of the ABS at both the
excitation and. emission wavelengths which is necessary to correct FL
signals for pre- and post-filter effects.

Although a conventional

monochromator can be scanned to obtain ABS data over the spectral
regions of interest, this approach is time consuming and is not applicable to kinetic studies.

The configuration of the sample cell is unique in its use of
optical fibers and lenses to obtain ABS, FL, and CL measurements from
different volume elements.

Without optical fibers, the detection of

all three signals from a single sample cell would have been optically
and spatially cumbersome.
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In luminescence measurements, the large collection angle which
characterizes most fibers can only be used advantageously if the full
output cone of the fiber can be collected and detected.

This was

shown to be possible when filters are used for wavelength selection.

It is much more difficult to match the small F/n of the o.f. to the
larger F/n and smaller entrance aperture of a monochromator/spectrograph, and the intrinsic advantage of optical fibers cannot be
exploited.

With ABS measurements, it is not necessary to use the large collection angle of the optical fibers because measurements are not light
intensity limited.

Moreover, the restriction of the output cone is

beneficial as it provides a nearly collimated beam.

The data demonstrate that ABS and FL measurements, or ABS and CL
measurements can be made simultaneously without detrimental cross
interferences.

However, FL and CL measurements from the same test

solution must be made sequentially by controlled blocking of the FL
excitation beam.

This does not represent a serious limitation, except

when the FL or CL signal changes significantly over the time necessary
to make both measurements.

The o.f./filter/PMT arrangement for viewing CL from the upper
volume element in the sample cell may not seem particularly useful
since there is already an identical arrangement for collecting the CL
and FL originating from the middle portion of the sample volume.
ever, use can be made of the signal from the upper volume element.

HowIt

can be compared to the signal from the middle volume element to indicate the degree of mixing in fast CL reactions.
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Several improvements to the MSS hardware are suggested.

The

occasional lack of stability observed in the lamp output causes
changes in the intensities of both the FL excitation beam and the
white light used for ABS measurements.

The signals from the FL

reference phototube, and from the DA (the diode signals from 780 to
792 um) indicate to the user when a drift or shift in the source
intensity has occurred.

These signals are used to compensate for the

intensity changes and standardize the measurements.

However, when the

position of the arc image focused on the entrance slit of the EX monochromator shifts significantly, the reference signals do not compensate adequately for the changes in intensity.
experiment must be repeated.

Consequently, the

A different lamp housing might alleviate

this problem.

The "first generation" MSS does not include temperature control
of the sample cell which is essential for some studies.

This could be

achieved by constructing a cuvette holder onto which miniature thermoelectric coolers are mounted.

The present computer systems in the MSS are memory limited.
puters with larger storage capacity are required.

Com-

Currently, only up

to 22 spectra can be acquired and stored in one experiment.

The soft-

ware developed for calculations can only be loaded after data acquisition is complete, and then only one luminescence spectrum can be
corrected at a time.

This is a consequence of the large memory space

required by the data arrays which are created by BASIC during the calculations involving the evaluation of ABS from the blank and sample
transmission spectra.

Therefore, statistical analysis of the cor-

rected luminescence spectra and ABS spectra must be carried out
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manually

Larger memory space would allow the use of more sophisti-

cated software to perform on-line correction and statistical analysis
of data.

In the present system; spectra are seen only after the experimental run is finished and the user has the data plotted.

Any prob-

lems, such as saturation of the diode arrays or operator errors are
apparent only after the run is finished.

A graphics terminal would

alleviate this problem by allowing immediate display of spectral data.
The testing of the MSS has been mainly concerned with the ability
to simultaneously acquire FL and ABS data, and with the subsequent correction of the FL data for inner-filter effects.

All of the chemical

systems studied, demonstrated the validity of the correction scheme.
In most cases, the corrections are accurate to 2% or better, even when
the FL signal is attenuated by a factor of 10.

The MSS provides distinct advantages over other instruments that
allow the correction of FL measurements by using the cell-shift method
or by measuring the ABS and using these values in correction equations.
Foremost, the ability to perform corrections on luminescence signals
or spectra acquired during reactions in which the FL, CL, and ABS are
changing is unique to the MSS.

No compromises were made in the design

of the luminescence detection systems.

This is not true for pre-

viously developed instrumentation (cell-shift method) in which masks
are used to collimate the excitation and emission beams so that the
ABS at A

EX

degraded.

and A

EN

can be evaluated.

Thus, the detectability is

In the MSS, large spectral bandpasses or filters can be

used to obtain better detectability without limiting the applicability
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of the correction scheme.

This is possible because ABS and lumines-

cence measurements are independently made, and because previously
developed equations were modified to take into account the effect of
polychromatic radiation in the EX or EM beam.

It was shown in the

studies with QS and GA, that the assumption of monochromaticity in
the correction expressions could lead to errors of 6% when using large
spectral bandpasses.

The effectiveness of the correction equations is

only limited at very high absorbances (> 2.0 A.U.) by the accuracy and
precision of the ABS measurements.

The correction equations used for signals detected with the o.f./
filter/PMT arrangement are accurate to within 2% up to ABS of 1.35.

Errors in the corrections at higher absorbances suggest that further
study is required.

In particular, the collection efficiency as a func-

tion of both the distance from the volume element to the fiber and the
radial distance to the fiber axis should be accurately determined.

These factors would especially affect the correction of CL signals
since the emission originates from all points in the sample volume.

The potential of the MSS for fundamental studies is most dramatically revealed in the Lc reaction studies.

The controversy regarding

whether MA is the chemiluminescent species or not has been unresolved
for 30 years.

The unique capabilities of the MSS to acquire both CL

and FL spectra under exactly the same instrumental conditions and to
correct for inner-filter effects were essential to the resolution of
the controversy.

It was proved from one set of ABS and corrected

luminescence spectra that MA is not the species responsible for CL.

The potential of the MSS has only been partially demonstrated in
this research.

A few suggested studies are outlined below.
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First, the correction scheme should be applied to real samples in
which the sample ABS is high enough to cause errors in the measured
luminescence signal.
applicability.

This would establish the extent of the MSS

Quenching of the luminescence would lead to negative

errors in the signals corrected for inner-filter effects.

Light scat-

tering would result in false ABS values and luminescence signals.

The

studies with QS and GA indicated that the background FL (that for GA)

must be corrected prior to the subtraction
FL signal.

from the total corrected

Without a proper blank for real samples, significant

errors can result, especially if the background ABS and FL are high.

The MSS could be used for the simultaneous analysis of a given
species by two (or even three) techniques.
confidence of the results obtained.

This would increase the

The kinetics of many reactions

could be more thoroughly and readily investigated with the MSS.

The

rate of disappearanCe of an absorbing species could be correlated to
the formation of a CL or FL product.

The MSS also allows the study of

light assisted CL and flash photolysis.

Since the shutter used to

block the FL excitation beam is computer controlled, the user could
tailor the software for a particular application by using the already
developed subroutines.

The conventional sample cell could be replaced

by a flow cell so that the MSS could be used as a detection system for
flow injection analysis or HBLC.

Finally, synchronous FL is an extremely powerful technique for
the qualitative study of complex mixtures.

The signals result from

scanning the EX and EM monochromators in tandem with a fixed wavelength interval.

A peak is obtained when the EX and EM wavelengths

are separated by a spectral region not larger than the fixed wave-
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length interval used for scanning.

The principle of the technique

makes it subject to post-filter effects.

The application of the cor-

rection scheme could extend the use of synchronous FL to quantitative
analysis.

Input/output lines have already been assigned for the auto-

matic scanning of the EX and EM monochromators.
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50 PRINT'
55 PRINT '
METER..CHRS(27) "(30"
56 PRINT'
57 PRINT"

58
60
65
70
75

3) *CHF:*

1

CHRtf
PPOOPAM'

'f-;STEF

FOR'

CONTROL AND AUTOMATION OF THE'
'+CHksk27)+'Do MULTIPLE SIGNAL SPECTRO

COPYRIGHT(C), JANUARY 1985'
CECILIA YAPREPT. 0.0.u
PRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CMRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)
PRINT'
'+CHRS(27)+"08OPTI0N SELECTION:".CHRS(27)+'00'
PRINT'
(I) DATA ACQUISITION'
PRINT'
(2) DATA COMMUNICAT/ON'
PRINT'
(3) CALCULATIONS'

76 PRINTCHRS( I 3) +CHRS( I 3)+CHRS( I 3)

80 PRINTCHRS(10) +"Type the number of your choice:*
85 KEY AS
90 IF AS="I'OR At="2" OR Ate'3' THEN 100 ELSE OOT095
95 PRINTCHRS(13)+ "Non-existant task, try again!": 007080
100 PRINT CHRS(13)+' Are you sure? (Y/N):"
105 KEY 811: IF EIS="N'OR Sisi.='ne THEN PRINTCHRS(13). 'Try again!":00TO SO
110 IF Afe'l* THEN 200
115 IF AS='2'THEN 1400
120 IF AS-4"3" THEN 9000
200 PRINTCHRS(13).CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS<120CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)
203 PRINT '
e+CHRS(27)+'68SUSMENU'+CISFs(27)'DO"fefrom which "cu
can choose:"
205 PRINT'
(a) ASS + FL'
210 PRINT'
(.0) ABS
EL'
215 PRINT"
+c, ABS
FL + CL"
217 PRINT'
(di ABS + CL
FL"
216 PRINT*
(a PMT SIGN.4L5 ONLY
220 PRINT'
Type the letter of your select.on:"
225 KEY CS
226 IF CS='Es OR CS="e' THEN 20000
227 IF Clf="0" OR CS="D" THEN 5000
230 IF Cfm'A" OR CS="a" THEN 236
232 IF CIS="8" OP CSffeb" THEN 500
233 IF CS='C' OR Cl="c" THEW 5000
234 IFCSO"E" OR Cef>"A" OP Cf(INE" OR CS,
C":P
THEN FFINTCHRI
t13/+"Non-existant choice, try aceEn'":001.0220
235 GEM The following sequence el lows the ;ccultittoh oe ASS
FL Cat
Gosue 250
Gosue470
238 GOSU8 600
235 808UE 465
240 IF AS='N' THEN 244
241 GOSU8 o00
242 GOSUB 470
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250 PRINTCHRS<13).' Enter the following parameters:"
255 PRINT'
Integration time (msec)(min=4

00):'
260 INPUT A
261 CAA
262 IF A,:400 THEN PRINT CHRS(13)+"Too short, try again'',GOT0255
265 PRINT"
Number of bes.red spectral"

270 INPLM B:POKE 3338,8
275 IF 8=1 THEN 300 ELSE280
280 PRINT"
Time interval between spectra
(msec):"
281 PRINT'
'max: 1245 ms)'
285 INPUT C
286 P=C
310 PRINT'
Time after njecton (msec):'
311 PRINT'
:max: 1245 ms)"
315 INPLM E
316 V=E
220 PRINTCHRS(13)eCHRS(13)+' Place BLANK in the cell and press any key
when ready.
325 KEY OS
230 PRINTOHRI.(13)4-CHRS(13)+OHRs(13)+CHRs(13)+CHRS( :3)
325 PEM The 4oilowing section will poke the parameters to be used
240 REM by the ASSEMELY lanouage program.
257 IP C$='A" OR CS=da° THEN ..=1:M=17
373 IF CS="E' OR 01.="t' THEN L=4:M=17
35? i9 CS =" 0" CR CS=4c4 THEN L=5:M=18
263 IF CS="0" 'DR 0,1= "g" THEN L=6:M=18
3dl IP Cl="E" OR CS="e' THEN L=7:M=4
332 POKE 332S, L : POKE 3329,M

364 POKE 3330,34
3.5 REM The following section will calculate the numoer of 38 usec pals

es.
371

IF 0<1100 THEN 375
372 01=INT(0/1000):ROKE 2049,01:POKE 1739,0:POKE 1768.O:POKE 1489,0
373 A=0-01+,1000

374
375
376
377
230
381
325
286
290
395
396
400

POKE 2224,0:P0KS 2290,0130TO 276
A=0:POKE 1489,25:POKE 1729,25:FOKE 1768,25:POKE 2224,25:POKE2290.25
AZ=A*1000/38-2
IF A%=-2 THEN POKE 2073,96:007.0387
Al;:=4%/256:POKE 3587,A1%
POKE 2073,173
AZ:=AX-A1%+256:POKE 3586,AZ:
8=PEEK <3338:
POKE 7585,8:IP 3=1 THEN 29 ELSE 400
POKE 3591,0:POKE 3592,0:0010420
C=P
C%=0*1000/38-2

405 ::17,=0:4/256: POKE 3592,01%

410
425
430
425
426
437
438
440
445
the
450
455
457

02%=0%-C1Z*256:POKE 3591,02:4
E%=E+1000/38-2
EIZ=501/256:POKE 2590,E1%
Et<=e/-Elv.*2561POKE 2589,EZZ
L=PEEK(3350):POKE 3597,L
PRINT'
'4.CHRS27+'02AC0LIIRING BLANK DATA!"
PRINICHIR$(13) +0HRS(13)*CHRS(13).-CHR$(13)
0=USR(&'0461",0)
PRINTCHRS(13)+CHFs(13)+CHRS(13)+OHRS(13:.'
Place the SAMPLE In
cell and press
PRINT'
any key when ready,'
KEY AS
PRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(12).CHPS(13)
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460 PRINT"
"+ CHR$(27)4.'02 ACQUIRING SAMPLE DATA,'
461 PRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHR1(13)+CHR$(12)+CHR$(13)+CHRS(12)
462 9 =PEEK(3233)::=PEEK(3351)
463 POKE 3595,8:POKE 3602,2
464 L=REEK(3350):POKE 3597,L
465 X=USR<&'0491')
466 PRINTCHRI.(13)+CHRS<13)*CHRS<13)+"
DATA ACCUIREDm+CHRs<12
)+CHR$(13)+CHR$(13)
467 RETURN
470 FRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(13)+'Do you want to plot the raw Photol
uminescence data? (Y/N):'
475 KEY AS
490 IF AS="Y" OR A$="y"THEN 2000
481 IF AS="N' OR AS="rim THEN RETURN
482 PRINTCHRS413)+CHRS(13)
485 PRINTCHP,$(12)+CHR$413)+CHRS(13)+'Do you wish to transfer the SLAVE
data? Cr/ND:"
490 KEY AS
492 PRINTCHRS(13>4.CHRS(18)
495 IFAS="Y" OR AS="y" THEN GOTO 1500 ELSE 539
500 REM The following section execute the series of subroutines
505 PENnecessary for ABS
CL cata acquisition.
525 3070 226
529 RETURN
603 PRINTCHPs(13).CHRS(13)+,
Do you wic_n to suOstract the
DARK stect+ur."

605 PRINT'
from'
610 PRINT"
the BLANK and SAMPLE spectra? (Y/N):'
615 KEY CS
620 IP CS="Y" OR 0,5=")," THEN 760
625 IF Cs="N' OR CS=.'n' THEN800
700 B=PEEK(2335):PRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(13):LINE INPUT "Base storage addres
s:4;AS
701 G05UB1720
702 M1=A
705 GOSUB 1700
707 POKE 247,A3:POKE 248,A2
709 D1=A
710 A=014.256
712 GOSUBI700
713 POKE 243,A3:P0KE244,A2
714 02=A:RE1 LO storage address for dark spectrum
715 FOR I=1 70 S
720 A=01+I*512
725 GOSUB 1700
726 POKE 249,A3:POKE 250,A2
727 POKE 246,5
729 BI(I)=A

730 A=E1(:)256
732
725
727
729
740
742
743
750
755
756

GOSUB 1700
POKE 241,A2,POKE 242,A2
32(1)=A
G=USR(&"0F50',0)
PRINTCHRS(13)+"DarK substracted from:";ES;I
NEXTI
RETURN
A=01+(9.+1)512
GOTO 705
STOP
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790 Es.,,ELANK.

7b1 SOSUE 700
753 ES="SAMPLE.
7b5 GOSLI8 750

800 PRINTCHPS(13)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(13),"
DC, YOU wisp to
stract BLANK spectra'
805 PRINT'
from'
810 PRINT'
SAMPLE spectra? (Y/N):'
815 KEYCS
820 IF CS=4Y" OR CS="y" THEN 900
525 IF Ct="N" OR CS='n' THEN 1000
900 8=PEFK<3338)
905
910
9:2
915
917
920
922
925
727
920
732
935
927

SUC,

FOR 1=1 70 (3

A=M1+I*512
GCSO8 1700
POKE 247,A3:POKE 248,A2
e2<r)sp,
4=82(1).-256
205L15 :700

POKE 243,43:POKE 244,A2
82:(1)=A
4=M1 *( 84-

+ I )*51 2

GCELS 1700
POKE 249,A3:POKE 250,A2
22:1)=A
9410 4=82</)+256
942 ,OSUE 1700
947 POKE 241,42
945 POKE 242,42
950

83(1)=41

Q=USR<V0F,70',J)
957 PRINTCHIRS:12)+"BLANK #: ";I;
subsbracted from SAMPLE 4:";1
760 NEXT
1000 RETLFN
1100 9PINTCHRS,3
OMPS(13)+CHRS(12).' DO rou want to acquire more data
(y/N):"
1105 KEY C$
11:0 IF CS="Y" OR CSaily" THEN 1350
I

1120 IF CS= N' OR Cl="n" THEN 1200
1200 PRINTCHRS113),-CHPs(12)." Do YOU want to perform another task", (Y.,t4
):"

:205

.iEY Cs

1210 iF Cl,r4 OR Cs='y' THEN 58
12:5 IF CS=nN" CR CS="n" THEN 1300
1200 POKE 3328,255:POKE 3329,1
:305 Q=JSR!&"0481',J)
:306 FRINTCHRS(13)+CHRS(12).CHP$(13)+CHR$(13)
1310 PRINT'
"+CH19$<27+'26THE END!!"*CHPS
7)4.'00'

:315
1320
1350
1255
1400
1405
1410
1500

FRINTCHPS(12)+CHRS(13)+CHRS(12)+CHR$(13)
STOP
PRINTCHFS(I3)+CHP$(12)+" You must save the data and then type RUN'
STOP
GOSUS 1500
30SUE 1200
STOP
PRINTCHF$13),CHRS(13)+CHP$(12)+CHFS(13)+"
CHR$(27)fmG8DATA COMMUNICATION "4-CEIRS(27)*"130"
1505 PRINTCHPS(12)+CHR$(13)+CHRS(13)
1510 PRINT"
> MASTER'
SLAVE
1511 PRINTCHRS(12).CHP$(12)+CHR4(13)
1515 PRINT 'Enter the following parameters:'
1520 PRINT'
1) For data block to be transferred from SL
AVE:"
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1525 PRINT'

LOWER ADORESS(in hexadecim

al):°

1530
1531
1532
1533
1535

INPUT AS
GOSUB 1720
GOSUB 1700
POKE 3535,A3:POKE 3586,A2:3=A
PRINT"

UPPER ADDRESS (in nexadec m

al):"

1539 INPUT AS
1540 G0SUB1720
1541 IF B)A
THEN PRINT°
Lower boundary higher than upper. Try agai
n!°:GOTO 1520
1542 GOSUB1700
1543 POKE 3537,A3:P0KE3533,A2
1544 C =A

1545 PRINT°

2) For storage bloc*: on Master's mem

ory:"

1550 PRINT'
LOWER ADDRESS (in hex
adeclmal):"
1553 INPUT AS
1554 303U9I720
1555 GOSUB 1700
1557 P0KE3589.A3:POKE 3590,A2
1555 D=A
1570 A=0+(C-B)
1572 GOSUB 1700
1530 POKE 3591,A3:POKE 3592,A2
15E5 POKE 3323,2:POKE 3329,4
1536 REM The above line stores the clue and number
15E7 REM of parameters. to be passed to the Slave system.
1590 X=USR(&"04131",J)
1595 PRINTCHRs(13)4.CHRS(I3)*CHRS(13)+"
DATA TRANSFERRE

D'

600 RETURN
700 A2=INTiA/256)
705 A3 =A-A2*256

710 RETURN
720 FOR N=I TO LENCAS)
721 IF MIDs(AS,N,1)="0" THEN X(N)=0:GOTO 1730
725 X(N)=VAL(MIDs(AS,N,1);
729 IF X(N)=0 THEN 1800
750 NEXT
755 GOTO 1974
1 )
SOO 8S=MIDS(AS
304 X(N)=ASCCES)-55:GOT0 1750
900 X(N)=0: PRINT X<N),N
905 G01-01750

970
974
975
1976
1777
1973
1950
2000
2010

STOP
A=0
J=LEN(AS)
FOR N=1 TO J
A=X(N)*Ip^(J-N)+A
NEXT N
RETURN
PRINT" The fo1lowinc rout;ne will plot data stored "
PRINT" in memory. :REM It assumes that the Hi bytes are

2025 PPINTCHR4(13)CHRS(13)+CHRS<I2)
2030 INPUT "START ADDRESS <in hex,:n:AS
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2050
2055
2058
2060
2065
2070

opsLe 1720
INPUT "NUMBER OF SPECTRA TO PLOT:I:9
PRINTCHRE(12)+CHRE(13)+CHREc1E)+CHRE(:3)
PRINT" Are you ooiny to plot Transmittance (7) or
PRINT" Photoluminescence (P) data'. Enter tne cornespcnoing"
PRINT" letter:"
'

2075 KEY CS.

2090
2090
2095
2096
2097

IF Cs=°T" OR CS="t" THEN R=.123+5
IF OS="P" OP CE="p" THEN R=.061*
D=256
PRINTCHRE(13).CHRS(13)40HRE(13) +CHRE(12)
INPUT "Select pen numoer (172):";P

2099 PRINTOHRE<CHRS(:3)+CHRE(13)+CHRS(12)
2120 PRINT"When reao+,"+CHRE(27)+"04TYPS OON7"*OHR$(27)+"00°
2125 KEY DE

2130 DIM SZ(255),0255)
2140 D=256
214t PPINTCHRE(27 "O"
2150 PRINT" INtSP" ;
'PA 2000,2000 RU"
2160 FOR I=1 TO S
2170 FOR J=1 TO 0 -'
2175 E=A+D

2190 S1(J)=PcriP+0+PPRK(..7)
2181 St.:(J)=5)+Re2000
2190 0%(J)=.:*302000
2200
22:0 NEXT

';S;:(Ji;'PD

2212 PRINT" PU2000,2006
2222 A=4 +512

'

-

2225 NEXTI
2230 PRINTCHRE427):"A"
2240 PRINT "More o;ocs7
2250 KEY CE
2260 IF CE="Y" THEN 2025
2270 IF CS="N° THEN RETURN
2900 PRINT"IN:"
2990 PRINT CHPS(2T)+d;pw;pRIN7 "IN; SRI
3000 PRINT"FU 2000.2000 PO, 1.'42.2000 XT":PPINT"PA
PA 7452,2000 XT":PRINT"PA 0506,2000 XT"
S010 PRINT'PLi PA 3700,1950 LB 850";OHRE(03)
3020 PRINT"PLE PA 5555,1E50 LS 500";CHPS(03)
3025 PRINT"PU PA 7410.1250 LE o50";CHRs(02)

3030
2033
2035
3040
3045
2900

RRINT°PU PA 9265,1850 LB 800";CHRE03)
PRINT"PU PA 2000,2000"
ROR t =0 TO 4
PRINT"PD PR 0,1000 YT'
NEXT
PRINT"PU PA 2000,2000'

293.5 PRINTCHRS(27)+ "A"

4000 PRINT"PO"
5000 30SUB '4000

5005
5010
5020
5030
5035
5040

GOSUB 275
309UB 470
GOSUB 400
GOSUB 495
IF AE=N THEN 5060
GOSUB 600

5717.2000 X7":PRINT'
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5050 GOSUS 470
5060 Gosue 1100
5045 STOP
6000 PRINTCHR$(13) +" Enter the following parameters:'
4005 PRINT"
Number of FL/CL sequences:"
4010 INPUT L:POKE 3597,L:POKE 2250,L
6011 POKE 3350,L
4015 PRINT"
Number of FL (=CL: spectra per sequ
rote:'
6016 INPUT B:POKE 3338,9
6017 IF CS="C" THEN X1 =3
6019 IF CS="0" THEN X1=2
6021 Z=9*L*24-X1:POKE 3602,2:POKE 3351,2
4022 POKE 3333,8
6025 PRINT"
FL integration time (msec:(mln=100m.
sec):"
6030 INPUT A:0=41
6050 PRINT"
CL integration time imsec)(min=100
msec):"
6055 INPUT U
6057 IF l.'<1100 THEN 6070

4053
6059
6040
6070

1J1=INT,W100011POKE 2177,01
POKE 1721,128:POKE 1796,129:POKE 2242,123:POKE 2262,129
A=U-'1.-1000:G0T0 6072
A.:.HFCKE 1721.153:POKE 17?6,153:POKE 2242,152:F0KE 2262,153

6072 At;=.::*1000/38-2

4072 IF A2; =-2 THEN POKE 2201,96:30706078
6074 Al:.:41%/256:POKE 2594,AI%
6075 A2xnA%-A1%*256:POKE 3592,A2::
6076 POKE 2201,173
6077 IF L=1 THEN 6095
6078 PRINT"
Time between sequences ,miticmax=1
162):"
4080 INPUT M
6021 Mrri*:000/33-2
60E3 MIZ=M%/256:PCKE 3596,M1%
6085 M2%=M%-M1%*256:POKE 3595,M2%
40F0 RETURN
9000 CHAIN 'CORRE"
9020 END
20000 PR/NTCHRS(12)CHRS(13) .:"
Number of data poi
nts desired from each PMT:"
20005 INPUT PI
20010 POKE 3585,P1
20015 PRINT"
Time in between data points (msec)rma
x:65525)"
20016 INPUT 0
20017 IF 0:=255 THEN 20023
20019 01'0 =0/254:P0KE 35E16,01%
20019 0=0-01%*256
20020 L3CTO 20024
20023 POKE 2586,0
20024 POKE 2587,0
20025 PRINT"
Time after injection
(msec):"
20030 INPUT E
20035 009U6 437
20040 GOSUS 30000
20050 STOP
30000 RETURN
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PRINT CHRe( 13)+CHP$ ( 12 ) +CHRe.(12) eCHRe (;3)

1

5 PRINT'

CHRe4275-1. ,34AESOPPTION INTERFERENCES CORR

CHRI (27) " GO '
41 PPINTCHRs( 13) +CHIPS( 13)

ESTI CE: "

55 INPUT '8LanK Tr ansmu t tance storage address:" ;AS

56
57
60
of

GOSUB 15000
A2=A
LINE INPUT "Sample Transmittance st or age address:" ;AS
30SUE15000

62 B =A

.65 LINE INPUT

Sample net luminescence storage address:" ;AS

66 GOSB 15000
t 7 C=A

79 0=256:D1=246
80 A1=A2+0
85 EI=E+D
ST CI=CA.D
90 DIM S.%( D) ,874( 0) ,T(D1 ),A( D1) ,F1(01) ,F2( 01)

9: J1=226 :J2=247:R1=1
92 PP INT'Do you w sn to correct for
93 KEY YS

ern fluctuations? (Y/N) :

"

94 IF ys="N' GOTO c7
95
9'
Pe
99

IF Yese'Y' THEN 300.UB:5500
INPUT " Stray
Strar
cant component ( coun ts) :" :SL
PP I NT a CALCULATING ABSORBANCE, WAIT PLEASE! '
I

FOR j=20 TO D-

100 S":( J) =PEEK(E+J)*D.PEEKC 21+J) As.,
:0

SZ<j)=FEEK A2,-J*04PEEKA14., -SL

123

IR 8:((. =n THEN
177 P",,KJ)=A:: j)*R1
130

(1)=0 :GOTO 122

T(j>=S:1(J) /E12,(,T)

22 NEXT

200 FOR J=5 TO D-10
20: IF T(J)=0 THEN Ai J:=0 :GOTO 204
203 A(j)=-CLOG<T(J)
/LOG( 10)
204 NEXT J
205 PPINT a PLOTTING OF ABSORBANCE'
300 PRINT" Spec tr a 1 region to Pe o 1 ot ted?"
305 INPUT a Lower Emit t nm): a ;LI
205 INPUT 'H on
:mi t ( nm) " ;L2
4 0 1
PRINT" The cal: or at i on function is W =:75.2
2.437*( data point
402 PRINT' Do you wi sn to enter a new cal brat i on function? ( Y/1,) '
403 KEY it
404 IF ',S="Y" THEN 450
407 50= 2.437:11 =175.2
412 GOTO 460
450 INPUT " INTERCEPT : ; :1
451 INPUT 'SLOPE:" ;SO
4e0 L2=INTi (LI-I I )/S0+ .5) :L4=INT( (
1)/S0e. 5)
473 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY"
475 KEY SE
500 PRINTCHRS( 27
501 PRINT" IN SP1 PU"
502 K=
1 K = 2 0 0 0 : K2= .
: K 2=K 1
= SO 5
50o ROP J=L3 TO L4
510 PPINTJ*K+K1 ,A(J)*KI+K: ;
PD"
1

1

5 I 5

NEXT

520 PRINT' Pl.!'
530 PRINTCHRe( 27)
531 K=30
5S2 PRINT"Do YOU want to plot axes? (Y/N)
533 KEY YS

4) '
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534 IF Yt="Y"THEN 535 ELSE 615
535 L5=L4-L3)/21FRINTL5,K:K=30
536 PRINTCHRS(27)+';"
527 PRINT"PA 2000,1900 PU PR";LS*K;",0 PD X7':PRINT"PR";L5*K;',0
INT4PR";L5*K;',0 XT":PRINT"PR";L5*K;",0 XI PU PA"
538 FRINT"DI 1,0"
540 PR/NT"PA";2000+L3*K-250:",1700 LEINILI;CHRS(3)
541 W1=INT( L1+( L2-L1)/3);w2=INT(L14(L2-L1)/1.5)
545 PRINT"PA' ;20004(L34-L5)*K-250;",1700 LS";W1;CHR$(2)
547 PFINT'PA";20004-(L3+1-5+L5)*K-250;',1700 LS";W2ICHR1.(3)
550 PPINT"PA"; 2000+L4*K-250;",1700 LEO;L2:CHRS(2)
555 PRINT'PA";2000.(L3*(L4-L3)/2)*K-850;",1400":PRINT" LSWAVELENOTH

)";CHRS(3)

560 PRINT" IN; SP1 ; PU 2000,2000 RD YT;PR 0,1000 YT":PRINT"PR 0,1C:00 vT"
:PIRINT"PR 0.1000 YT";PRINT"PP 0,1000 YT PU PA"
565 PRINT"PA 1600,1950 180.0";CHRS(2):PRINT'PA 1600,3950 LE1,0";CHRS(2)
:PRINT"PA 1600,5150 L82.0";OHRS(3)
570 PRINT"PA 1400,3350 010,1 LE ASSORSANCE";CHRI.(3):PRINT"PUm
580 PRINT "PU 2000,2000 IDI 1,0"
600 ,:=20:K1=2000:K2=.5:K2=K1+K2:2=.305
615 PRINT"CORRECTIONS FOR INNER FILTER EFFECTS'
675 PRINT 'PLOTTING OF UNCORRECTED DATA"
640 PRINT "Spectral region to be plot tee"
Lou, limit Inm)
L7
;*HT

644
645
646
647
648
641
660
661
662
664
665
643
671
672

PRINT" The calibration *unct.on Js W=224.3
1.595*;cate ooint TL"
PRINT" Do you wisn to enter a new calibration 1;unct: on? CT/N)"
KEY Yi
IF Ys="" THEN 660
IA=234.2.1SA=1.195
30T0 662
INPUT "INTERCERT:';IA
INPUT "SLOPE4";SA
W7=L7:W8=L8
L7=INT((L7-IA)/SA):L9=INT((LS-1A)/SA)
PRINT'PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY'
KEY FS
PRINTCHPS(27)+ei"
FRINT'IN;SP1; PU 2000,2000 PD YT;PR 0,1000 YT";FRINT"PR 0,1000 YT

673 PRINT'PR 0,1000 YT":PRINT"°R 0,1000 rT":PRINT'PIR 0,1000 YT PU PA"
674 FOR J=L7 TO L8
675 574(J)=PEEK(0+.:)*Di-PEEK(Ci..1)

680 PRINT"PU";J*K+KI,SZ:J)*2 +K1; "PO'
695 NEXT
696 PRINT 'PU 2000,2000
'

700 PPINT"Do you wish to perform PRE-FILTER correct:ons' (Y/N):"
701 KEY YS
704 IF Yt="Y" THEN 8000
705 IF YE = "N" THEN 11000

8000
8005
8010
3012
8014
5060
9065
8066

PPINT"PRE-FILTER CORRECTIONS"
INPUT"EXCITATION WAVELENGTH (nm)t'IL
INPUT"EX. SPECTRAL SAND/PASS Cric0:";NI
INPUT"WINDOW PARAMETERS W1,W2 (cm);';W1,612
GOSUB 12200
PRINT'CORRECTION FACTOR MONOCHROMATOR";81/F3:X5=PS/S1
PRINT"EFFECTIVE A88:";-L0G(F2/81)/LOGi10),I=F2/81
PRINT"CALCULATINS CORRECTION FACTOR FOR OPTICAL FIBER. WAIT PLEASE

8070 GOSLIS 12200
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8150 PR1NT"CORRECTION FACTOR FOR OPTICAL FIBER:';F6
8500 PRINT"Do you want to plot the corrected FL data? (Y/N):'
8505 KEY Y$
3510 IF Y$ = "Y' THEN 10000 ELSE 11000
10000 FOR J=252 TO 255
10005 StJ)=IPSEK(B+J)*16+PEEK<E1+,17/16
10010 SJ=S%(J)+8j
10015 NEXT
10020 PRINT"AUERAGE REF. SIGNAL:" ;5,1/4

10025
10028
10029
10030
10031
10032
10034
10035

INPUT"Pe4. correction factor:';R5
INPUT"Dilution factor:';05
PRINT' Place paper in plotter and press any Key'
KEY Y$
PRINTCHR$(27)+.3"
PRINT'IN SP2 PU 2000,2000 PA'
FOR J=L7 TO L8
SZ<J)=PEEK(C+J)*D+PEEK(CI+j)

10027 5',,<J)=5,4(0)/X5*05*R5

10040 PRINT"PU";J*K+KI,S%(J)*Z+KI;"PO'

1003 NEC
10044
10046
10047
10043
10049
10050
10051
0055
0060
0065
0067
3
3

PPINT"PU PA 2000,2000'
PRINT"hio YOU want to plot the axes? (Y/N):"
KEY Y$
IF YS="N'THEN 10090
PRINT"; SPI PU"
PFINT"PLI";L7*K+KI;",1900 XT PD";<L7+('.8-L7t/2)*K.K1;",1900 X7 9D"
PRINT"PD";LB*KfKl;',1900 XT PU PA'
PRINT'PA';L7*K.K1-250;",1700 L8';W7;CHP$(3)
PRINT"PA":(L7+(L8-L7)/2)*K+K1-250;',1700 LE";W74(W8-W7)/ 2;CHR$(2)
PRINT"PA";L8sK+KI-250;',1700 L8 ";WEMCHP$<2)
PRINT"EA";(L7+(L8-L7)/2)*K.K1-350;",1400 LEWAVELENGTH (nmi';CHRS(

0070 PRINT'PA 1600,1950 L80.0";CHR$<3):PRINT'PA 1600,2950 L22,0";CHRs<
: PRINT'PA 1600,3950 L84.0";CHR$(3)
0075 PRINT"PA 1600,4950 LE6.0'1CHRS(3):PRINT'PA 1600,5950 LE8.0";CHRsc
:PPINT "PA 1470,6950 L810.0";CHP4(3)
0080 PRINT"F4, 1400,2900 010,1 LB INTENSITY"ICHRS(2):PPIT"PU"
0085 PRINT "PU 2000,2000 ;DI 1,0"
0090
1000
1005
1010
1015

1020
1025
11030
11035
11040
11100
11110
11115
:117
11120
11122
11124
11125
11126
11127
11128

PRINTCHFS(27)+ "Z"
PRINT"POST FILTER CORRECTIONS'
PRINT'Spectral reoion of interest'
INPUT 'Lower and upper limits (nm):";(9,S
PRINT' The calibration function is W=234.3

1.995*<data point 4)

PRINT" Do you wish to enter a new calibration 4unction? (Y/N)"
KEY Y$
IF 'S="'," THEN 11100
1A=234.31S4=1.995
007011110
INPUT "INTERCEPT, SLOPE:";:6,,SA
RI=INT<(R-11):$0):P2=INT<(R-IA)/SA)
SI=INT<<S-11)/S0):S2=INT((S-IA)/SA)
PRINT"MPTCHING NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, PLEASE WAITY
GOSUB 12000
PRINTCHRS(27)+"2"
INPUT 'emission window parameters:";W1,W2
INPUT "EMISSION WAVELENGTH, BANDFASS:";L,N1
GOSUB 13000
PRINT"CORRECTION FACTOR MONOCHROMATCP7;52/F1
PPINT"EFFECTIVE ABSORBANCE:':-LDG(F3/181)YLOG(10)
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11130
11135
:1140
11145
11149
11150
11155
11160
11170
11175

INPUT "Inter4erence 411 ter wavelength1";L
NI=10
GOSUB 13000
PRINT"CORRECTION FACTOR INTERFERENCE FILTER:';F2/F1
PR1NT"EFFECTIVE ABSOREANCE:";-LOG(F3/81)/L0G(10)
PRINT"Do you want to plot the corrected luminescence? (Y/N):"
KEY YS
IF YS="N° THEN 11250
PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY'.
KEY TS

11130
11135
:1190
111?!
:1200
1:202
:1205

PRINTOHRS(27)+"r
FRINT'IN SP2 PU 2000,2000'
FOR J=R2TOS2
1=j-R2-R1)
:F C(I)(=0 THEN 11210
IF (O(1)Aw2-C(I)AWI)=0 THEN 11210
X=WeLOG(C(I))/(C(I)AW2-C(I)^W11

:1207 2%(J)=5 %(J)*X
11210 PRINT"PU";J*K+KI,S:4(J)*Z+K1;"PO'
1121.5 NEXT

:1220
:1240
1:250
11255
11250
11265
11300
:1205
12000
12005
12010
12015

PRINTCHRS(27)+42'
PRINT"PU PA 2000,2000 SRO'
PRINT" Do yOU want to per-form another task,'
KEY As
IF As="N4 THEN 11200
CHAIN "HASTE'
THE
PR/NT'
END
S2=511.(81-R1)..22+10:DIM C(256)
I=Rl
FOR J=RI TO SI STEP 9
C(I)=A(J)

12020 CII+1>=41iJ4.1>
12025 2(I...2)=A(J.2)

12022 c::+3)=A(J+2)/2+A<J4-3)/2

12040 C(1+5)=A(J.4)
12041 C(14.6)=ACJI-5)

2042 2.(1+7)=AY7+6)
2043 0:14-8)=4A(J+6)/24-A(J+7>/2
:2044 C(I+9)=A<J4.7)
12045 C(14-10)=A(J4.8)
12046 I=14.11

12050
2054
12055
12060
12065
:2070
12200
12205
12210
12215

NEXT J
TI=1
FOR I=R1 TO T1
C(I)=10"(-C(I))
NEXT
RETURN
W=W2-W1
N=INT(NI/S0+.5):MI=INT(((L-I1)/80)+.5):m2=m1.N
X=0:X1=0:X2=0:X2=0:81=0:F2=0:F3=0
PRINT"D1ODE
BLANK
ABS
SLIT FUNC
.FACTOR"
12220 FOR J=M1-N TO MI+N
12225 IF Ci(J)AW2-T(J)"W1)=0 THEN FI(J)=1:0010 12235
12230 FI(J)=W*LOG(T<J»/(T(J)-1.42-T(J)'W1)
12235 F1(:)=1/F14J)
12240 F2(J)=1-ABS(M1-J)/N

CORR
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2245 F2=F2(J)*T( J)*8%(J)4.F2:F3=F1(J)*F2(J)*E%(J)+F3
2250 el=ex(J)*F2(J)+81

2255
2250
2265
2310
2400
2405
2410
2415

PRINTj,2%,:J),LOGT(J))/-2.303,F2J),1/F1(i)
NEXT
RETURN
X=0:X1=0:X2=0:X3=0:51=0:F2=01F3=0:F6=0
L(0)=.003:L(1)=.007:L(2)=.09:L(3)=.25:L(4)=.3:L(5)=.25
L!6)=.09:L(7)=.007:L(3)=.003
FOR On0 TO S
01=.05.0*.1:0201+,1

2417 W1=01:412m)2:W=142-W1
2420 FOR J=-11-N 70 M14N
12425 :F (7(j)AW2-T(J)^6.11)=0 THEN Fl(j)=1:GOTO

12435

12430 FI(J)=W*LOG(T(J))/(T<J1-W2-T<fl'W1)
12435 F1(J)=1/F1(:)
12440 F2<.P=1 -4escril-p/N
12445 F2=R2CP*T(J)*E%(.;)+F2:F3=71(3)*P2c..1)41.1FA(J)+F3

12450 816::(J)*F2(J)+61
124,60 NEXT

12465 F6=L(0)/(B1/F3)*F5
12470 NEXT 0
12475 F5 =1/F6

12430 RETURN

13000 w=W2-M
1:005 N=ENT.,N1/504..5>IMI=INT(((L-11.5):M2=M1.-N
13010 X=0:1=0:X2=0:X3=0:81=0:F2=0:F3=0:FL=0
13015 PINT"DIO0E
ABS
SLIT FLNO
CORF.FACTOR"
13020 FOR =M1-N TO M14-N
:3025 FVJ:=W*LOO(T(J))/(7(J)-W2-7(J)-W1)
13030 F2(J)=1-mES(M1-J)/N
12025 FI=F2(,:),-Thi'l+c1IF2=c2(..1).F2

12036
13040
13045
13050
15000
15005

ElaBZ(J)*F2J)+131:F3=EZ(J)*T(J)0F2(J)
PRINTJ,LOG(TiJ,)/-2.203,F2<n,F1(.1)
NEXT
RETURN
FOR Ni TO LEN(AS)
IF MIDSiAS.N.1)="0' THEN X(N)=0:30TO 15020

15010 :(1,4)=JFIL(MIDS(AS,N,1))

15015
15020
15025
15030
15025
15040
15045
15050
:5055
15060
15500
15505

IF X(N)=0 THEN 15055
NEXT
J=LEN(AS)
Am0
FOR N=1 To j
A=X(N)*15^(J-N)+A
NEXTN
RETURN
EtwilDS(AS,N01)
;:(N)=ASC(Bi)-55:GOT015020
;1=0
FOR Jsj1 TO j2

15510 22:(J)=PEEK(B+j) *D+PEEK(B14-J)
15515 2%(J)=REEK(A24-J).D.PEEK(A1 i-J)

15520
15525
15520
15535

R1=5%(J)76%(J)+R1
NEXT
R1=R1/!J2-,11-1):PRINT'Larno correction factOr:°;R1
RETURN
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5 GOSO8 10000
10 PRINT"
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PMT DATA
15 GOSUB 10000
21.1 GOTO 11000

500
505
510
515
520
525
1526
1527
1520
1525
1545

FOR N=1 TO LEN(AS)
IF MIDS(AS,N,1)="0" THEN )(IN

0:GOTO 1520

X(N)=VAL(MIDsms:Nwi):
IF XKNI=C, THEN 1600
NEXT
J=LESHAs:
A=0
FOR N=1 TO
A=KIN/016A(J-N)+A
NEXTN
RETURN

:600 51.-6MIDS(AS,N.1)

1605 X(N)==5C;$0-55:50T01525
10000 FOR 1=0 TO 2
10005 PRINTCHRS(13)
10010 NEXT
:0015 RETURN
11000 INPLT "NUMBER' OF DATA POINTS:"iN
11004 CsN
11005 LINE INPLT "STZRTING ADDRESS (llex):';As
11010 GOSU8 1500
11:215 sRINT'REF. SIGNAL","PMT 41",'FMT 02":"PMT 03"
11015 N=C-1
11019 DIM SI1( N*4),S22(N*4),S33(N*4),S44(N*4)
11020 51=4:82=A+256+3
11025 FOR 1=0 TO N.4 STEP 4
11030 511(1)=PEEK(81+1+0)*16+PEEK(82+1+0)/16
11035 S1=511(1)*S11(1)+51
11040 01=511(I)+01
11050 522117=PEEK(B1+1+1)016+PEEK(52+1+1 );"16
11055 52=522(I)+522(1)+52
11060 02=522(1)+02
11070 5313(I)=PEEK(81+1+2)*16+PEEK(82+I+2)/16
11075 S3=533(I)*53341)+55
11080 03=533(1)+03
11090 544(I)=PEEK(81+1+3)*16+PEEK(82+11.13) 716
11095 54=544(1)*S44(I)+54
11100 04=S44(I)+04
11110 PRINTS11(1):522(1),S33(1),544(I)
11115 NEXT
11116 PRINTCHR$(13)
11117 PRINT°
MEAN VALUES"
11120 PRINT 01/C,02/C,03/C:04/C
11130 U1=51-01.01/C:U2=52-02*02/C:U3=83-03*03/CIO4=s4-04*04/C
11135 Wl=faES(UI/(0-1))1W2=AES(U2/IC-1))1W3=AES<U3/(C-1)):W4=A8SCU4/(C-1

11140
11:42
11145
11150
11155
11160

YI=SOR(W1):Y2=5.5R(W2):Y3=SOR(W3):Y4=SOR(W4)
PRINTCHRs(15)
PRINT'
STANDARD DEVIATIONS"
PRINTY1,Y2,Y3014
PRINT"
RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATIONS (X)"
PRINTY1*C*100/01,Y2*C+100/02,Y3*C*100/02,Y4*C*100/04
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7000 REM The following section will calculate the Mean, Average
7005 REMand Standard Deviation, values for data points acouired
7010 REMerom the diode arrays
7011 Gosue 8000
7012 PRINTcHps27).-9e
7020 PRINT"
STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS'
7023 PRINT'
OF SPECTRAL DATA'
7025 GOSUB 8000
7061 PRINTCHRI(13)
7500 PR1NT"Number of succesive spectra to be used in calculations:'
7505 INPUT X
7506 INPUT ' Base storage address (dec):";A
7508 E1=A:REM El is the decimal value for the storage address
7510 PRINT "Numoer of diode signals to be grouped into one data point:"
7515 INPUT N
7516 PRINT'Slope and intercept of wavelength calibration function"
7517 INPUT S1,11
7520 PRINT " So ec tral range over which calculations will be performed"
7521 PRINT'
Lower limit (nm):"
7522 INPUT 7
752S 1F F( I1 THEN PRINT" Se) ow limit, try again!':30T07521
7524 C=R
75'27 GOSUB 10000
7523 D=INT(J1*.5)
752! PRINT"
Upper limit (nm)kmax=750);"
75.2
INPUT C
7527 IF 01114.256.51 THEN PRINT "Above limit, try again! :00T07535
7527 IFC-F THEN PRINT "Lower limit higner than upper limit, try agairL":
00707521
7541 OOSUE 10000
7542 E=INT(J14-.5)

7543 DIM ME-0,X).K(E-D,X),AV(E-D)
7544 PRINTCHRs(27).t'A"
7548 P=2
7547 Q=258
7550 e2 =e1,0
7600 FtP. 1 =0 TO E-D STEP N

76:0 FCR 1=1 TO X
7620
7640
7650
7620

FOR '1=0 70 N-1
M(3,1)=PEEK(1+(1-1)*R*G+j+y4.0)*(4+PEEK(821.(1-1)*R*0+J+Y+0).M
MtM(J,I)
NEXT

7685 K(J.0)=0
76E8 K(J,I)=M-M(J,1-1)
7700 NEXT
7710 AC(J)=M/X
7720 M=0
7720 NEXT
7740 REM The AV(J) values are the averages of the data points
7741 REMfrom the "i" spectra cnosen
7742 REM The following sect; on will calculate the std. dev.ation
7749 PRINTOHRS(27)f"3"
7770 DIM 8(XitN),S(E-D)
7771 PRINT"
Data point 0
Average
Std. De
viation"
7770 FOR ,T=0 TO 0-0 STEP N
7200 FOR 1=1 TO X
I

7810 E(:)=K(J,I)-AV(..7)
7820 C1=B(I).8(/)$.01

7350 NEXT I
'340 S(J)=SCIRC(C1)/(X-1))
'P.1117 OSTLT: 4#411sfitiMM#S.12":i4.D
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7E46 PF/NTCHRS(27),-"r4

7847 PRINT USINGs============#===================0=4.==";AV(J);PRINTCHR
SCZ7,#";.
794? RRINTUSING"#M4SOWO40#R44440$0#0144###$#####414444$4#0#444#####$$#$444
MO#.4#";S(J);PRINTCHRS(27)+"+"
78F0 C1 =0

7851 PR/NTCHRS(27).-'f"
78=0 NEXT J
7550 STOP

$000 FOR 1=1 TO 5
9005 Q=USR(&"E9F0',0)
$010 NEXT I
3015 RETURN
10000 JIaLC-111/91
10005 RETURN
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0005;MASTER PROGRAM
0010 ;OOP?FiGHT (C) CECILIA YAPPERT
001! :FEBRUARY 1953, O.S.U.
0020 ;This program! allows communication
0025 ;with the Slave ststem for simultaneous
0030 ;execution of different tasks: data
0025 ;ACQUISITION, TRANSMISSION and
0040 ;MANIPULATION
0045 ;LABELS:
0050
0055
0060
0065
0070
0075

'JocienAcloo

UGRAH=U0P84-1

UDDRS=UDR5+2
UDDRA=UOR5eS
UPCR=UORB+SO
LIIFRtuoRs+so

um,

The labels defined above correspond to the
0055 :1/0 Ports present on A-65 board (6522 #0)
005'0 DP51=S1900

0095
0100
0105
0110
0115
0120
0125
0130
3135
0140
0145

DRAHI=0PE1*1
OCR51=0ES1f:
OORAI=DP9It3
TILI=DR5144
TICH1=0P514-5
T2L1=0R91.8
T2H1=ORE1+?
ACRI=0P51+SE
PCRI=DR514-sC
'P91=09E1+60
DPA1=0R81.SF
:150
The labels defined above correspond to the
0155 ;I /O ports present on the "home-made' I/O board

0160 U6522 01)
0165
0170
0175
0150

OR920$1A00
:RAH2=ORB241
COR52=0P5242
ODRA2=0PS24.2

0155 TiL2=0R52 4-4

0190
0195
0200
0205
0210
0215
0220

0225
0220
0225
0240
024!
0250
0255
0260
0270
0275
0290
0235

TICH2=0882,5
72L2=0R52+8
72H2=0RE2+9
ACR2=0P82+5E
ROR2=DR92-sC
17R2=DRE2.S0
The amoue defined labels correspond to the
;I/0 Ports present on I/0 board (6522 #2)
CLjEr5C000; task clue
NUMER=C-UE-1-1: number of parameters to be passed to Slave
PARAM=CLUE+4100; begins the table of parameters
spEo.PARM.1: -.umber of spectra desired (not Counting dark)
SLC1-41=PARAM+1; low byte of 1st, address of Slave data block
5HIGI=PAPAM4-2; h:gh byte of let. address of Slave data block
SUCU2=PARAM,3; low byte of last address. of Slave data block
sHIG2=RAPAm+4; hlon byte of last address of Slave data block
MLOW1=PARAM*5; low byte of 1st, address of Master .ate block
MH131=PARAM*6; high byte of 1st. adoress of Master data block
MLOW2=PARAM+7; low byte of last address of Master data block
MHIG2.EPARAM1.51 high byte of last address of Master data block
1

0290 1....0141=5FI

0295 MIGH1=1F2
0300 L0W2=-SF9

0301 LOWS=5F9
.30_ LDf.ka=sRr
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0303 RES7=60200
0205 HIGH2=4F4
:3:0 PAOE=CLJEf2; first page for storage of data
0311 Pit-IT=FARAM4-4: numcsr o4 PMT data points reou'red

0312 OELAL=F4RAmr5; low byte of time after injection
0313 DELAH3KA4RAM+6; hign byte of time after injection
0314 SET:L=PAPAM*7; low byte of time between spectra
0215 8ETIH=PARAM+0; hign byte of time between spectra
0316 CLITL=PARAM*P; low byte of CL integ. time
0317 CLITH=PARAM+SA: nigh byte of CL integ. time
0313 BET2L=FARAM.SE: low byte of time between seouences
0219 EET2H=RARAMf$C; rign byte of time between sequences
0320 SEOUE=PARAMSD: number of PL/CL sequences
0322 OUT=SEEFC; MONITOR subroutine OUTALL
0223
The lastly defined labels correspond to
0324
The lastly defined labels. correspond to
0325 ;different parameters to be used by the
0330 ;following routines
0335 ii=4481; starting address of program
0340 START JSR MORE: go to get clue
0345 JSR 'DENT: identify it
0250 RTS; ant after performing task go back to EASIC program
0355
The above routine constitutes the fundamental
0360 ;program which allows the execution of tasks
0365 MOPE JSR ATTE; call Slave's attention
0370 LOA 000: make port A input
0375 STA UDDRA; to receive acknowledgement
0250 STA UDRAH; Send 'I'm ready' signal
0235 LDA 002; mask for IFR
02PQ BIT UIFR; check if data is available
0395 8E0 0-3; wait till it is
0400 LOA UDRAH
get acknowledgement
0405 STA CLUE-1; store ;t and compare it
0410 LOA CLUE: :neck its validity
0415 CrIP CLUE-1; if it is wrong
0420 8NE WRONG; print message, if it is right
0425 RTE; continue with main program instruction
0420 ATTE LDA 04FF; make Port A output
0435 STA UDDRA
0440 LOA 008; set CAI and CA2 in handshake mode
0445 STA UPCR
0450 LDA 002; check for 'I'm read'"' signal from
0455 BIT UIFR; Slave, keep waiting till it is
0460 SEQ 0-3; received
0445 ATTE1 LOA CLUE: send task clue
0470 ETA UDRAH; and check if Slave
0475 LDA 002: has received it
0430 SIT LIPP; wait till it nas
043.5 SEd *-3; and then go oacK to
hdOh P72: calling routine
0495 WRONG LDA 1412A; print a "+" if the
0500 2SR OUT: acknowldgement is wrong
0505 RTS.; and go oacx to BAs:
ogram
0510
The following routine icent,fies the chosen
:task ant proceecia with its execut:cn
0
:DENT LOA CLUE; oet the clue
0525 CMP #1;
s
task #1
0530 ?ED TASK1; ves, go and do 't, no, check
0535 DIP 42: .4 it is task #2
0540 SEC -ASK2: yes, go and co it. no. check
1050
03:
4
it is task #3
0550 SEQ TASK3 1 yes, go and CO
t
no. check
075: :MP ea: is :t task #4
J57,2 253 TASK4: perform ASICL data accuisiticm
0=73 MR $5: if
,s task 05
TASKS: 0e-form ASS, FL and CL measurements
;

;

;

;

0525

,

i
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0555 CMP #6; if not, is it task #6,
56. EEO TASK6; perform ASS, CL and FL measurements if it
0557 CMP #$FF; if nothing else
rebuL-ed
05d0 eso
finish the execution of this ASS. lang. program

0565 TASKI JMP AMA; go and acauire data
0570
0575
0576
0577
0579
0560
0585

0590
0595
0600
0601
0605
0610
0611
0612
0615
0420
0625
0620
0625
0610
0645
0650
0655
0660
0665
0670
0675
0680
0695
0690
0695
0700
0705
0710
0715
0720
0725
079.0

0725
0740
'0745
0750
0755
0760
0765

TASK2 JMP TRANS; go and transfer data
TASK3 JMP MANIP; go and perform calculations
TASK4 JMP AESCL; take ABS + CL data
TASKS JMP AFLCL; take ABS + FL + CL data
TASKS jr1F ACLFL; take ABS + CL + FL data
FIN! RTS; go back to BASIC
The following routine allows the acauisiticm
;of spectral data from the diode array
ACOU0 JSR PAR1; get parameters. necessary
JSR DARK; close the shutter
JSR REF10; go and refresh 10 times
JSR ACCU1; and take a "dark" spectrum
JSR OPEN; open the. shutter
JSR. INJEC; inject last reagent
JSR DELAY; wait for the desired time and
ACQUX JSR ACQUI; take a spectrum
DEC SFECi check if all desired spectra
BNE ACQUX; were acquired, if not take more
RTS; otherwise return to calling program
PAR1 LDA #2FF; make port A output
STA UDDRA; to send parameters
LDY NUMER; get the numberof parameters
PAR2 LDA #02; to be passed to Slave
BIT UIFR; check for "I'm ready" signal
EEO *-2; wait till received
LDA PARAM,Y; get the Yth. parameter and
STA UDRAH; and send it
DEY; have all the parameters been sent
ENE PAR2; if not continue sending
RTS; if yes, go back to calling routine
DARK LDA MIFF; make Port E of 6522 #2
STA 00;262; output
LDA 002; send a low level on cet to close
STA DP82; shutter and then go back to
RTS; calling routine
OPEN LDA #403: send a high level on P81
STA DR82; open snutter
RTS; and return to calling routine
The following routine refresns the diode array
;three times, senas signal to Slave and after the
;chosen integration time has elapsed, the 1024
;diodes are interrogated and 256 data points
;are generated and stored in memory
ACjUl LDA #00; make port A input
STA ODFAI: 06522 #1)
LDA O480; make port E input, except F94,5 and 7
;

0770 STA DDRE:1

0775
0760
0795
0790
0795
0900
0601
0602
0602
0605
0810
0815
0E20
0925

LDA #160; set 7: in freerunning mode w/ PE7 output
STA ACR1: and 72 in pulse count.ng mode
BEGIN LDA #S01; load pulse width for clocking diodes
STA TILT; (19 used)
LDA #00
STA T:CH1; start clocking
JSR: ATTE; senC 'start' signal to Slave
LDA #07
JSR OUT
LDX #05
PSOOS ISA #SCO;
send 8.8 signal
STA PCR1
LOA 01E0
STA PCP!
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0830 LDA W508; set integ. time for refreshing to
0925 STA T2LI; 1032 pulses
clew° LDA #504; (short integ. time)
0845 STA 72H1; start counting pulses
0850 LDA #520; mask for T2 1FR
0855 SIT IFR1; is integ. time up?
0860 BSO *-3; wait till it is
0865 LDA T2LI; clear IFR for next operation
0870 DEX; are the three Refresh Scans completed?
0875 SINE REFRE; if not keep refreshing
0880
in the next section a 8.8 signal is sent
0835 ;and after the chosen integ. time is up
0890
the data acquisition begins in both systems at once
0901 LDA #511
0902 STA TILL
0903 LDA *00
0904 STA TICH1
0905 LDA #500: send S.S signal
0+10 STA PCP:
0915 LDA *EEO
0920 STA PCR1
0925 JSR INTIM; go and reach the desired integration time
0961 LDY #00
;

0962 STY L0141

0963 Sr:" LOW2; preoare storage addresses
0964 LDA PACE
096TSTA HIGHI; preoare storage page for high bytes
0966 CLC
0967 ADC *01; prepare storage page for low bytes
0965 57A HIGH2
1022 LDA #SOC; and send 8.8 to start interrogation
1022 STA PCP:
1024 LDA e5E0
1025 STA PC -1

1023
:027
1029
1023
1025
1040
1045
1050
10E5
1060
1065
1070
:075
1080
loes
:090
1095
:100

LDA 4500
317 DP81
ONE *-2
NO=
ACC:LIZ LDA DRAHI; read low byte of diode signal
STA (LCW2).Y; and store it
NOP
NOP; delay for synchronization
NOR
LDA DPE1; read hrgh byte of diode signal
STA (L041),
and store it
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP; delay for synchronization
LDA DRAH1; read low byte of diode signal

110! CL:.; oear cam flag_
1110 ADC C...O142.f; add it to previous signal
11:5 37A (LC442),Y; and store it

1:20 LDA OREL; read nigh byte of diode signal
:125 ADC .L3W1),1; add it to previous signal
:130 STA (LOW1),Y; and store it
135 NOP
1140 NOP; delay for synchronization
:1a5 NOP
1150 LDA ORAHI; read low byte of 3rd. diode signal
1155 CLC; clear carry flag
1160 ADC 0..3142),Y; add the previous sum
1165 STA (LCW2),Y; and store it
1170 LDA DR811 read high byte of 3rd. diode signal
175 ADC (L0141),Y; add to previous sum
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11E0
1155
1190
1195
1200
1205
1210
1215
220
:225
1230
1235

STA (LOW1),Y;and store it
NOP
NOP; delay for synchronization
NOP
LDA DRAW; read low byte o4 4th. diode signal
CLC; ciear carry flag
ADC (LOW2),Y; add it to previous sum
STA (LOW2),Y; and store it
LOA DRB1; read high byte of 4th. diode signal
ADC (LOW1),i; add it to previous sum
STA (LOW1),Y; and store it
INV; are 25o data points taken?
1240 ENE ACQLI2; if not continue acquiring them
1245 LDA PAGE; otherwise prepare next storaoe
1250 CUD
255 ADC 002
1250 STA PAGE; address
1261 LDA 0$2A
12.2 JSR OUT
1265 P75: return to calling program
1270 ;The following routine will allow the transfer
1275 ;of data from the Slave system to the Master
1250 :after the corresponding parameters have teen
1225 ;sent to the Slave and the data block storage
129.0 ;boundaries have also been chosen by the user
:295 TRANS JSa PA1R1; send parameters to Slave
1300 LOA MIS:WI; get !ow byte of 1st. storage
:305 STA LOWI; address and store it
:310 LOA MHIGI
get high byte of 1st. storage
:3I5 STA HIGH11 address and store it
:520 LDA MLOW2; get
tyte of last storage
1325 57= L0W2: address and store it
1330 LOA MH132; ']et nign byte of last storage_
1225 :37A HIGH2; address and store it

340 L:A 000; make port A input
1345 STA LIDORP.

1250 STA IJOIRAF; send 'I'm ready" signal

1355
1210
:365
1270

PECE: LOA 002: check for "data available'
517 U1 FR; wait tOl It is received
EEO *-3
LOY 000: and set counter 'help'
1275 LOA LIDPAH: read orte
1350 STA (LOWD,Y; and store it
1385 INC ,_0411: orepare next storage address
1390 SEO INKRA1 c :-range Page i4 necessary
:395 :NKIRB LOA H:3H1; get current page number
1400 31W HIGH2: is
t
tr,e
last storage page'
:405 ENE RECEI; Hi: not continue storing data
1410 LDA LOW1; if it is check i4 the last byte
:415 CMP LCW2 is the nert one
142:1 ENE PECS:: ;4 not continue receiving data
1425 LDA 0327: ;4 ;t ,s print
1423 ,j5P OUT; on the console and
:435 PTE; return to calling routine
:440 INKRA INC HIGH1; ,ncrement page number
,

:445 ;IMP :NKRE

MANIP LOA 0$25
1455 JSR OUT
14o0 P7S
1450 AESCL 'SP, 71-AP1;

send parameters to Slave
:455 JSR DAPK; dose shutter
14So JSR REF10: go anc --fresh 10 times
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1490
1495
1500
1505
1506
1510
1515

,.Te ACCUI; take a "dark spectrum"
JaR INJEC; inject last reagent
JSR DELAY; wait for desired time and
ACQUY JSR ACOUI; acquire CL data
JSR SETW1
DEC SPEC; decrement spectrum counter
SNE ACCLIY: if more sciectra are needed. take them
RTS; and return to calling program!
AFLCL JSP PAR1; send parameters to Slave
JSR DARK; close shutter
JSR REF10; go ano refresh 10 times
LDA #180; set for CL int. time
STA S05D1
JSR ACOUI; acquire dark spectrum
LDA #001 set for FL int. time
STA S05D1
JSR ACCUI; acquire "FL dark" spectrum
JSR OPEN; open snutter
JSR ACQU1; acquire a =L spectrum of reactants
JSR INJEC: inject last reagent
JSR DELAY; wait for desired time after tnj.
FLJOR LDA SPEC; =et spectrum counter
STA SPEC420; in changeable location
JSR OPEN; open shutter for FL acquisition
LDA #00 ;set pointers to PL. integ:time
STA sO5DI
ACCU2 JSR ACQUI; take a FL spectrum
JSR EETWI; wait for desired time between spectra
DEC SPEC+201 decrement counter
eNE
more spectra are needed; go and pet it
CLJM LDA SPEC; set counter for CL seauence
STA SPEC+20; set spect. counter aga,r,
ACCUW JSR DARK; close =nutter
JSR EETW2; waft for desired t:me between sequences

1520
1525
1530
1521
1522
1533
1535
1536
1537
1533
1540
1545
1550
1555
1556
1557
1558
1559
1540
1564
1565
1570
1575
1580
1585
1590
1595
1596 LDA #SSO:change pointers to 2L nteg. time
1597 STA 505011:eor now
1600 ACOULs JSR ACCU1: take a CL spectrum
1605 JSR SE7W1; wait for oesired time between spectra
:610 DEC SPEC+201 decrement spectra counter by one
1615 EWE ACDUY: if more soectra are needed, take them
1620 JSR BETW2; otherwise wait for desired time
1625 DEC 3E01_1E; and if more sequences are needed
:630 ENE FLUOR; repeat FL/CL data accuis. process
1625 RTS; return to calling program
1640 INJEC LOA #2; send HI level to injector
1645 STA DRE2; keeping the shutter. coseo
1650 LOA #0;
send LO leuel to Injector
165 STA DRe:: Keeping shutter closed
1670 JSR TIME; keep LO level for somet.me
1675 LOA 1402: send MI level to injector
lase STA DR82
1685 RTS
1686 TIME LDA #00; set 72 in one shot mode wItn no PE7 output
1637 STA ACR2
:690 LOA #SF7
:6:5 STA T2L2
1700 LOA #00; this sutroutlne causes a delay of 256 usec.
:705 STA T2H2: 72 is the timer usec in tne one shot mote
1710 LOA 0520; mask for T2 interrupt
1715 SIT IFP2; is time up?
1720 eut *-3; wa:t t'll it iS
1725 LOA T2L2; clear IFP2
1720 RTS
1735 DELAY LDA DELAL; get the LO byte of the chosen
1740 STA T2L1; and store it in 72 counter
1745 LOA DELAH; get the HI byte 24 the delay
1750 STA T2H1; store it and start t,ming.
17.55 LOA #420; mask for 72 interrupt
1760 SIT IFR1; is time up'
t
is
wait t,!I
a... EEO
1770 LOA 72L1; clear IFP1
4

1775 FT!: return to calling pr-cgri4r,
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1780 BETWI LDA BEM; get the LO byte of the ;nterval
1795 STA T2L1; between spectra, store it in 72 low counter.
1790 LDA BETIH; get HI byte of interval and
1795
1800
1805
1310
1815
1820
1825
1830
1835
1340
1845
1250
1855
1860
1965
1875
1890
1885
1850
1395
:900
1905
1910
1995

ETA T2H11 store it to start timing
LDA #420; mask for T2 interrupt
BIT IFF1; is time 0r0
BED *-3; wait till it is
LDA 72L1; clear IFRI
RTS; return to calling routine
BETW2 LOA 8E72L; get LC byte of time between sequences
STA T2L1: and store it in LO counter of 72
LDA BET2H; oet HI byte of interval,
STA T2H1; store it and start timing
LOA #420; mask for 72 interrupt
BIT IFRI; is time up?
SE0 *-3; wait till it is
LDA T2L1; clear IFRI
RTS; return to calling routine
INJE LOA #031 send HI level to injector
STA DR921 keeoino shutter open
LOA #01; send LO level to injector
STA DR22; keeping shutter open
JSR 7:ME: keep LO level *or 256 usec.
LOA #03; send HI level to injector
ETA DR82: keeping shutter open
RTS
*=s800

2000 INT:M LOX 14410:

2005
2010
2015
2020
202!
2030

SECON LOA *SOS: store the number of pulses
STA 72LI; LO byti, for timing
sec.
LOA 0466; HI byte
STA 72H1
LOA 0420; mask for Timer 2 interrupt
BIT IFRI; is the
sec. period over?
2035 BEG *--3; if not Keep waiting
2040 LDA T2L1; clear interrupt
2041 DEX: decrement by
the "second" counter
2042 ENE SE2ON; keep timing till all seconds have elapsed
2045
Now that the seconds have been counted
2050
the remaining milliseconds will he timed
2055 LOA PARAM+2; load LO byte of int. time
2060 STA 12L1; into Timer 2 of 6522 #1
2065 LOA PARAM+3;load high byte of int. time
2070 STA 72H1; into Timer 2
2075 LOA 4420; mask for Timer 2 interrupt
2080 BIT IFRI; is integ. time up?
2085 BED *-3
2090 LOA 720I; clear interrupt
2095 RTS
2100 REFIO LOA #480; make Port 9 input, except PS4,5,7
2105 STA DDRB1
2110 LDA #480; set TI in free-running mode w/ RB7 output
2115 STA ACR1; and 12 in pulse counting mode
2:20 8E013 LOA 0401; load pulse width for clocking dipces
2125 ETA TILI; (03 used
2170 LOA #00
2135 STA TICHI; start clocking
2140 LOX #304; set counter for 10 refresh scans
2145 REFR1 LOA #4C0; send B.3 signal
2150 STA PCR1
1

I

I

;

217 LQA ;,5?
set integ. time for refreshing to
T2L1; 1032 pulses
0404; (short integ. time
72H1; start counting pulses
0E20; mask for T2 IFR
IFRI; is inter. t.me up?
*-3; wait till it
s
T2L1 clear IFR for next operation
2205
are the ten
Refresn Scans completed?
2210 ENE REFRI; if not Keep refreshing
iijs f6;;' #40S;

2170
2175
2180
2:25
2100
2195
2200

STA
LOA
STA
LOA
217
BED
LOA

'111f RTS
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The following section will substract with double
Precision the twobyte words stored in memory
2230 *=30F50
2225 LOY #00; set the pointer
2240 REST 1 SEC:set the Carry Flag
2245 LDA (L0W1),Y
2220
2225

1

;

225.0 SEC (LOW2),Y

2255 STA (LOWI),Y; the LO bytes have been substracted
2260 LOA (L0143),Y

22c5
2270
2275
22SO
2285
2290
2295
2200
2205
2310
2315
2220
2325
2330
2335
2236

SEC (Low4),y
STA (LOW3),Y
STA REST
LDA #3801 check if the sign bit is Hi, tnis would
;indicate a negative number
BIT REST
BNE ZERO
INY; increase the counter by one
BNE RESTI; if the 256 data points have been suostracted
RTS
ZERO LDA #0
STA (LOW1),Y; if the number is negative, it will be set
STA (LOWS),Y; to zero for now
INY
BNE REST!
RTS
.30880
2340

2345 INTI1 LDX WO;
SECO1
LDA OSCE; store the number of pulses
STA T2LI; LO torte, for timing
sec.
LDA 0366; Hi byte
STA T2H1
LDA 0320; mask for Timer 2 nterrupt
BIT IFRI; is the I sec. period over?
BEG -3; if not keep waiting
LDA T2L1; clear interrupt
DEX; decrement by 1 the 'second' counter
BNE SEC01; keep timing till all seconds have elapsed
Now that the seconds have been counted
;the remaining milliseconds will be timed
LDA CLITL
load LO byte of int. time
STA T2LI; into Timer 2 of 6522 #1
LOA CLITH ;load high byte of int. time
STA T2HI; into Timer 2
LOA 0320; mask for Timer 2 interrupt
BIT IFRI; is integ. time up!
BEG -3
LOA 72L1; clear interrupt
RTS
ACLFL JSR PARI: oet parameters
JSR PARK; close shutter
JSR REF10; refresh 10 times
LDA #00; poke FL int. time subr. address
STA $0501
2490 J3P =CC:0211 atc:u1re dark spectrum (CL int. time)
2485 LDA *SSOI poke CL int. time subr. address
0 STA sO5D1
2fC5 ..78P =COW; acauire :ark Spectrum (FL Int. time,
2511 JSR :NJEC: .eject last reagent
27 I 5 LIS:. DELAY; wait for desired period
2520 CLjMI LD= SPEC
2525 =T- SREC.20
2520 L:A #580
2f23 STA 50501; set
CL int. time
2550 CLIJM2
OR ACall: get C.._ spectrum
2555 j2; ERM.1
2560 DE: 3FEC-20

2350
2355
2360
2365
2370
2375
2380
2225
23E6
2387
2390
2295
2400
2405
2410
2415
2420
2425
2430
2435
2440
2445
2450
2455
2460
2465

I

;

;

2565 SHE OLL:t12
FL'..l0R1
ISP OPEN: open shutter
2575 LCA SPEC
2580 STA SP4C.20
2585 JSR BETL2

257r:
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2590 LCA $00
set for FL
2595 STA 1.0501
;

2610
2615
2620
t25
2620
2635
2640
2645
2647

int.

time

PLUOR2
ACQUI
JSR
DEC SPEC490
ENE FLuOR2
JSP. EETW2

DEC SEQUE
ENE CLUM1
RTS
.END

T?

ETYPE ACQU1.ASM
;DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM
;COPYRIGHT (C) BY CECILIA YAPPBRT. AUGUST 1984
;This program interrogates and stores the signal
;from the diode array.
DREA49F.90

ORA=0RBel
DORB=DRE1+2

DOPA=DRB+S
T1L=DRE+4
TICHe.ORE1+5
TILLeg0R84.6

TILH=DRE.-7
T2L-90REee

T2CH=DRE+9
SP=DREesA
ACP=ORE41.8

POR=DRE+SC
IFR=ORBeiD
IER=ORElesE
DPAI=DRE1+3F
L014194+-1

LOW2=IPS
A.IEHI=SP2
HIGH2=-SB4
EAGEse$600

spc:=AAGE.I
uppe=s4000
UDRAH=UDREe1
LiDDREALIDPE+2

ODOPA=UDP61.3
URCP=UOREeliC
UIFP=UDRB+SID
CLUE=SUA00

NLMER=CLUE+$10
TAELE=CLUE+$100
CRLF=SEE44
LINE=sEPF0
OUTALL=-sE97A

CRCK=tEA24
OUT=SE9F7
DPE2=s9F90
DPA2=OPE2+1
ODRE2=DRE2+2
OGRA2=DP82+3
T1L2=DRB244
TICH2=0;982.5

TILL2=0P82+6
TILH2=DP82.7
T2L2=DRE2eS
T2CH2=ORB24.9
AC.92=09E2+SA

PCP2=ORB2*SC
1rR2AC.RE2+50
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PMTN=TABLE415
PMT=46000
PMTH=46200
HCOE1=TABLE4450
M0DE2=M0DE1+1
*4=4200

CLUES

LOA
STA
LOX
SIX
LDA
ETA

0420; prepare storage page
PAGE
41; set clue table
CLUE
CLUE
CLUE,X

INX
CPX
ENE
LDA
STA
LDA

4E
CLUES; finish setting the clues
44FF; set "The End" clue
CLUE,X
417; set the number of parameters

STA NUME1R4.1; for each task

STA NUMER+4
LDA 418
ETA NUMER+5

ST-; NUMER+6

START

LDA
ETA
ETA
ALA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR
JSR
JHP

04
NUMER+2
NUMER+7
44FR; make Port A of 6522 42 output
DDRA2
40; and Port B input
DDR82
MORE
:DENT
START

=4260
Acauo

ACOUX

ACCU1

JSR PAR1
LDA TABLE-El; get the number of spectra
CLO
ADC 401; add one to it (dark spectrum,
STA SPEC
JER REF10; go and refresh 10 times
JSR ACCUl

DEC SPEC; after taking a spectrum, check if
ENE ACOUX; that reaches the desired numoer
JSR MESE1; print message
RTS; if not, take more, otherwise
return
LOA 40
ETA ODRA; make Port A output
LDA 4480; make Port b input
ETA DORE; except P87, PBS and P84
LDA 44E0
STA ACR ;set timer
in free running mode
;and timer 2 in pulse counting mode
JER WAIT; wait for Master's order to start
LOA 41
STA TIL ; =_.t the pulse width
LDA 4400;4or clocking the diode arra),
STA TICH
LOX 45
;set the counter for refresh scans
LOA #$C0
STA PCR ;send Begin) Scan signal
LDA 44E0
STA PCP
LDA 4403
STA T21. ;set Integratton time for
LDA 4404;refresh scans
STA T2CH
LDA 4420; mask for Timer 2
1

easIN

REFRE
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BIT IFR
check if set
SSD CHECK
LOA T2L ;clear :FR
OEX
ENE REFRE
The above section performec five Refresh Scans
;now, al:ter the chosen integration time has
;elapsed, 256 data points will be acquired
LDA 4511
STA T1L
LOA $0
STA 71CH
LOA 4SCO
STA PCP ;send E.S signal
LOA OSE0
STA PCR
LOY 40
STY LOW1; prepare storage addresses
Tr( LOW2
LOA PACE; set storage page number
STA HIGH1; for high bytes
CLC
AOC 41
STA HIGH2; and for low bytes
JSR INTIM; time the nominal integration time

CHECK

;

LOA Oa

AOGIU2

STA
LOA
STA
JMP
NOP
NOP
NOP
LOA
STA
NOP
NOP
NOP
LOA
STA
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
LDA

PCR
4SE0
PCR; send e.s to start Interrogation
+3

DRA
read low byte of data point
(LOW2),Y ;and store it
;

;

delay for srichronisation

OPE: read high Byte of data point
(LOW1),Y ;and store it

;

deter for synchronisation

DRA ;read low byte of next data point

CLC

ADC (L0W2),Y ;and add it to low byte of
STA
LOW2),Y
;previous point, store it
LDA Dee
;read high Byte of next point
ADC (LOW1),Y
;and add it to high byte of
STA (LOW1),Y
;previous point, store it
1NY

ENE
LOA
CLC
ADC
STA
LOA
JSR
JSR
JSR
LOA
STA
LOA
ETA
JSR
LOA
STA
RTS

ACQU2
PAGE

have 256 points been acquired?
:Pepare number of next storage

42
;page
PAGE
4S2A; print a '*" after each spectrum
OUT
CLEAR; :leer bits 6 and 7
PHOTOO: oet reference detector signal
404:acquire 4 data points from each PMT
PMTN
4So0; do not wait between seta point_
TIMEX
PMTI
**SAO: replace code in tImung routine
TIMEX
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*=1500
Twb/T

LDA 40
STA UDDRA
LDA 4508
STA UPCR
STA UDRAH
LDA 02
BIT UIFR
DEG LOOP
LDA UDRAH
RTB
JSR WAIT
STA CLUE
LOA #$FF
STA JODRA
LOA #2
SIT UIFR
BED LOOR1

LOOP

MORE

LOOF1

;make port A inputs
;set CAI and CA2 in
;nandsnake mode
;dummy "I'm ready!'
;mask for interrupt
;read byte transmitted

;make port A output
;mask for interrupt

LOX 48; set 'task clue' pointer
LDA CLUE
;get clue for desired task
GAP CLUE.,.
and find it in 'clue list"
EEO ACKN: if found, send rrght acknowledgement.
DEX
t,ot, send corresponding
BE3 WRONG
not found acknowledgement
JMP FIND; keep trying

FIND

;

ACKN
LOOR2

LDA
STA
LDA
BIT
6E0
RTS

CL.LIE.X: when task is found, the
UDRAH
corresponding acknowledgement
42
is sent to the Master and
UIFR
wait till it has been received
LOOP2
;

;

;

The following subroutine receives from the Master
and stores the parameters corresponding to the
chosen task.
PAR1
LDA #0
make port A of 6522 #0 input
STA UDDPA
;

;

STA LEDRAH
LD't NUMER,X

LOOPS

LDA
BIT
BE0
LDA
STA

set Y as as the parameter pointer
42
:mask for interrupt
UIFR
;are the parameters available
LOOPS ;wait till they are
UDRAH ;and then read them
TABLE,Y and store them
;

SNE LOCIR3-2

WRONG
LOOFA

RTS
LDA #00
this iS the "not found
STA UDRAH ;acknowledgement
LDA #2
;mask for interrupt
BIT UIFR.

SEC LOOP4
LDA #$2A; print a *
JSR OUT
JMP START; wait for new order
The following subroutine identifies the task to
!

:DENT

ner;,-,rm.m

LDA CLUE

;clec:ce !which task will de executed
TASKI;if !t
s acquisition, performe it
#2
if not try oata transmission
TASK2; go and do it
#3 ;if not try data manipulation
TASK8; and do t
44; if not try ASSCL acduls:tion
TASK!: same as A6S+PL
45; if not try ABS+FL+CL

CMP #1

EEO
(MP
EEO
CMP
EEQ
CMP
5E0
CMP

!

SEQ TASK
OMR 46;
f not try ABS+CL+FL
BEQ TASKS
CHF' 1471H not try
%.1s.t FM? data

SEQ TASK?
CMP 4SFF
rf tasks comolered
.9EQ PINISH; _.IC the program
;
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TASK1
TASK2
TASK.?

JMP ACQUO
JMP TRANS
JMP MANIP

TASKS

JMP AFL CL

ASKO'

JMP PMTSS
JSR MESS4

MANIP

RTS

RINISH

JSR MESS2
The following subroutine wiM allow the transfer
;of data from the slave system to the Master
The parameters required for it are: 1st. and last
;storage acaresses of the data block to ne transferrer
They have been stored !n he parameters table ty the
:PAR1 subroutine and occupy four bytes.
*=s610
TRANS
JSR PARI;get parameters
LDA TABLE-01; get the low byte of the 1st. storage
STA LOWI; and store it
LDA TABLE+2; get high byte of 1st. storage address
STA HIGH!; and store it
LDA TABLE+3; get low byte of last storade address
STA LOWS; and store it
LOA TABLE+4
STA HIGH2; store hign byte of last st. address
LDA #$PF; make Port A output
STA UDDRA
SEND
LOA #02; mask for IFR
BIT JIFF; has the "I am ready" signal been received?
EEO *HS; if not keeo check;ng, if it has
then
LOY #00; set counter "help"
LDA (LOW1),Y; get byte to be transferred
STA UDRAH; and send it out
INC LOW1; prepare address of next byte
REO INKRA; go and change page number if needed
INKREI
LOA HIGHI; check if final page :s to be transferred
CMP HIGH2; if it is not continue sending data out
ENE SEND; if the final pace is being sent
LDA LOWI; check if the last byte is to be transferred
CMP LOW2:i4 it has not
SNE SEND; keep sending data out
JSR MES53; print the complete message
RTS; and then return to calling routine
INKRA
INC HIGH!; increment page number
JMP INKPS: and continue tran=sfer steps
RTS

+flan
MESS!

JSR LINE
JSR CRLF
LOX lisF=

WRT

PRT

INX; read Message
characters
LDA MSGI,X
CMP #';'
EEO PRT
JSR OUTALL
JMP WRT
JSR LINE; print 4 lines
JSR LINE
JSR LINE
JSR LINE
I

RTS
MEG 1

MESS3
WRTI

.8Y7 'DATA ACQUIRED;'
JSR LINE
JSR CRLF
LOX #SFF
IN

LO:-4 NS02,X: -.Pao Message
C.-MP #':,

EEC PP71
JSR 2UT.=!LL

JMP

cnaracters
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PRTI

MSG2
MESS4

JSR
JSR
JSR
;SR

L:NE
LINE
LINE
LINE

RTS
.BYT 'DATA TRANSFERRED;'
JSR LINE

JSR LINE
JSR CRLF
LDX
WRT4

INX

LDA MSG49X
CMP
SE0
JSR
JMP

MSG4
MESS2

WRTN

4';'
PRTI
OUTALL
WRT4

.BYT 'MATER IS BUSY
JSR
JSR
JSR
LDX

I

AM WAITING FOR ORDERS!;'

LINE
LINE
CRLF
#SFF

INX

_DA
CMP
EEC
JSR

MSON,X
#';'
FRTN
OUTALL

JMP WPM
PRTN

JSR
JSR
JSR
JSR

LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

BRK
^ISSN

PMTSS

.BYT 'THE END!
4SR PARI;get parameters
LDA TABLE+1; get number of
STA PMTN
LDA TABLE+2; get number of
STA TABLE+16; put the time
LDA TABLE.3; get number of
STA TABLE+17

PMT desired
seconds/256
values in memory
milliseconds

JSR PMT:
JSR MESS1
RTS

PMTX

LDA MODE1; set mode and Channel #0
STA DRA2; before
starting conversion
LDA 43E0; raise C82 level in case it is low
STA PCR2
LDA *$C0; drop C82 level to start conversion
STA PCR2
NOP
NOP
NCP; delay for making LO pulse 'onger
NOP
NOP
LDA 44E0; raise it back (ADC is 'n "read' mode
STA PCR2
LDA #410; check for 'End Cf Conversion" s:gnal
et- IFR2
BE: K-2
LDA DRS2; read first byte of data point

BYTE!

STA Pt1T,i,

S'cl-E2

L:A MCDE2; set mode for reading 2nc. rv7@
ETA DRA2
L:A DPB2; read 2nd. byte
STA RtiTH.X; and store it
RT3; after data point has teen acduirec, ,atur-
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MSEC=TABLE-360
SECCN=TABLE+$61; numberof seconds betwen points
TIMEX
LOA TAELE+2
STA SECON
8E0 TIME
TIME(
LDA OSFF
STA MSEC
JSR TIME+6
DEC SECON
SIZE TINEY
PT!

TIME

LOA TABLE+17
STA NISEC;number of msec.
MSEC1
LDA 03E0
STA T2L2; wait for the spec
ed before taking next pnext
LOA 43
STA T2CH2 data point
LOA *320; has time elapsed?
BIT IFR2;
if not keep waiting
8E0 4-3
LOA T2L2; clear interrupt
DEC MSEC
ENE MSEC1
RTS; after time i0 UP return
The following section will count the number of pulses
necessary to achieve a nominal (optimal .)aluei for the
integration time
INTIM
LDA OSSD; for now it will be 200 msec.
STA T2L; LO byte of int. time
LDA 0$14; HI byte of int. time
STA T2CH
LOA 0320; mask for T2
BIT IFR; check if time is uo
BEQ -3; keep waiting if not
LDA T2L; clear :FR
RTS
The following subroutine will refresh 10 times the
Diode Array at a frecuencY of 166.6... KHz; in order
to be synchronized with the Master System 1022 pui ses
of 6 usec. will be counted
This subroutine will be executed before each spectral
;

;

;

acpu! sit:on
REFIO
LDA 4$80; make Port 8 input except F84,5.7
STA DOPE

REFRI

LDA
STA
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
LOX
LOA
STA
L2A
STA
L:A
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
SIT
BEQ

OSEO; set Timer
in free-running mode w/P87
PCR; and Timer 2 in pulse counting mode
e301; load the T2 counters with 3 usec width
TtL
400; start clocking the diode array
TICH
430A; set Refresh Scanc counter to 10
OSCCI send Begin Scan
PCP; signal
41E0
RCR
e302; set inteoration time for Refresh
T2L: scans to :024 pulses
4$04
T2CH; start timing
4420; mask for interrupt
IFR;Is time up?
1

-3

LOA 72L; clear interrupt
DEX; nave the 10 Scans oeen completec
ENE 12E1=91; ,f rat keep refresning
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AFLCL

AFLCLI

JSR
LOA
STA
JSR
JSR
DEC
ENE
JSR
RTS

PAR1
TABLE.IS
SPEC; store total number o ipectr
REPIO
PCOUI; acquire a spectrum
SPEC; are all the spetra taken.
AFLCL1; if not geep taxing them
MESS1; print message

reou.red

4=1C00
PMTI

LOA 01FF; make Port A output
STA DORA2
LOA 00; and Port
input
STA DORB2
LOX 00; set data pent counter
LOA 01; select channel and mode
STA MODEL
LDA ntli; select mode for 2nd. byte
STA MCDE2
JSR PMTX; get data point for PMTI
INC 0YTE141; increment storage address by one
INC BYTE241
LOA 002; enable 2nd. channel (1st. byte)
STA MODEL
LDA 0113; and now 2nd. byte
STA MODE2
JSR PMTX; get data point for PMT2
INC BYTE1+1
INC 0YTE241
LOA $0!; enable 3rd. channel list. oyte)
STA MODEL
LDA 4115; and now 2nd. byte
STA MOOE2
JSR PMTX
tl

PMT$

INC SYTE14.1
INC BYTE24-1

LOA
STA
LOA
STA
JSR
LOP
JSR

0107:enable 4th. cnannel
MODEL
4117; now 2nd.o4te
MODE2
PMTX
412E; print
after reading four channels
OUT
INXI increment data point counter
CPX PMTN; haue all the desired number of points teen
taken for each cf the three 'MTo?
BED STOP
JSR TIMEX; If not watt for time between PMTS
JMP PMTS
5TX MODE2+1
.

;

STOP

CLC

LOA
AOC
BEQ
STA
CLO
LOA
AOC

BYTEI41
MODE241
STOP2
SYTE141
BYTE241
MODE2+1

BED 'STOPS

STA SYTE241
RTS

STOPS

INC
INC
LOA
STA
STA
RTE

BYTE142
SYTE742
40
FITE141
SYTE2+1
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LDA 41
STA MODEL
LDA Will

STA MOOE2
LDA BYTEI +2

STA
LOA
STA
LOA

TABLE+70
BYTE2-2
TABLE+71
BYTE1+1

STA TABLE +T2

LDA
STA
LDX
LOA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA

BYTE2+1
TABLE+73
OsFB
HIGH1
BYTE1+2
HIGH2
BYTE2+2
400
BYTE1+I

STA eYTE:4.1

JSR PMTX
INX

ENE *-4
LDA TABLE*70
STA BYTEI +2

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA

TABLE+71
BYTE242
TABLE+72
BYTE1+1
TABLE+73
BYTE2+1

RTC

CLEAR

LDY 40; set counter
LDA (LOWII.Y
o4NO *SSE; clear hits 6 and 7
STA (LOWI),Y
INY

SNE CLEAR+2
RTS
.END

